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Time-resolved and Pulse RYDMR

by

S.N.Batchelor, K.A.McLauchlan and I.A.Shkrob
(Physical Chemistry Laboratory, South Parks Rd., Oxford, U.K. )

The lecture will concern RYDMR BQ and RYDMR B1 measurements
on two chemically different types of system. In one, radical-ion
pairs are created by pulsed laser irradiat i on of solutions of
pyrene in low-viscosity organic solvents, in the presence of
various electron donors and acceptors. In the other novel
radical pairs ·are obtained which consist of one excited state
radical, and one ground state one. These are created in a two
photon absorption process in a single laser flash of finite
length: one of the initially-formed radicals is electronically
excited by absorption of a second photon. In this case
experiments were performed in micellar and viscous solutions.

Both systems exhibit RYDMR, MARY , and general rad ical-pai r ,
behaviour, but i n the case of the excited radical pair the
observation s fail to cor r e l a t e dire ctly with either t he magnet i c
properties of the radicals o r t he molecular dynamics. . It is
suggested t hat the nature of t he reaction exit channe I , on a
different potential surface from a pair of ground-state radicals,
plays a decisive r o l e .

The RYDMR and MARY behaviours are strongly dependent on the
detailed molecular and reaction dynamics which occurs within the
radical pai r, and the analysis of the BQ and "B1 behaviour , for
example, al l ows these dynamics to be investigated. More direct
methods are, however , provided by two new experiments . In the
first, the time-evolution of t he RYDMR (o r MARY) intens i t y is
followed continuously in time in the time-resolved RYDMR
experiment. This exposes the kinetics directly, and the traces
often exhibit time-oscillat i on s super i mp osed on the expected
kinet i c behaviour. These may be experiment a l artifacts, although
they are system-dependent , and it is also possible that they
arise in l ong-term quantum beats. In the second experiment, a
perturbation is deliberately int r oduc e d during the period of
active spin and molecular dynamic evolution to affect the kinetic
development. This is t he pulsed RYDMR experiment. It takes two
forms . In one, the radical pair is created and allowed to evolve
in the absence of aresonant microwave field before it is
applied, typically lOOns. after the photolysis pulse. In the
other the filed is applied when the pair is created, but removed
at a similar time later.

These experiments are similar in principle to, but rather
more sophisticated than, the pulse NMR experiments which are now
so commonly used. In the latter, the role of the pulse sequence
is to control the spin dynamics alone, whereas in the RYDMR
analogue, the reaction dynamics are also perturbed . The analysis
of either pulse e xperiment shows that the results are highly
sensitive to the pulse shape.

_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -J.;
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FT-EPR INVESTIGATIONS OF PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS

Patricia R. Levstein, M. H. Ebersoie, and Hans van Willigen

Department of Chemistry, University of Massachusetts at Boston

Boston, Massachusetts 02125

In FT-EPR a microwave pulse rotates the magnetization vector from the z (magnetic field) axis

into the xy plane (1r/2 pulse). Then the time evolution ofthe magnetization in the xy plane (FID)

is sampled. The Fourier transform of the FID gives the frequency domain EPR spectrum. FT-EPR

is ideally suited for time-resolved studies offree radicals generated by pulsed-laser excitation.! This

is because the FID only reports on species present at the time of the 1r /2 pulse. Hence, formation

and decay of free radleals can be traced by measuring FT-EPR spectra for delay times between

laser and microwave pulses extending from the nanosecond to the millisecond time domain. The

sensitivity of the method approaches that of conventional cw EPR and it provides the ultimate in

spectral resolution.

FT-EPR can be used to identify transient paramagnetic species and to measure their rate

of formation and decay.2,3 In addition the technique makes it possible to study the evolution of

Chemically Induced Dynamic Electron Polarisation (CIDEP) with optimum time resolution.v'"

With a number of examples of photochemical reactions in homogeneous and heterogeneous!

media, we will illustrate the wealth of Information that can be derived from FT-EPR spectra.

1. T. Prisner, O. Dobbert, K. r. Dinse, and H. van Willigen, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 110, 1622

(1988) .

2. M. Plüschau', A. Zahl, K. P. Dinse, and H van Willigen, J. Chem. Phys. 90,3153 (1989).

3. P. Levstein and H. van Willigen, J. Chem. Phys. 95, 900 (1991).

4. G. Kroll, M. Plüschau, K. P. Dinse, and H. van Willigen, J. Chem. Phys. 93,8709 (1990).

5. P. Levstein and H. van Willigen, Chem. Phys. Letters 187, 415 (1991).
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THE VERSATILE ELECTRON SPIN POLARIZATION OF T. BUTYL RADICALS

H. Paul
Phys .-Chem. Inst., Universität Zürich, CH-80S? Zürich, Switzerland

Transient t. butyl radicals in solution exhibit a particularly pronounced nuclear

electron cross relaxation, by which nuclear spin polarization in the radicals is trans
fered to the electron spin system (and vice versa). The phenomenon may cause rather
peculiar electron spin polarizations in steady state ESR spectra, where one or the other
resonance might be missing. In time-resolved ESR measurements following laser flash
radical generation, cross relaxation shows up as sign reversal of an initial EIA multi
plet polarization (Radlcal Pair Mechanism) to an AlE pattern after 15- 25 IlS.

Experimental ttme-proftles can be simulated using a combination of Bloch
equations and a set of coupled rate equations comprising Zeeman level population and
depopulation by chemical reaction, spin exchange, CIDNP, CIDEP, spin-Iatt.ice as weH
as cross relaxation. At T = 233 K the "Flip-Flop" cross relaxation in t .butyl radreal turns

out to proceed with rate T;{l = T;{b. [HI +1) - mI{mI ± 1)] where Txo =30 IlS.

Pronounced nuclear-electron cross relaxation seems to be limited to a few
transient radicals in solution only, and up to now has definitely been observed for
2-propyl-2-0I, 2-propyl, as weIl as t.butyl radicals. However, its influence to nuc1ear
and electron spin polarizations should be considered in quantitative evaluations, espec
iaHy for

)

a) radicals possessing widespread ESR spectra due to hfs of many ß-protons,
b) radicals which are slightly bent at the radical centre,
c) pulse experiments working with high initial radical concentrations.
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Electron spin elTects on Fourier transform EPR spectroscopy

M.Bowman
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Indlred methods 10 measure magnetic resonanee spectra of IntermedJate radleals
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CIDEP IN TRIPll7-DOUBll7 QUENCHING. QUARTET-DOUBll7 NONADIABATIC TRANSITIONS.

A.I.5hushin

Institute of Chemical Physics, 117977, Moscow, Russia.

Recent experiments have shown that CIOEP can be generated in triplet
doublet (TD) quenching [1,2]. In [1] reasonable mechanism of net CIOEP
generation has been proposed. This mechanism is analogous to 5T_-one in

radical pair recombination [3]. It explains CIOEP generation by nonadiabatic
transitions between quartet (Q) and reactive doublet (0) terms of TD pair in
the regions of terms crossings. Trans i tions between terms are assumed to be
induced by zero field splitting (ZPs) interaction in the T-molecule.

In this work the simple analytical expression for the QD transition rate
is derived. The 'pr obl em is to take into account possible complicated
nondiffusional mechanism of relative TD motion and strong fluctuations of
terms couplings due to stochastic rotational motion of T-molecule.

The problem is considered in the linear terms model that is Q- and D-terms
are approximated by linear ones in the avoided crossing regions (ACR). The two
state spin hamiltonian of the system is taken in the form

H = [F1(: )X(t ) V(t)] (1)

V (t) F
2(t)x(t)

where x(t) is a stochastic trajectory along areaction coordinate (in the
spherically symmetrie case this is a TD distance), F1 2 are the time dependent

". ,
(fluctuating) slopes of terms and V(t) is the fluctuating coupling (in
general, complex valued. It is shown that in the weak coupling limit
transition rate is independent of mechanism of relative motion in the ACR
(x(t) dependence) and details of Fi,2(t) and V(t) fluctuations. It is given by

very simple expression
2

W=2nC<IVIJ/l1F>VF' (2)
, J

In eq. (2) C is the (one dimensional) concentration of reagents in the initial
state and l1F = IF2 - F1 1. The brackets in eq. (2) mean averaging over

distribution of 1v21 and slopes Fj (j = 1,2). It is clearly seen that W is

actually independent of characteristic time parameters of the model. One
dimensional model (1) can be easily generalized to a multidimensional case. In
practically interesting 3D case we get for the reaction rate constant in
nonreactive term coupled with the reactive one

K = K Per ), where per) = 2n<lvI 2/ l1F>(r 2/ 0r ) (3)r 0 0

is the probability of transition during the time of diffusive dissociation cf
the pair created at a distance r , K = 4nDt is the rate constant for the

r
reactive state and r the ACR radius.

0 2 2Simple calculation for TD pair with "zrs = D(S -S 13) gives the expression
2 °2z 2

for effective <lVi> summed up over all ACRs:(IVI )= (7/45)00 ,

1. C.Blättler, F.Jent and H.Paul, Chem. Phys. Lett. 166(1990)375.
2. A.Kawai, T.Okutsu and K.Obi, J.Phys.Chem. 95(1991)9130.
3. F.J.Adrian, Rev.Chem.Intermed. 3(1979)3.
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CIDEP STUDIES ON TRANSIENT RADICAL-ION PAIR: PHOTOLYSIS OF TMPD.

Hisao Murai, Hidekazu Honma and Keiji Kuwata

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Osaka University,

Toyonaka,Osaka560,Japan

The time-resolved ESR studies on photoionization and photooxidation

reactions which occur by way of the radical-ion pair as the transient intermediate are

presented, and abrief discussion is given in this paper.

1) Photoionization reaction of TMPD (N,N,N',N~tetramethyl-p-phenylene

diamine) in 2-propanoI 1): In the photolysis of TMPD. very peculiar

emission/absorption (E/A) pattern was observed immediately after laser excitation

(337,351 and 308 nm). As shown in Fig. 1, this pattern gradually becomes narrower

and some enhanced absorptive signal grows up. The latter absorptive peak position

corresponds to the g-value of a s91vated electron (e-solv). The photoionization is

known to take place e)(clusively trom the lowest excited singlet state of TMPD. All

these information lead to the conclusion that a spin correlated radical-ion pair is

tormed initially and the ordinary radical pair mechanisrn (RPM, S-TO mixing) occurs

between TMPD+ and e-soIv· According to the known "theory, the exchange ,inter

action J becomes positive (the singlet state of the radical ion pair is located above

the triplet state). Recent observation of the delayed fluorescence trom the radical-ion

pair shows that the energy level ot the radical-ion pair is closely located to the lowest

excited singlet state of TMPD. This may have something to do with the positive value

of J in this particular system. Furthermore, the addition of water in this solution

inverted the spin polarization pattern to total emission. This may be due to the

increased contribution of the lowest excited triplet state of TMPD to the ionization.

2) Photodxidation reaction of TMPD and related compounds with maleic

anhydride (MA) in alcohols2): When MA was added to the above mentioned

alcoholic solution of TMPD, emissively polarized anion radical of MA (MA-) was

observed as shown in Fig. 2a. This spectral pattern is explained by the triplet

mechanisrn (TM) and RPM from triplet precursor, that is, this photooxidation reaction

takes place mainly through the lowest excited triplet state. By lowering the

concentration of MA (below 2 x 10-3 M) where no TM polarization was expected, the
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CIDEP spectrum was still emissive except the highest field resonance Une which

almost diminished as shown in Fig . 2b. A careful consideration of the MA

concentration effect, the solvent polarity, and so on, leads to the conclusion that the

emissive component at low concentration of MA is due to the 5-T_1 mixing. This ls

probably induced by the ionic interaction (by Coulombic force) within the radical-ion

pair. In this system the J-value was negative contrary to the photoionization system

mentioned above.

When N-ethylcarbazole (ECz) was used instead of TMPD, the observed CIDEP

of MA- was very strange. As shown in Fig. 2c, the spectrum ls totally emissive at high

concentration of MA, but the lower field signal is a bit weaker than that of the high

field one. By lowering the concentration of ECz, the CIDEP spectrum becomes

absorptive and the low fjeld signal is stronger than that of the high field one (Fig. 2d).

Finally, it is concluded that this oxidation reaction takes piace through the triplet state

but the exchange interaction J is possibly positive. In other word, both the 5-T+1

mixing and 5-T0 mixing take place in this system. These positive J value may be

related to the ionic system (radical-ion pair formation) and the state mixing of the

precursor excited states and those of the ion pair is responsible to this phenomenon.

The photooxidation results of other related compounds will also be presented.

T
9 =t2•OI}'20 ns Em.

References: 1) Preliminary report: H. Murai and K. Kuwata, Chem. Phys. Lett., 164

(1989) 567. 2) Preliminary report: H. Murai, H. Honma, N. Ishiwata, and K. Kuwata,

Proceeding of "The Oji International Conference on Spin Chemistry" at Tomakomai,

Japan (1991) pp. 131-137.

...
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ODEP STUDIES OF CAROTENOID RADICAL CATIONS

A. S. Jeevarajan,a M. Khaled,a M. D. E. Forbesb and L. D. Kisperts
aDepartment of Chemistry, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
bDepartment of Chemistry, Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hin, NC 27599

Carotenoids not only serve as light harvesting pigments and photoprotect
devices in plant photosynthesis.! but they are also believed to serve other functions.2,3
It has been reported that carotenoid radical cations are formed at the photosystem TI
reaction center.f It has also been shownf that a triad molecule consisting of a
porphyrin (P) positioned be.pvee!} a carotenoid .(C) and a quinone (Q) generated a long
lived donor-acceptor pair, C-P-Q, upon light irradiation. The lifetime of the pair can
be increased depending on the number of porphyrin and quinone moietiess and C'"
has been detected by spin echo measurements.? The study of the triad and related
molecules have made it possible to examine an important step in photosynthesis: the
photodriven electron transfer reaction to generate a charge-separated state.

Determining the structures of the carotenoid and the related polyene radical
cations and the reason for the strong lifetime dependence on the host matrix is an
important component in understanding the role of carotenoids in electron transport
processes. The lifetime of the carotenoid cation radicals produced by 30B nm excimer
laser radiation of a CCl4 solution of s-carotene (C40HS6), lor s-Apo-B'ccarotenal
(C30H400), n is a few microseconds. On the other hand the Iifetime of the carotenoid
cations formed electrochemically in CH2C12 is a few minutesf An attempt is being
made to examine the large difference in radical stability as a function of solvent.

Degassed millimolar solutions of (I) or (Il), in CC4 were photolyzed at 300 K
with the 30B nm pulsed output of an excimer laser. The apocarotenal radical cation
EPR spectrum was observed in total emission 0.5 J.1S after the laser pulse until' it
disappeared at ~ 4 J.1S,J Upon increasing the concentration of n from 0.5 mM to 2.0 mM,
the J.1S lifetime decreased and the linewidth decreased slightly. s-carotene, on the other
hand, exhibited an absorption/emission spectrum at 0.20 J.1S after the pulse with a
decrease in absorption with time and emission after 1 J.1S. Irradiating a mM solution of
tetranitromethane and I or 11 in 3-methylpentane showed that a cation radical of I or 11
had been formed. In contrast, the radical cations of short chain polyenes such as 2,5
dimethyl-2,4-hexadiene (CSH14), In were not observed under the same conditions and
at millimolar concentrations. However at polyene concentrations above 0.1 molar an
EPR spectrum was detected. The spectrum for In consisted of a superposition of
emission on an absorption enhanced emission spectrum with emission dominating
at short (0.2 J.1S) times. Near 1 J.1S, the spectrum changed to an emission-absorption
pattern with a decrease in emission until at long times (20 J.1S) the spectrum showed
near equilibrium population.

The polarized CIDEP spectra of I could be interpreted as due to radical pair
formation between an anion of the solvent (CC4-?) and the carotenoid cation radical.
The low-field adsorption peak could be assigned to the chlorinated solvent anion
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radical with ~g = +. Since carotenoids cannot be clirectly formed in the triplet state due
to the short lifetime of the excited state, ~ is negative, and the singlet level is below the
triplet level; Therefore, J is negative. Thus an absorption pattern (~J~g = +) is
predicted. For the carotenoid cation (sg = -, ~ =- and J =-), ~J~g = - or an emission is
predicted, as observed. As time increases, the anion from the solvent presumably
decays; the low field spectrum broadens, due to unsymmetrical chlorine couplings. A
similar assignment could be assigned for II, except the low field anion radical
spectrum is not observed, which is possibly due to broadening from an earlier 1055 of
symmetry. On the other hand, the appearance of a total emissive pattern for
photolyzed II (up to 4 ~) . generally suggests a triplet mechanism. However,
carotenoids can not be formed directly in a triplet state due to the short lifetime of the
excited state, instead radiationless decay to the ground state is observed.f Reasons for
the difference between the polarization patterns and the lifetimes will be given. This
work was supported by the Division of Chemical Sciences, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, Office of Energy Research of the U. S. Department of Energy under Grant No.
DE-FG05-86ERl3465

(n)
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Responses of central nervous neurons and fibroblasts to magnetic stimulation

P.Semm,
University of Frankfurt, Dept.of Zoology, Siesmayerstr.70
6000 FRANKFURT 11, Germany

Behavioral evidence indicates that birds may use a two step process, such as a map
and a compass, to orient within the earth's magnetic field.
Neuronal correlates of the magnetic compass may be in the visual system, with the
retinal photoreceptors functioning as magnetoreceptors. Cells in different part of the
visual projections respond to magnetic direction ehanges, as would be expeetd from a
compass, but do not respond to pure intensity changes, In contrast, the activity of
ophthalmie nerve fibers, whieh come from the upper beak area, can be influeneed by
small (so far down to 200 nanoTesla) changes in magnetie field intensity; the type of
sensitivity needed to deteet components of a magnetie map. Although there is no
direet evidenee, these fibers may be assoeiated with ethmoidal magnetite deposits.
The two systems respond independent of each other. Therefore, it appears that birds
posess two different magnetie systems, one sensitive to magnetiC compass features
and one sensitive to magnetie "map" features.
A third system is located in the pineal gland (Epiphysis eerebri). The hormonal
output of the gland, melatonin, is affeeted by natural and artifieial magnetie fields.

Another aspeet of the aetion of magnetic fields deals with the development of
fibroblasts.

)
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Magnetic sensory mechanism in birds and other anlmals

K. Schulten

not received before deadline
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Professor Charles B. Grissom

"Magnet1e F1eld Effeets on Enzymatie Reaetions w1th Radieal-Pair
Intermediates: Soybean Lipoxygenase and Vitamin B12 Systems."

tnn

Llpoxygenase: The 'effeet of a statie magnetie field on the rate of
soybean lipoxygenase eatalyzed oxygenation of linoleie acid was
determined. The kinetie parameters Vmu:' Km, and VmaxlKm are unaffeeted
by magnetie fields 0-2000 Gauss. This result is unexpeeted in light of
the proposed radieal meehanism of soybean lipoxygenase. As a further
probe of the reaetion meehanism, the effeet of a statie magnetie field
on the deuterium and tritium kinetie isotope effeet has been determined.
This allows diserimination between possible magnetie isotope effeet
interaetions and hydrogen tunneling eontributions to the observed
kinetie isotope effeet.
Vitamin Bu : The rate of anaerobie photolysis of methyleob(III)alamin
by steady-state UV irradiation to produee eob(II)alamin and -CHa as a

~.

geminate radieal-pair 1s deereased 2.5-fold in the range 400-600 Gauss.
A magnetie field effeet is only seen in highly viseous media (i.e., 20%
Fieoll 400 ~/~o - 30) that reinforce radieal-pairl reeombination. At
magnetie fields greater,than 1500 Gauss (where the ~g meehanism of
singlet-triplet intersystem erossing beeomes signifieant), the rate of
photolysis is increased. This suggests the radical-pair is formed in
the single~ state. Since only radical-pair reactions are affected by an
exogenous magnetic field, the observed results are direet evidence of
homolytic Co-C bond eleavage.
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NUCLEAR POLARIZATION INDUCED BY HYDROGENATION REACTIONS USING
ORTHO- AND PARA-HYDROGEN

Joachim Bargon

Institute ofPhysical Chemistry, University ofBonn, Wegeierstrasse 12, D-5300 Bonn 1, Germany

Proton spin polarization can be observed in NMR spectra recorded during the homogeneous
hydrogenation of various substrate molecules in the presence of suited organometallic catalysts, if
ortho- or para-hydrogen are being used instead of ordinary dihydrogen (H0. This phenomenon has
originally been observed experimentally by chance 1, but it has been independently thought of
theoretically 2 and has been attributed to symmetry breaking during the hydrogenation reaction.
The phenomenon has been named PASADENA 1 or PUlP 3 (para-Hydrogen Induced Polari
zation). Since ortho-hydrogen leads to essentially the same phenomenon but with a reversed
emission and absorption pattern 4, PHIP might as well stand for Polarized Hydrogen .Induced
Polarization. The PHIP phenomenon can lead to a signal enhancement of up to iOS relative to the
NMR spectra of the resulting product molecules in thermal equilibrium; therefore, it provides for
a powerful tool to investigate the fate of the dihydrogen, the catalysts, and of the substrates during
hydrogenation reactions.

As such the PHIP phenomenon is essentially similar to CIDNP 5, which gives rise to
seemingly similar spectra .as a consequence to the occurrance of free radicals. Therefore, the
appearance of intense emission and absorption lines in the NMR spectra recorded during chemica1
reactions is not necessarily proof for free radical intermediates; at least during hydrogenation
reactions alternate possibilities do exist 4,1 •. A reliable discrimination is easily possible using either
enrlched ortho- or para-hydrogen in independent runs 4.

Various features of the PHIP phenomenon, experimental details of the apparatus to enrich
ortho- and para-hydrogen, and computer simulations of the PHIP spectra to be expected under
specific assumptions will be outlined. Comparison of the experimentally obtained and of simulated
spectra revea1 interesting details and mechanistic information about the hydrogenation reactions,
and about the nuclear spin system of the product molecules.

In particular the amount of singlet / triplet mixing along the reaction pathway as well as
changes in the population of the nuclear spin systems due to Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP),
i.e. due to NOE induced changes in the population of the nuclear spin states of the products, may
render the analysis of the PHIP spectra difficult. This complication may easily lead to erroneous
mechanistic conclusions, but applying appropriate algorithms, these phenomena may also be used
10 advantage in the investigation of reactions and of certain substrate molecules.
Selected examples will be outlined in detail, especially the hydrogenation of molecules with more
than one reactive center, including diacetylenes and norbornadiens.

The PHIP sprectrum recorded during the hydrogenation of phenylacetylene in benzene-d,
in the presence of Wilkinson I s catalyst RhCI(pPh3)3 using enriched para-hydrogen is shown in the
figure together with the NMR spectrum of the reaction product, namely of styrene, in thermal
equilibrium. Already this early example investigated by PHIP demonstrates that even those
protons, which do not originate from para-hydrogen, display nuclear spin polarization, for example
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herc 11,., frequenUy with reversed phase like in resonance M of the PHIP spectrum, and theorigin
of this po1arization is NOE in theproduct molecule styrene, as will beoutlined in moredetail and
using other examples as well.
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P.P. Seidler. H.E. Bryndza . J.E. Frommer, L.S. Stuhl. R.G. Bergman. Organomet4llics 2, 1701 (1983)
C.R. Bcwers, D.P. W.itebmp. Pbye.Rev.Len. 57. 2645 (1986). and IUbeequ,," J'IP'ß.
T.C. Eisenscbmid. R.U. Kitss, P.P. Deutsch. S.I. Hommehoft, R. EiRnberg, J. &argon, R.G. Lewter,
A.L. Balch. 1.Am.Cbem.Soc. I". 8089 (1987) and subseq....' J'IP'ß.
J. BaraOD, J. Kandels, K. Woelk. Angew.Chem.Int.Ed..Eogl. 29. S8 (1990)
A.R. Lepley, G.L Closs -Cbemic:ally lnduced Magnetic PolariDtioo-, J.Wiley and Sous, New Yor\: (1973)
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DNP SPECTRUM OBSERVED IN THE PHOTOLYSIS OF BENZOQUINONE AND SOME OF ITS

METHYL DERIVATIVES - THE TRIPLET MECHANISM IN CIDNP

Q1ng-Xiang Meng. Kouel Suzukl, Klm1norl Maeda and Tohru Azuml

Department of Chemlstry, Faculty of Selence, Tohoku Unlverslty, Sendal, Japan

CIDNP-detected ESR spectrum is observed in the photoIysts of p

benzoquinone(BQ). p-toluquinone(TQ), and 2,6-dimethyl-p-benzoqulnone(DMBQ).

From the analyses of the spectra we discuss 1) mechanlsm of the cross

relaxation and 2) contrlbutlon of the triplet mechanlsm in the CIDNP spectra.

The spectra of BQ and DMBQ are shown In Ftgures la and lb as examples.

The clrcles are the experImental poInts and the solid curves show the slmulated

spectra.
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Ftgure 1. The CIDNP-detected ESR spectrum observed in the photoIysls of
J

(a)BQ and (b)DMBQ . The solute concentratlon Is 0.04 M.

The spectrum of BQ Is mostly due to DNP(dynamic nuclear polarlzatlon) with

sl1ght contrlbutlon of SNP (stlmulated nuclear polarlzatlon). The spectrum for

DMBQ Is, on the other hand, Is entlrely due to DNP. The spectrum of TQ Is qulte

analogous to DMBQ. The remarkable feature of the DNP spectrum Is that BQ has

emlsslve DNP spectrum whereas methyl substltuted BQ such as TQ and DMBQ have

absorptlve DNP spectra.

The stgn of the DNP spectra is governed by the mechanism of the cross

relaxatIon. There are two kinds of cross relaxation: alscalar 6. m=O relaxatton

and b)dipole-dipole 6. m=2 relaxatton. The 6. m=O relaxation results in the

absorptive DNP. and the 6. m=2 relaxation leads to the emlssive DNP. The

observed slgns of DNP and the mechanlsm of the cross relaxation are summarlzed

in Table I.



Table I. The observed slgns of DNP and the mechanism of cross relaxation.

---------- ----- - - - - --- --- - - - - --- - - - -
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compound monitoring H slgn of DNP cross relation
------ - - - ------- - - --- - ---- - - ----- ---

BQ

TQ

DMBQ

ring H

CH3 H

CH3 H

Emission

Absorption

Absorption

!l m=2

!l m=O

!l m=O

We shall next focus attention on the concentration effect of CIDNP. The

polarization of CIDNP observed at various concentrations are summarized in

Table 11.

'"Table 11. Concentration effect in CIDNP.

compound 4xlO-2 M 8xlO-3 M lxlO-3 M

----- - - - - r--- --- - - - - - - - - - - ---- --- - ---
BQ

TQ

DMBQ

Emlssion

Absorption

Absorption

Absorption

Absorption

Absorption

Absorption

Emission

Emission

As is seen in Table 11, the CIDNP polarization is reversed at hlgher

concentration. The polarization observed at lower concentration is In accord

with the Kaptein theory, but that observed at higher concentration contradicts

to It, The analysls of thls slgn reversal in terms of the results of the DNP,

cross relaxation, and CIDEP reveals that contribution of the triplet mechanism

is Important in creating nuclear polarization at higher concentration.
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Novel aspects or DNP and SNP.

*E.G.Bagryanskaya, R.Z.Sagdeev.

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion

*rnternational Tomografie Centre,Novosibirsk,Russia.

The methods of stimulated (SNP) and dynamic (DNP) nuclear

polarization are based on the effect of resonance microwave field

on nuclear polarization of diamagnetic reaction products. These

methods are successfully applied to studying the mechanisms 01

photochemical reactions [1J, short-lived radical pairs

(RP) ,biradicals and micellized RP, to determing charge exchange

rates, ets. The paper reports recent resul ts on DNP arid SNP

studies 01 short-lived intermediates in photochemical reactions.

SNP.~3C and ~H SNP were used in studying RP,localized in micelIes

01 different sizes, formed on the photolysis of dibenzyl

ketone,a-methyldesoxybenzoin,desoxybenzoin,etc.rt has been shown
J

that exchange interaction in micelIes results in significant

broadening of individual SNP components [2J, depending on micelIes

size. When the micelIes size was reduced by the use of different

detergent moleeules NaSO~(CH2)n_1CH3 (n=12-7), the spitting in SNP

spectrum, detected by carbonyl carbon, decreased from the full

constant 01 hfi in the carbonyl ~3C atom in phenylacyl radical

rr-om 124 Oe at n=12 to 70 Oe at n=7. CrDNP magnetic field

dependences and low 1ield SNP spectrum during photolysis 01 ketons

in micelIes of different size have been analyzed.The optimum

parameters of exchange interaction have been determined from
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comparison of all experimental data with calculations performed

by means of nurnerical solution of the Lioville equation in a

microreactor model. The influence of RP lifetime on the mean

exchange interaction in SDS micelIes has been studied

experimentally.

It has been shown by time-resolved SNP that the photolysis

of dezoxybenzoine in SDS micelIes occurs by two parallel channels:

(i )vi a dissociation with the formation of the RP Ph-C(O) CHzPh and

(ii) via addition of hydrogen atom to form the RP ,consisting of ·

detergent radical and ketyl radical PhC (OH)CHzPh. The kinetics

of these RP have been studied. The contributions of different

mechanisms of paramagnetic relaxation to intersystem crossing of

micellised RP have been discussed [3J.

DNP. DNP effects ' in radical-ion reactions accompanied by

degenerate electron exchange in low magnetic fields have been

studied. DNP is detected ty nuclei of diamagnetic products of the

reaction; the J cross-relaxation mechanism is caused by charge

exchange reaction arid mixing of wave functions in low magnetic

fields [4]. Two different approaches to theoretical description of

the effects have been proposed. The applicability of the method to

studying photochemical reaction mechanism, CIDEP in low magnetic

fields has been shown in a number of reactions.
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Magnetic Resonance Metbods In Tbe Study Of Radical Cations 
ESR And CIDNP Of Species Derived From Hexadiene Systems

Heinz D. Roth

Rutgers University, Department 0/Chemistry

New Brunswick, New Jersey, USA

Radical cations derived from hexadiene systems are related to the putative

mechanistic extremes of the Cope rearrangement. Three mechanistic extremes may be

discussed for this reorganization: viz., associative, dissociative, or concerted pathways.

Magnetic resonance methods have been instrumental in establishing radical cation structures

corresponding to all three mechanistic extremes. This illustrates remarkable differences

between the potential surfaces of radical cations and neutral precursors. For the neutral

hexadienes, states of intermediate geometry are saddle point~; for the corresponding radical

cations, states of intermediate geometry are pronounced minima. In essence, the cleavage

or cycloaddition reactions of radical cations are "arrested" at intermediate geometries.,

2 3

Radical cations of these general structure types have been established by CIDNP

and ESR studies. Several representative examples will be discussed in the light of the

CIDNP and ESR results on which they are based and the proposed structures compared

with the predictions of ab initiocalculations.

d
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CIDNP Investigations of Secondary Reactions of
Photogenerated Radical Cations

M. Goez, 1. Frisch, G. Eckert and 1. Eckert

Institut für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, TU Braunschweig,

Hans-Sommer-Str. 10, 9900 Braunschweig

Measurements of chemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization (CIDNP) are a

valuable tool for the elucidation of the mechanisms of radical reactions. Firstly, the
whole analytic potential of high resolution NMR spectroscopy can be utilized for the

identification of the diamagnetie reaetion produets. The usually quite large CIDNP

enhaneement factors make it possible to detect and eharaeterize even small amounts of

produets (which may themselves be intermediates with lifetimes in the range of seconds)

in spite of the low inherent sensitivity of NMR methods. Seeondly, one also obtains

specific information about the radicals involved, sinee the observed polarization patterns

in the product moleeules refleet the eleetron spin densities at the respective nuclei in the

intermediate radleals. Finally, it is possible to measure the kinetics of these reaetions by

time resolved CIDNP experiments ("flash CIDNP"), if pulsed light sources and pulsed
FT-NMR spectrometers are employed. Using deconvolution methods [I], a time resolution
of 100 ns can readily be achieved :with commercially available apparatus.

With these experimental teehniques, we have studied the deeay pathways of organic

radical eations generated by eleetron transfer quenching of suitable sensitizers. In pho

tostable systems, e.g. quinones as aeeeptors and methoxybenzenes or dimethylanilines

as donors D, back electron transfer is the only irreversible seeondary reaetion, hut the

free ions ean still participate in reversible degenerate eleetron exchange with their parent

eompounds, e.g,

+ +
D' +D ~ D+D'

We have used flash CIDNP measurements to determine the aetivation parameters of these
self exchange reactions [2], which are of fundamental importance in all current theories

of eleetron transfer. A model based on the Mareus theory was developed [3] to predict

the rate constants for the degenerate exchange processes from moleeular data eomputed
by semiempirical quantum mechanieal methods (AMI). Good estimates of the measured
transfer rates and their temperature dependenees were obtained in this way. The flash

CIDNP experiments also yielded the nuclear spin relaxation ra.tes in the free radioals.

These are diseussed with the Solomon-Bloembergen theory.
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With aliphatie amines as donors, subsequent deprotonation of the radical cations

can oeeur, leading to a net hydrogen abstraetion. In these systems, we have performed

mechanistic studies by pseudo steady-state OIDNP measurements [4]. This method sig

nificantly increases the signal to noise ratio of flash OIDNP experiments, while a spe

cial presaturation scheme retains the exeellent background suppression of this technique.

As a drawback of eonventional OIDNP speetroscopy, nuclei possessing small hyperfine

eoupling eonstants in the intermediate radicals show no appreeiable net polarizations,

so their NMR transitions in the product molecules are unobservable in the absence of

multiplet effects. We have developed coherence transfer methods (CIDNP-OOSY and

OIDNP-ROT) [5] which completely solve this problem for all J-coupled spin systems.

The observed OIDNP signals allowed an unambiguous determination whether deprotona

tion of the cation takes place in the primary solvent cage (e.g. xanthone/triallylamine),

secondary solvent cage (e.g. . anthraquinone/triallylamine} or by the starting amine as

base (e.g. anthraquinonejtriethylamine).

In unsymmetrieally substituted tertiary amines, several sites of deprotonation exist.

For this class of compounds, we have earried out OIDNP experiments in order to deter

mine the relative reactivities of different substituents. The efficieney of deprotonation

was found to decrease in the order

Methyl, Allyl > Ethyl,Benzyl >> Isopropyl.

Thus, this reaction is obviously controlled by sterie effecta.as weil as the therrnodynamie

stability of the resulting neutral radical.
j
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Electron Paramagnetic
Spectroscopy in the Q-Band

Region

Time-Resolved
Resonance

Microwave

Maleolm D.E. Forbes

Department of Chemistry
Venable and Kenan Laboratories

University of North Carolina
Chapel Hili, NC 27599

Abstract:

The first time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance spectra from a Q-band (35 GHz)

spectrometer are reported. Room temperature, liquid solution spectra for aseries of spin polarized

organic mono- and biradicals produced via the Nonish I and Nonish n photoreactions of ketone
)

triplet states are presented, including one sampIe run in aqueous solution. Benzyl radicals from

dibenzyl ketone exhibit an unusual feature at Q-band in that spin polarization from the triplet

mechanism, clearly seen at X-band, is completely quenched at high field due 10 more efficient spin

relaxation in the parent ketone. The acetone/isopropyl alcohol/water system shows isopropanoyl

rad.icals with more enhanced absorption at Q-band than seen at X-band, due to the Boltzmann

population differences in the parent ketone. Other monoradicals exhibit similar spectra to those

observed at X-band (9.5 GHz). Biradicals exhibit interesting polarization patterns due to

differences in the extent of singlet-triplet mixing, and due to g-factor differences between the

radical centers.
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FORMATION OF NON-KETYL RADICALS IN THE PHOTOCHEMICAL
HYDROGEN ABSTRACTION REACTIONS OF CHROMONE DERIVATIVES IN
THEIR 1t1t* TRIPLET STATES AS STUDIED BY THE TIME RESOLVED ESR

Yoshio SAKAGUCHI, Masatoshi IGARASHI, and Hisaharu HAYASHI
Riken (Inst. Phys. & Chem. Research), Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan
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The photochemical reaction of 1-oxanaphthalene-4(lH)-one (chromone; 0.002 mol
dm") in 2-propanol at room temperature was investigated with the aid of a laser
photolysis-time resolved (TR) ESR technique [1]. The obtained TRESR spectrum had

•
an E/A* type polarization and consisted ofthe signals due to (CH3)2COH radical, those
of the ketyl radical of chromone (K·), and very weak signals due to an unknown radical
(X·). Except for the formation of'X«, this reaction is considered to be a typical hydrogen
abstraction reactions by the aromatic carbonyl compound in its n1t* triplet state.

In the presence of Bu3SnH (0.04 mol dnr") as a hydrogen donor, the reaction
changed significantly. The TRESR spectrum obtained at a time delay of 1.2J.Ls after
XeCllaser (308nm) excitation is shown in figure 1. This spectrum consists ofthe signals

•due to (CH3)2COH, K·, the cyclohexadienyl-type radical of chromone, and X·. The
intensity of the signals d~~ to X· was enhanced very much by Bu3SnH. The polar
ization pattern of the spectrum was an E*/A type, indicating a faster reaction from a
triplet state than that in the absence of Bu3SnH. The replacement of Bu3SnH by
NaBD4 induced the change of one hydrogen in X· to deuterium, showing that ?C. is an
intermediate of the hydrogen abstraction reaction of chromone from these donors. .The

analysisof hfc constants revealed that X· is an a-ketoalkyl radical from chromone, in
which the abstracted hydrogen is attached to the double bond carbon of the ether side.
This radical is a new example of non-ketyl radicals observed in hydrogen abstraction
reactions by aromatic carbonyl compounds in their triplet states.

The solvent dependence ofthe
reaction of chromone and Bu3SnH
shows that K· is generated from the
n1t* triplet state of chromone and
the a-ketoalkyl radical from its 1t1t*

triplet state. We have reported the
formation ofnon-ketyl radicals such
as cyclohexadienyl-type [2,3] and
benzyl-type [4] radicals from
aromatic carbonyl compounds and
have clarified the participation of

figure 1

--------------------~
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figure 2

their 1t1t* triplet state in the formation of non-ketyl radicals. So far, the formation of
non-ketyl radicals necessitates hydride-type hydrogen donors, such as Bu3SnH, NaBH4,
and Et3GeH, whose hydrogen atom to be abstracted is charged negatively compared to

the connecting atom. On the other hand, usual hydrogen donors, such as hydrocarbons

and alcohols, are proton-type hydrogen donors in the same sense. In the present case,
the non-ketyl a-ketoalkyl radical was observed in 2-propanol solution. 2-propanol is a

proton-type donor, where the formation ofthe non-ketyl radical has not yet been found

so far.

The formation ofnon-ketyl radical in 2-propanol solution became more prominent

in the reaction of chromone derivatives. Figure 2 shows the TRESR spectrum of the
photochemical reaction of2-carboxychromone (0.002 mol dnr") in 2-propanol obtained at

a time delay of1.2Jls after XeCllaser excitation. This spectrum consists ofthe signals of
•

(CH3)2COH and of the ß-ketoalkyl radical of 2-carboxychromone. Those of its ketyl
radical is obscure. The addition of Bu3SnH enhances the signal intensity and the

contribution ofthe emissive polarization, indicating better reactivity with Bu3SnH. In

the case of 3-carboxychromone, cyclohexadienyl radicals are observed in 2-propanol in

the absence ofBu3SnH. These results indicate that the formation ofnon-ketyl radicals

is not limited to hydride-type donors, though the reactivity is enhanced by them. This

fact indicates that there is,no special mechanism to form non-ketyl radicals between
hydride-type hydrogen donors and the aromatic carbonyl compounds in their 1t7t* triplet

o states. The coulombic repulsion between
~ hv negatively charged hydrogen atom of hydride-
lVl.Jl.COOH (CH3)2CHOH· type donors and negatively charged carbonyl

1
0

I1
. I oxygen might be the reason of this enhance-

roc)H ! ment. In addition to this point, according to
Abs. 0 HI • COOH the Hard and Soft Acid and Base concept,

"",""",~~iI1l"-'-1 ~ hydride-type hydrogen donors are softer than

I proton-type donors. In the same sense, the

I
40 G .

Ern. C=C double bonds are softer than C=O double
H

bonds. Consequently, hydride-type hydrogen

donors seems to choose C=C double bonds and
proton-type ones prefer C=O double bonds.

This seems another point ofthe enhancement.

References [1] M. Igarashi, Y. Sakaguchi, H. Hayashi and Y. J. I'Haya, Chern. Phys.

Letters 181 (1991) 187. [2] Y. Sakaguchi, H. Hayashi, H. Murai and Y. J. I'Haya, J. Am.

Chem. Soc. 110 (1988) 7479. [3]H. Hayashi, Y. Sakaguchi, H. Murai and Y: J. I'Haya

J. Phys. Chem. 90 (1986) 4403. [4] Y. Sakaguchi, H. Hayashi, 'H. Murai and Y. J.
I'Haya J. Phys. Chem. 90 (1986) 6416.
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Magnetic field etTects in the vacuum ultraviolet.

Brian Brocklehurst.

11 Chemistry Department, Sheffield University, Sheffield, S3 7HF, U.K.

I I
Vacuum ultraviolet excitation of liquids and solids produces groups of ion pairs and

excited states, the 'spurs' of radiation cbemistry. Tbe considerable experimental difficulties

of working in the VUV have been alleviated by the advent of synchrotron storage rings: in

single-bunch mode, the SRS at Daresbury, provides 160 ps pulses every 320 ns - ideal for

time-resolved measurements, witb a continuous spectrum from tbe visible to the soft X-ray
region. Absorption takes place in a very thin layer so a very sensitive detection technique

such as luminescence is essential if secondary effects are to be avoided. Magnetic field

effects aid in the identification of tbe precursors of the emitters.

A solution of para-terpbenyl in squalane shows relatively simple behaviour. Tbe

hyperfine effect is large (60% limiting fluorescence enhancement) around 15 eV i.e. for

single ion pairs. Tbe field effect decreases smoothly witb increasing energy, as expected,

since the random spin, cross recombination of radical ion pairs dilutes the field effect due to

direct, geminate recombination.

A variety of materials containing aromatic groups has been studied - sodium salicylate

crystals (chosen for its convenience and high fluorescence yields), santovac oil -(~ poly

phenoxy compound: a non-volatile liquid) and dry DNA (not easy, because of its low yield);
new results for DNA will be presented. Qualitatively, these substances behave similarly: at

low energies (10-15 eV) they show a simple byperfine effect like the alkane solution, but

much smaller in extent; above 15 eV the hyperfine effect decreases further, but remains

positive at long times, and a new effect appears, which is ascribed to fission into pairs of

triplet states and/or triplet ion pairs. Tbe two effects are readily distinguisbed by tbeir time

and field dependence.

Tbe mechanisms of the luminescence processes will be discussed and compared with

the results obtained for anthracene crystals by Martin, Klein and Voltz: tbey found both

effects, but the hyperfine effect was negative and it appears that long-lived ion pairs can
only be produced in conjunction witb formation of a triplet exciton.
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Exchange Interaction in Micellized Radical Pairs

Valery F. Tarasov, Naresh D. Ghatlia and Nicholas J. Turro

Abstract: The magnetic isotope ~ffect (MIE), separation of 13C/12C isotopes in the recom

bination reactions of micellized radical pairs (MRP), the magnetic field dependence of 13C
chemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization (CIDNP) in the recombination products of
MRP, magnetic field effects (MFE), stimulated nuclear polarization (SNP) and recombina
tion probabilities of primary geminate triplet MRPs have been investigated in alkyl sulfate

micelIes of different sizes.
The four characteristics that are relevant to the discussion of the behavior of the MRP

are: (1) the micelle size (2) the penetrability of the micelle boundary (3) the distance depen

dence of the electron-electron exchange interaction (ESE) and (4) the dependence of the

microviscosity of the micellar core on the micellar size.
The theoretical consideration of the system is based on the model of the supercage and

the Pedersen-Freed approach to the numerical solution of the Liouville equation.
Computer simulations unambiguously show that only an explicit consideration of the

distance dependent ESE allows for a qualitative and quantitative reproduction of the expe
rimental data. However, the geometric factors including the penetrability of the micelle

boundary and the dependence of the viscosity of the micellar core on the micelle size ar~ not
unimportant.Omission of any of these parameters from the simulations leads to the disap

pearance of even qualitative similarities.
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON PHOTOCROSSLINKING REACTION IN SOLID POLYMER MATRICES

Hiroshi Morita
Department of Image Science, Facu1ty of Engineering, Chiba University,

Yayoi-cho, Chiba, Chiba 260, Japan

Tab1e 1. Quantum Efficiency of Crosslink
Formation~ «Pe for AZMS1, AZMS2, and AZMS3
in the Absence and in the Presence of a
Magneti c Fi e1 d

0.25
0.21

0.20
0.16

0.18
0.13

55
75

51
64

96
110

29
37

35
48

39
46

H D i D 0.5
9 9

(T) (mJ cm-2) (mJ cm-2)

o
0.089

o
0.089

o
0.089

AZMS1

AZMS2

AZMS3

Photocross1inkab1e polymers are used typica11y as resist polymers in micro
1ithography , UV and EB curing materials, and high-sensitive ho10graphic materi
als. These photoresponsive materials are usua11y uti1ized in solid polymer films.
Hence, the study of dynamica1 behavior of cross1inking in solid polymer matrices
is important to deve10p new polymer materials. In this work, we report that the
efficiency of the photocrosslink formation of azide polymers is considerab1y
inf1uenced by the app1ication of a magnetic fie1d, and that the study of the
magnetic field effect gives us va1uable information on the polymer matrix effect.

Po1y(styrene-co-vi ny1 benzyl azide) (AZMSs) with different monomeric ratios
of styrene and vinyl benzyl azide (VBA) were prepared by copo1ymeriiation in
deaerated benzene solution at 70t for 30 h. Ratio of monomeric unit of VBA is
9.0% for AZMS1, 14.7% for AZMS2, and 24.6% for AZMS3. Under the 1i ght i rradi a
tion with a 15W 10w pressure mercury 1amp in argon atmosphere, AZMSs without any
sensitizer photocrosslink through the singlet nitrene which is generated by the
azide decomposi ti on. Effi ci ency of photocross1 i nk. formation was determt ned by
measuri ng the gel fracti on, G(=t/to) of thi n (ca, 0.5 J.lm) fil mof AZMS on a Si
wafer, where t is the initial film thickness and t is the residual film thick
ness after 1igh~ irradiation fo110wed b~ deve10pment with 2-ethoxyethano1. From
the gel point exposure, E (einstein/cm) and the optica1 density, D of the AZMS
film of thickness, r and ~ specific gravity, d, the efficiency of photocrosslink
formation, «Pe is eva1uated using Eq.(1).

«Pe = rd/2.303EgDM w' (1)
The gel fraotions of AZMSs were measured as a function of the incident

energy in the absence and in the presence of an externa1 magnetic fie1d of 0.089
T, and «Pe is determined as is 1isted in Tab1e 1. The quantum efficiency of AZMS
becomes 10wer as AZMS contains
more the VBA units. This is
due to the fact that as the
number of the azido group in
creases, the two azido groups
in a polymer chain have more
chances to form azo-eoup1ing
bond intramolecu1 ar1y. By the
app1ication of a magnetic fie1d
of 0.089 T, photocross1inking
efficiency decreases by ca. 15,
20, and 27% for AZMS1, AZMS2,
and AZMS3, respectively.

The magnetic fie1d depend
ence of the gel fraction, G(H)
of AZMS1 and AZMS2 at a fixed
in~ident energy (90 and 57 mJ/
cm , respective1y) is plotted
in Fig. 1. The gel fractions
of AZMS1 and AZMS2 decrease as
the magnetic fie1d increases up
to ca, 0.08 T, and the magnet i c
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Fig. 1. Magneti c field dependence of
t he gel fracti ons of (a)AZMS1 and (b)AZMS2
at fixed inci dent energies of (a)90 and
(b)57 mJ cm-2•
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fie1d effect saturates at ca.
0.08 T.

Photocross1inking mecha
nism of direct1y excited AZMS is
summarized in Fig. 2, where both
RN3 and PnH stand f or the AZMS
PfTymer. The si ng1et nitrene
( RN:) which i s produced from
direct1y excited AZMS in the
sing1et excited state abstracts
a hydrogen atom from the C-H
bond on the main chain of AZMS
fO form a singlet radica1 pair,

(RNH ••Pn). Recombi nati on of
the singlet radica1 pair result s
in the C-H bond insertion of the
nitrene to crosslink two polymer
chains. On the other hand, th e
sing1et radical pair intersyst em
crossei to the triplet radical
pair, (RNH_Pn) which subsequent1y generates free polymer radicals. Recombina
tion of the polymer radica1s resu1ts in cross1inking of the polymer. Azo~coup1ing

between the two ni trenes on separate polymer chains also cross1 i nks the AZMS
polymer.

hv PnH

RN3 ~ lRN ~ lRN: ~3

.L
) PnH

3RN: ~

1.(RNH. ·Pn) ~ RNH-Pn
(C-H bond insertion)

.Li

3(RNH. ·Pn) -+ RNH· + -Pn ~ erosslinking
(polymerradicals)

Fig. 2. Photocross1inking mechanism of direct1y excited AZMS.

In the AZMS polymer f ilm, th! formation of the free polymer radica1s
through the triplet radica1 pair, (RNH •• Pn) and cross1inking therefrom are
expected to be comparab1e to the cross1i nk i ng by the C-H bond insert ion of the
nitrene. By the app1ication of a magnetic fie1d, ISC rate between the sing1et
and the triplet radica1 pairs decreases, resu1t ing in the decrease of formation
of the free polymerradica1s. Because the C-H bond insertion of the sing1et nit
rene is of stereospecific nature and is 1ess efficient than the cross1inking by
the free polymer radica1s, app1ication of a magnetic fie1d reduces the photo
cross1inking efficiency as is observed in Tab1e 1.

From the study of the externa1 magnetic fie1d effect on photocross1 inking
efficiency of AZMS, it is conc1uded that (1) the sing1et excited AZMS does not
intersystemcross to the triplet AZMS, (2) recombination of free polymer radica1s
is more effective in photocrosslink formation than the C-H bond insertion of the
sing1et nitrene, and (3) the C-H bond insertion of the nitrene becomes 1ess
efficient in AZMSs which have more VBA units, indicating that steric arrangement
of the polymer chain in the vicin ity of the reaction site is changed by the
variation of composition of monomeric units.
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TRIPLET RADICAL ION PAIR STATE OF Zn-PORPHYRIN-VIOLOGEN DYADS
AS A MAGNETIC FIELD SENSITIVE PROBE OF PHASE TRANSITION IN SMALL
UNILAMELLAR VESICLES: EFFECTS OF SPACER AND LIPID STRUCTURES

V.Ya. Sbafiroyich, E.E. Batova and P.P. Levin
Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Cbemical Physics

142432 Chernogolovka, 117334 MoscoW-, Russia

Magnetic field effects on the recombination kinetics of the
triplet radical ion pair etats (RIPS) of thenonrigid Zn-porphyrin
viologen dyads are govern by the relative magnitude of the Zeeman
splitting, the electron-nuclear hyperfine coupling (hfc), the
exchange interaction (J) and the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) [1,2].
The exchange interaction and SOC in the RIPS are determined by the
distance between the individual radical ions, their mutual
orientations which can be perturbed by the RIPS microenvironment.

In the present work we have found that the triplet RIPS can be
used as a magnetic field sensitive probe of phase transition in
email unilamellar vesicles (SUVs). The flexible P-(CH2)n-Vi2+ (n=6,
10) and semirigid P-Ph-Vi2 + and P-BPh-Vi2+ (Ph = 1,4-phenylene and
BPh=4,4'-biphenylene) have been chosen for these studies by
nanosecond laser flash photolysis technique. SUVs of D,L
dipalmitoyl-a-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and D,L-dimiristoyl-a
phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) incorporate easily the molecules of
these dyads which being completely insoluble in water are
presumably localized in the SUV bilayers. The increase of
temperature from 5 to 60 0C perturbs the rate constant (kr) of RIPS
recombination in zeno magnetic field. In the solid state of lipid
bilayers the recombination of the RIPSs exhibits email activation
energies (~=0-1.5 kcal mol- 1 ) which do not correlate to the RIPS
structure where as in the fluid state of lipid bilayers activation
energies for the semirigid RIPSs are less than those for the
flexible ones (~=O and 3-9 kcal mol- 1 , respectively). The typical
breaks of the kr(E=O) vs temperature plots are observed in the '
temperature ranges of phase transitions (20-30 and 25-40 oC) of the
DMPC and DPPC bilayers from the solid to the fluid state. In high
magnetic field (E=0.24 T) activation energiea are email (~=0-2

kcal mol- 1 ) and insensitive to phase etats of lipid bilayers and
the RIPS structure. Phase transition of lipid bilayers from the
solid to the fluid state does not affect the mean values of J
estimated from the magnetic field dependences of kr on B. In the
fluid state of lipid bilayers the flexible RIPSs exhibit the
aSYmmetrical narrowing of the magnetic field dependencea and the
decrease of the J values with an enhancement of temperature.

The effects of spacer and lipid structures on the magnetic
field dependences have been discussed in' terms of the hyperfine
coupling mechanism including an exchange interaction modulated by
the stochastic motion of the RIPS moieties in low magnetic fields
and the spin-orbit coupling induced intersystem electron transfer
in high magnetic fields.

REFERENCES
1. V.Ya. Shafirovich, E.E. Batova and P.P. Levin, Chem. Phys. Lett,

1990, 172, 10.
2. V.Ya. Shafirovich, E.E. Batova and P.P. Levin,

Photochem.Photobiol, 1992, 55, 473.
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MAGNBTIC RBSONANCE STUDmS OF STRUCTURE AND
DYNAMICS OF RADICAL IONS·

A. D. Trifunac, Chcmistty Division, ArgoDnc National Laboratory
Argonnc, IL 60439 USA

Radical ions are produced when intense radiation interacts with matter. It has been a challenge

to observe and determine structure and chemical dynamics of radical ions by various means of

detection. Since magnetic resonance excels in information content one has endeavored to utilize

magnetic resonance methods to examine these very transient paramagnetic intennediates. Twelve years

ago, low temperature matrix methods were developed which have allowed EPR examination of many

radical cations under static conditions. About ten years ago, novel magnetic resonance methods were

developed that also allow the observation of very transient radical ions via optical detection of magnetic

fields and microwave modulation of fluorescence.

We are interested in examining a variety of radical cations and anions in order to learn about

their chemistry. We have been able to observe and examine many radical cations, their transforma

tions, and ion-molecule reactions by utilizing both low temperature matrix methods, including zeolites

and time-domain pulsed EPR methods with optical detection. Several such studies will be illustrated

since they provide dramatic examples of (1) matrix effects on the structure ofradical cations and allow

observation of different electronicstates of radical cations; and (2) allow us to attempt to control

condensed phase ion molecule reactions of radical cations, which we have shown to be common in

simple alkane and alkene radical cations.

Recently studies of aromatic cation radicals by flash photolysis, dc-conductivity, as weIl as the

product yields support our newly proposed mechanism of photoionization of aromatic molecules in

hydrocarbons and provides the framework which can begin to explain many seemingly conflicting

observations in photoionization and in radiation chemistry,

*Work perfonned under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of Chemical
Science, US-DOE under contract number W-31-109-ENG-38.
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SPIN-COHERENCY EFFECTS IN RADICAL-ION PAIRS RECOMBINATION

Yu.N.Molin

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, Novosibirsk,

630090, Russia

According to the theory of magnetic and spin effe-

cts, a spin-correlated radieal pair oscillates in the ex-

ternal field between the singlet and triplet To states

with the frequency equal to the difference in the Lar-

mor preeession frequences of eleetron spins. Thus, the

probability of the reaction of each pair oscillates in

a proper way. To observe these oscillations in time-re-

solved kinetic experiments, the oscillations of all the
'1:

pairs in the sampIe should be made coherent. To this

end, an ensemble of spin-correlated radical pairs should

be created for the time less than the period of S-T
0

j

oscillations. It is better to use the systems with a

simple pattern of oscillations.

In the Novosibirsk group /1-4/, radical-ion pairs

were generated using either a radioactive souree or

pulsed X-ray tube. The recombination of singlet pairs

was recorded by detecting the reeombination luminescel1ce

with the single photon counting technique.

The quantum beats were experimentally observed in

the lumineseence of two types: a) due to the difference

in the g-factors of a radical-ion pair /1/, and b) due

to the hyperfine splitting in one of the partners /2/.
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Analysing the pattern of quantum beats, one can obtain

the parameters of the ESR spectra of pair partners as

weIl as to estimate the fraction of spin-correlated radi

cal-ion pairs in the track of an ionizing particle.

Another method to create the ensemble of pairs with

a coherent behavior is the application of the external

resonance radio-frequency field B1 . The frequency of the

S-T oscillations in this case is equal to that of the

Larmor precession in the field B1 /3/. When the field

B1 exceeds the total width of the ESR spectrum of the

pair, the both of the spins precess coherently ar-ound B1

end the S-T transitions are frozen (spin-locking effect)
0

/4/.

1. A.V.Veselov, V.I.Melekhov, O.A.Anisimo'V end Yu.N.Molin,

Chem.Phys.Letters, 136 (1987) 263.

2. O.A.Anisimov, V.L.Bizyaev, N.N.Lukzen, V.M.Grigoryants

and Yu.N.Moiin, Chem.Phys.Letters, 101 (1983) 131.

3. V.O.Saik, O.A.Anisimov, A.V.Koptyug and Yu.N.Molin,

Chem.Phys.Letters, 165 (1990) 142.

4. Yu.N.Molin, O.A.Anisimov, A.V.Koptyug, V.O.Saik and

O.N.Antzutkin, Physica B 164 (1990) 200.
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS ON DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR Of

EXCITED MOLECULES IN THE GAS PHASE

Hisaharu Hayashi, Toshifumi Yoshidome, and Haruo Abe

Riken (Inst. Phys. 8 Chem. Research), Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan

We have been studying magnetic field effects on dynamic behavior

of excited molecules in the gas phase as weIl as in solution [1].

In this symposium, I would like to report on some of our recent

results obtained in the gas phase experiments.

(1) Magnetic quenching of CS2 emission was studled with a nano

second laser by measuring emission time-profile (I(t» and integ-

rated intensities of the emission-excitation spectra · throughout

one band (S) at magnetic fields (H) below 12 kG. When the total

3emission was monitored upon excitation of CS2 to the R B2(1,5,0

(K=!» level of the 3Ai orbital state, the I(t) curves could be

represented by single exponential functions (J (t)=A • exp(-t'! 't'»
)

and the SCl2kG)/S(OkG) and 't' <l2kG)/ 't' (OkG) ratios at the CS2

pressure (P) of 202 mTorr were obtained to be 0.79 ±0.04 and

0.88 ±0.02, respectively. From the Stern-Volmer plot of 't' at p=

12 - 520 mTorr, the collisional quenching was found to be enhanced

by the field, but the collision-free lifetimes to be independent

of H. The difference between S(H)/S(O) and 't' (H)/ 't' (0) was shown

to be due to a magnetically induced decrease in A(H)/A(O). This

means that fast intramolecular processes should also be enhanced

by the Zeeman interaction (direct mechanism [2]).

(2) When CS 2 reacted with O(3 P) in magnetic flelds, the intensity

(I) of the resulted emission of S02 was found to be influenced by
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the fields as shown in Fig. 1. Since the emiss ion should be

emitted mainly from the C 1B2 state, we exclted S02 . to some

vibratlonal levels of the state wlth a nano-second laser. Under a

collision-free condition, its SCH)/SCO) ratio was found to be

reduced by H as shown in Fig. 2 . This figure shows that the

magnetic quenching of SCH)/SCO) increases with increasing excess

energy from the vibrationless level of C 1B2 to the predissocia

tion limit Cindicated by a broken line). On the other hand, the

magnetic quenching decreases above the limit because the rate of

the predlssociat lon should become much faster than that of the

magnetically induced relaxation. The magnetic quenching of the C

state of S02 can be expla lned by the shortening of the

emission decay-proflles whlch ls due to the comblnation of the

dlrect and Indirec t mechanlsms [2]. The magnetically Induced

enhancement obtained in Fig. 1 has not yen been explalned .

Fl g. i .
Magnetic field dependence of
chemiluminescence intensity
of S02' )

Fig . 2.
Excess energy dependence of
magnetic quenchlng of S(H)/S(O). ,
CS02 pressure ls 6 mTorr.)
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GQS PHQSE MQGNETIC EFFECTS IN LUMINESCENCE QNO
PHOTOCHEMICQL REQCTIONS.

N. r~ .EiCl2t"1 i n
Irrst i tute of Ct"lemi cal ~-::i net i es end Comtlu:::t ion

630090. Novosibirsk. Russ'a

The rna9netie effeets in 9as phase photoehemical reaetlons
is fair10 rare phenornenon. The mechanisrn and the scale of such
influenee are verv interestin9 for investigation. On the other
hand the rna9netic field effects we ean use for reaction
rnechanisrn investi9ation and to control tlle

excited stötes is
the excited energetic

the mö9netic field
for- comparison with

proeesses . Chernical reactivitv of the
eonnected direetlY with the population of
levels and therefore the investi9ation of
influenee on luminescenee is desirable
chemical reaetivitv.

Before Dur investi9ations the onlv work was devoted to the
studv of the magnetie field influenee on Dhotoehemical cis-trans
nut.ane i ::;orner' i zet i C!I:"I in trie 1_. ~w'e:::ence. L,Je stud i ed the ver- i DU:::

.::.
photochernical peaetions and lumineseenee under influenee of the
rnagnetie field for various moleeules such as HzCO. 02CO~

91 1:_10;:·:;al. SO . CS • Nfi . The m,~in r-esul t.s ere the fol1m'Jing:..... . .-, . - .-,
~ .:. .:.:.

1. Ma9netic field effeets ar-8 obser-ved for molecules with
:::ma 11 number ~'f atom::; - i nter-medi et.e cese due to :::r:'ectr'o:::cöpi c
e1a::; ::;;i f i cet ion.

2. The mö9netic effects töke place for- the moleeules with
closed önd open electr-onic shell.

J _ Exc i tat i on ener'9':-' 1 :: : 1e~::::: trien Hle di :::80C i et i on 1i l"Ii i tin.
el ] ceses .

4. In most ceses tt-,e m.:l9nE!t i c f i e1o cuencn tlle f 1uor-escence
and phosphoreseenee.

5. The mö9netic field ean increöse the r-eöetion r-öte (D_CO)
.::.:

or deer-eöse (SO_ + pentöne) .z
6. The mö9netic field effects cön be eXPlained bv two wavs:
a. The changing in the differ-ence between two inter-acting

1eve l s (0 _,CCI) .
.:.

b. The incr-ease of the interaction between two levels.
7. The rnagnetic field effeets ean be used for reaetion

rnechani::~ investigation (SO. 0 CO ) .
2 : 2

--------------~
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CONTROLLING PHOTOSYNTHESIS BY MAGNETIC FIELDS AND MICROWAVES

AJ. Hoff
Dept. of Biophysics, Huygens Laboratory, Leiden University

P.O. Box 9504, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands

In photosynthesis the photon energy of light is converted in free chemical energy by a fast
photochemical reaction in a specialized pigment-protein complex, in which a special
(bacterio)chiorophyll monomer or dimer is photooxidized and a (bacterio)pheophytine or
chlorophyll electron acceptor is photoreduced. In subsequent dark electron transport in a chain
of electron donors and/or acceptors the photoinduced charges are stabilized and their redox
energy eventually used in metabolic reactions in the cell. The spins on the primary radicals
are created in a singlet configuration, and may in the course of time evolve into a triplet
configuration, with a rate depending on local magnetic fields and the magnitude of the
magnetic interactions between the two radicals. The yield of recombination reactions to either
the singlet or the triplet state of the primary electron donor, and thus the efficiency of energy
conversion, depends on the spin mix of the radicals. This mix can be influenced by the
application of relatively weak magnetic fields and by irradiation with microwave of resonant
frequency in the presence of a given field. The effects are enhanced by increasing the lifetime
of the primary radical pair, e.g. by prereduction of the secondary acceptor or by its physical
deletion.
Photosynthetic spin chemistry has become an important tool for studying the various
recombination rates and the interactions between various radical states. Knowledge of these
parameters is crucial for understanding the intricacies of the primary charge separation
mechanism and of further electron transport. An overview will be given of recent work done
in various group, with some emphasis on the work carried out in Leiden. Special attention
will be given to recent applications of the technique of Magneto-Optical Difference
Spectroscopy (MODS).

)

Abstract Int. Symp. on Magnetic Field and Spin Effects in Chemistry, July 26-31, Konstanz,
BRD.
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Recomblnatlon dynamles of Intermediate radlcal pairs in photosynthetie reactlon centres
studled by optical spectroscopy in external magnetic, electric, and microwave fields

M. E. Michel-Beyerle
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THEORY OF THE EXCHANGE INTERACTION IN THE

PRIMARY RADICAL PAIR OF THE BACTERIAL REACTION CENTER

M. Bixon
School of chemistry, Tel Aviv University

69978 Tel Aviv, Israel

The dynamics of the radical pair P+H- is characterized by the exchange integral J,

and the two recombination rate constants in the triplet (kT) and singlet (kg ) channels.

Because of the large distance between the components of the pair, the observed value

of J (~IO Gauss) can be explained only as a result of interactions with other electronic

states. These interactions are also responsible for the recombination processes, and

therefore one expects some relations between the three observables.

The simplest approach for the evaluation of the singlet-triplet splitting is based

on first order perturbation computation of the singlet and triplet electronic energy

shif'ts. This approach may work for the singlet shift, where the energy gaps between
".

the states are large. It breaks down in the triplet calculation because the vibronic

manifold of the dimer triplet 3p overlaps the vibronic manifold of the radical pair.

Model calculations are based on' two basic assumption:

(i) The vibronic couplings are proportional to Franck-Condon factors.

(ii) The radical pail states interact with a quasicontinuum states of the dimer triplet.

The analysis shows the elose relation between the triplet shift and the recombination

rate in the triplet channel. It also shows that the absolute value of the exchange

integral is bounded and, based on the experimental information regarding kT' this

bound is closed to the observed value.

---------------~



Photophysical and Photochemical Processes in Liquid Crystals

Haim Levanon

Department ofPhysical Chemistry and The Farkas Center tot Light-Induced Processes.

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem 91904, Israel

Two complementary approaches are taken in studying model systems that are relevant

to primary photosynthesis on the molecular level:

i. Reproduction of states, associated with the basic processes such as energy

and electron transfer (ET); and what effects are imposed by the medium on

these processes;

ii. The synthesis of molecular devices that form long-lived charge-separated states

for converting light energy into chemical potentials.

Most current studies employ the porphyrin moiety as the leading structure. Although

simple porphyrins fail to mimic natural photosynthesis, they are important probes in

the first approach. The covalently-linked porphyrins, on the other hand, are successful

in many respects in the secend approach (singlet-initiated ET and long-lived charge

separated states) but also fail to mimic natural photosynthesis. Therefore, different

porphyrin-related, and even unconventional systems, should also be considered in

implementing the above-stated approaches.
)

Both strategies will be discussed, with particular emphasis on the doublet and triplet

states, which are significant diagnostic probes in structure-function relationship. While

triplet EPRcannot be detected in isotropic solvents, the reduction in rotational degrees

of freedom in fluid liquid crystals makes triplet EPR detection feasible. Hence, time

domain EPR should contribute to our understanding of molecular dynamic processes,

that depend on temperature and molecular orientation. A few examples will be

presented demonstrating the effect of medium anisotropy on energy transfer and ET

processes: i) ET between photoexcited triplet porphycenes and quinones; ii) energy

transfer in mesogen-like porphyrins oriented in liquid crystals; iii) singlet- and triplet

initiated ET in covalently Iinked donor acceptor assemblies in isotropic and liquid

crystal matrices; iii) preliminary results of spin dynamics of fullerenes in isotropic and

liquid crystal matrices.

Acknowledgment: this work was support by leRD, BSF, GIF, and DFG (sfb 337).
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QUANTUM BEATS AS PROBES OF THE SPIN DYNAMICS IN
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Gerd Kothe, Stefan Weber, Robert Bittl+, Ernst Ohmes
Inst. f. Physikalische Chemie, Universität Stuttgart, W-7000 Stuttgart-80, Germany
+Max-Volmer-Inst. f. Biophysikalische und Physikalische Chemie, W-iOOO Berlin, Germany

Marion C. Thurnauer, James R. Norris
Argonne Rational Laboratory, Argonne IL 60439, USA

The primary eleetron transfer process in plant photosystem I (PS-I) involves the primary chlorophyll
donor P 700 and aseries of mernbrane-bound acceptors Ao, Al, Fx, Fa and Fb' It is thought that Ao is a
chlorophyll species and Fx, Fa and Fb are iron-sulfur (FeS) centers. The identity of Al has recently been
established as vitamin-K, [1] . Thus, existing information points to the following chain of eleetron transfer steps

P7ooAoAl(FeS) .!:..!:..... lp;ooAoAl(FeS) ---+ pfooA~Al (FeS) -+ pfooAoA~(FeS)-- pfooAoAl(FeS)8

We report studies on the first EPR-detectable radical pair pfooA? in fully deuterated whole algae Synechococcus
lividus using a high time resolution cw-EPR technique. The time evolution of the transverse magnetization is
evaluated for various static and microwave magnetic fields. As predieted [2,3], quantum beat oscilletions are
observed at early times after the laser pulse excitation [4) .
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Two-dimensional representation of observable quantum beat frequencies IIQB as a funetion of the external
magnetic field B in plant photosystem I.
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Previously, the fast initial oscillations of the transverse magnetization have not been observed, probably due to
limited time resolution.

Due to spin-spin coupling, the Iight-induced radical pairs are expected to star t out in a coherent superposition of
eigenstates, as observed experimentally. Detection of quantum beats in photosynthetic reaction centers provides
unambiguous confirrnation of the applicability oE the correlated radical pair mechanism [5]. Furthermore, the
frequency of the quantum beats as a function of the external magnetic field provides a direct measurement of
several important magnetic and structural parameters. From an analysis of the phase and amplitude variation
of the beats we conelude that in native PS-I preparations the secondary radical pair P~ooA~ is generated in a
virtually pure singlet state. Apparently, any triplet admixture dur ing the short lifetime of the precursor spin
pair PfooAW can be neglected. This result shows , that quantum beat oscillations represent sensitive dynamic
probes for the study of the primary reactions in photosynthesis.

Referen ces

[1] S. W. Snyder, R. R. Rustandi, J . Biggins, J. R. Norris, M. C. Thurnauer, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA
sa (1991), 9895

[2] R. Bittl, G. Kothe , Chem. Phys. Lett. 177 (1991), 547
[3] K. M. Salikhov, C. H. Bock, D. Stehlik , Appl. Magn . Reson. 1 (1990), 195
[4] G. Kothe, S. Weber, R. Bittl, E. Ohmes, M. C. Thurnauer, J . R . Norris , Chem. Phys. Lett . .l.8.6. (1991) ,

474
[5] G . L. Closs, M. D. E. Forbes, J. R . Norris , J. Phys. Chem. 91 (1987),3592
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Triplet Electron Transfer in Covalently Linked Porphyrin-Quinones as Studied by

Time-Resolved EPR

Jenny Schlüpmannl, Friedhelm Lendzian-, Martin Plato1, Robert Bittl2, Bemd von

Maltzanl , Jörg von Gersdorff'', Harry Kurreck-, Klaus Möbius!

1 Institut für Experimentalphysik, Freie Universität Berlin, 1000 Berlin 33, Gennany

2 Max-Volmer-Institut, Technische Universität Berlin, 1000 Berlin 12, Germany

3 Institut für Organische Chemie, Freie Universität Berlin, 1000 Berlin 33, Germany

o

Light-induced intramolecular electron transfer (ET) reactions in covalently linked
porphyrin-quinones (P-Q's) have mainly been studied by time resolved fluorescence and
transient absorption techniques [1]. Here we report on time-resolved EPR experiments on
three P-Q's in ethanol at temperatures between 130 and 150 K using cw-microwave
irradiation with direct detection. One of the P-Q's has an aromatic (phenyl ether) bridge,
the other two are trans- and cis-isomers with an aliphatic (cyclohexylene) :bridge (see figure
2). At room temperature a fast electron transfer from the excited porphyrin singlet state to
the quinone is observed on the picosecond time scale [2]. At low temperatures and high
solvent viscosities the rate of the singlet Er can no longer compete with singlet-triplet
intersystem crossing (ISC) in the porphyrin, leading to the porphyrin triplet state. From
there triplet ET to the quinone occurs (see figure 1). Both the porphyrin triplet state, Tp-Q, .
and the triplet state of the radical ion pair (RP), T(p+_Q-), are strongly spin polarized and
can be detected by time-resolved EPR [3]. E

(eVl s';._Q .......
Figure 2 shows the transient EPR spectra ob- 2 _" .ingle1 Er

tained from the cyclohexylene-linked isomerie I'ISC

P-Q's at T= 150 K at different delay times. "Tp_Q

~Fig. 2a (tdelay=0.2 ,.,.s) shows the broad spin- I Uiplel Er

polarized powder spectrum of Tp-Q. Tbe ~·.!(r) S( p ''!Q' - )

observed zero-field splitting parameters D h v ISC - ===-
and E agree well with those reported for the 1

tlnre,-
bare porphyrin triplet state, TZnTPP. Fig. 2b mee

(tdelay =0.4 p,s) shows a narrow signal at
g = 2.00. From the g-factor, the dipolar
splitting and the polarization pattern, the
signal can be attributed to the powder
spectrum of the RP triplet state T(p+_Q-).

Fig . 1: Energy and ET reaction scheme for
the investigated P-Q'S
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The polarization pattern of the T(p+-Q-)-signal at early times (fig. 2b) can be explained by
assuming electron spin polarization transfer from TJ>-Q. A second polarization mechanism
develops at later times by singlet-triplet mixing within the RP (see fig. 2c, tdelay=4 I-'s). By
singlet-triplet mixing the triplet substates T +1' To, T_1acquire singlet character, the amount
depending on the coupling element and on the energy difference between the RP singlet and
the respective triplet substate. According to their different singlet admixture coefficients the
triplet substates will recombine to the ground state P-Q with different rates [4]. In the EPR
powder spectrum of T(p+_Q-) the high- and low-field transitions (T +1-TO and T_eTo,
respectively) are weIl separated when the RP z'-axis is parallel to the magnetic field (fig.
2c). Due to the different singlet admixtures of the triplet substates high- and low-field
transitions exhibit significantly different kinetics. By analyzing these kinetics, the
depopulation rates of the triplet substates can be extracted by fitting a model function to the
experimental data. From this in turn a value for the exchange integral J can be estimated. It
is negative (S lies below T0) and in the order of the Zeeman energy.
The P-Q with the aromatic bridge shows a similar EPR spectrum of its RP triplet state
T(p+_Q-). However, the spin polarization is exclusively determined by polarization transfer
from TJ>-Q. No polarization effects from singlet-triplet mixing are observed, indicating that
the exchange interaction in this RP is much larger than the Zeeman energy.
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Fig. 2: Spin-polarized transient EPR spectra
of P-Q's at different delay times after
selective pulsed laser excitation of the
porphyrin moiety ( see text)

[1]: Connolly I.S., Bolton J.R., in: Photoinduced Electron Transfer, Vol. D, Fox M.A.,
Chanon M. (eds.), Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1988
[2]: von Gersdorff I. et al., Angew. Chem. Intern. Ed.Engl. 29 (1990) 670
[3]: Lendzian F., von Maltzan B., Chem. Phys. Lett. 180 (1991) 191
[4]: Atkins P.W., McLauchlan K.A., in: Chemically Induced Magnetic Polarization,
Lepley A.R., Closs G.L. (OOs.), John Wiley, New York, 1973
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ABSORPTION DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE OF Dl/D2.COMPLEXES

FROM PISUM SATIVUM

D. Bernlochner, and A. Angerhofer

3. Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57, W-7000 Stuttgart 80,

Germany.

DlID2-cyt b559 complexes from Pisum sativum were investigated by absorption detected

magnetic resonance (ADMR) in zero and low external magnetic fields. Two triplet states were

found (see fig. 1) with microwave induced absorption (MIA) maxima at 683 and 680 nm. The

zero field splitting (zfs) parameters were ID I = 287'10-4 ern-I, IE I = 43.10-4 ern-I, and

IDI = 337.10-4 ern-I, lEI = 22.10-4 ern-I, respeetively (triplet I and II).

Triplet I was identified as the triplet state of the primary donor 3p680' Its zero field splitting

values correspond very weIl to monomer values known from in vitro studies [1]. Triplet II was

aseribed to a pheophytin moleeule within the eomplex. Carotenoid triplets were not found even

at elevated temperatures.

A slight temperature dependence was found for the fine structure parameters of triplet 1. In

contrast to baeterial reaction centers [2] the ID I-parameter deereased with inereasing

temperature further supporting the assumption that P680 is monomeric.

By time resolved ADMR the triplet sublevel decay parameters of triplet I were determined: kx
-1 6 -1 0 -1 . .= 590±60 s , ky = 50±70 s , and kz = 120±2 s , and the relative population

probabilities p :p:p = 0.43:0.46:0.11. This eompares weIl to data taken by X-band pulsedx y z
EPR on DI/D2-eomplexes [3].

Hole burning studies yielded a homogeneous linewidth of 4 MHz, corresponding to a T2 of

about 160 ns. This indicates fast relaxation processes in the 3p680 triplet state the nature of

which is presently unknown.

The magnetie field dependence of the ADMR intensity gave an upper estimate of the exchange

interaction in the radical pair populating the triplet state of IJI/(g'f'B) < 4.5±0.5 mT.
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Figure 1:

ADMR spectrum of D1/D2-complexes at 10 K Broadband excitation was performed with the

light of a 150 W tungsten iodine lamp through a waterfilter. The detection wavelength w~ set

to 683 nm. Microwave power was 500 m Wand was amplitude-modulated at a frequency of 70

Hz. The ordinate gives the signal intensity as microwave induced changes in sampie

transmittance. The low frequency part of the spectrum witli the 2 IE I-signal was amplified by a

factor of 10 with respect to this scale. The signals at 260 MHz, 730 MHz, and 990 MHz belong

to triplet 1. The 2 weak signals at 945 MHz and 1075 MHz are those oftriplet 11.

[1] T. J. Schaafsma in: "Triplet State ODMR Spectroscopy", (ed.: R. H. Clarke), chap. 8,

pp. 291, John Wiley & Sons, New York 1982.

[2] V. Aust, A. Angerhofer, P. H. Parot, C. A. Violette, and H. A. Frank, Chemical

Physics Letters 173 (1990) 439.

[3] G. F. W. Searle, A. Telfer, J. Barber, and T. J. Schaafsma, Biochimica et Biophysica

Acta 1016 (1990) 235.
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON THE PHOTOCONDUCTIVIlY OF ß-CAROTENE

SINGLE CRYSTALS

M. Triebel, S. Batalov, E. Frankevich,

Institute of Energy Problems of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow,

Russia.

A. Angerhofer, J. Frick, J. U. von Schütz, H. C. Wolf

3. Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57, W-70oo Stuttgart 80,

Germany.

We report on the detection of the magnetic field effect (MFE) on the photoconductivity in

ß-carotene single crystals. Al-electrodes were evaporated on the same side of a crystal plane at

a distance of 0.1 mm. The photocurrent was measured with the help of a nanoamperemeter

and a dc voltage source of up to 100 V in the usual way. Broadband excitation was performed
,

in the visible using a xenon lamp filtered by a water filter.

Fig. 1 shows the MFE measured in 2 mutually perpendicular orientations of the crystal in the

magnetic field. In both orientations the magnetic field was parallel to the crystal a,b-plane.

One can see a superposition of at least 2 different MFEs in both curves. At low magnetic

fields we find a step in the photocurrent which does not depend on crystal orientation. It has a

half saturation field of 35 Oe and is typical for a radical pair mechanism of charge carrier

generation, where hyperfine interaction couples singlet and triplet states.

Trace 2 shows the superposition of the step function with a negative MFE (at higher fields),

which leads to a decrease of the eurve with inereasing magnetie field. This behaviour is typical

for the interaction between triplet exeitons with doublet centers. It can be interpreted by a

prediction of Rosenberg [1] who suggested that triplet excitons lift trapped eharges into the

conduction band. This is the dominant process whieh governs the photocurrent, obviously

anisotropie sinee it is not observed in trace 1. The enhancement at around 400 Oe is perhaps

due to level anticrossing effects in the triplet system. Our interpretation is in agreement with

the findings of Friek et al. [2] who detected optically excited triplet exeitons in these crystals
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by time resolved EPR.

Finally we want to rnention a weak and very broad feature of the MFE at higher fields which

is observable in both orientations and which is not explained presently.

A fuil angular dependence of the MFE on photoconductivity as weil as the rneasurernent of

MFE on luminescence is currently in progress to distinguish between the various possible

mechanisms of triplet exciton and charge carrier generation. The possible relationship between

the MFE and polarons, as proposed earlier [3], is currently under investigation.
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Figure 1: MFE 0/photoconductivity in 2 mutuallyperpendicular orientations 0/a ß-carotene
crystal: Displayed is the magnetic jield induced change in photocurrent versus the extemally
applied magnetic jield.

[1] B. Rosenberg, J. Chern. Phys. 31 (1959) 238.

[2] J. Frick, J. U. von Schütz, H. C. Wolf, G. Kothe, Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 183 (1990)

269.

[3] G. Kemeny, B. Rosenberg, J. Chem. Phys. 52 (1970) 4151.
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EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN DIA- AND PARAMAGNETISM IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

A.G.M. Jansen, J. Lejay, H. Wiegelmann, P. Wyder and W. Bronger*
Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung, Hochfeld-Magnetlabor, 166X, Grenoble CEDEX,
France
"Institut für Anorganische Chemie der Technischen Hochschule Aachen, Templergraben 55,
5100 Aachen, F.R. Germany

The equilibrium between a diamagnetic and a paramagnetic state will be influenced by a
magnetic field. The chemical equilibrium has to shift to the paramagnetic side due to the
different contributions of the paramagnetic and diamagnetic magnetization M in the magnetic
term - JMdB of the thermodynamic energy balance in an applied magnetic field B [1]. For
a paramagnetic system the expected effects are small, only amounting to relative changes of
10-3-10-4 at room temperaturein a lOT field. By means of an optical transmission experiment,
the influence of a magnetic field has been observed in the equilibrium between the low-spin and
high-spin states of a Co3+ complex for applied fields up to 22T.

The 6 3d-electrons of the C0 3+ ion in a ligand field can be arranged in two different configu
rations depending on the competition between the energy of the ligand field which tends to pair
the eleetron spins antiparallel and the energy of the exchange interaction which places the spins
parallel. One configuration has all electron spins paired resulting in a diamagnetic compound,
the other one has four unpaired electrons (paramagnetic compound). An equilibrium between
the high-spin and low-spin sta~e of C0 3+ can exist if the energy difference between the two
states falls in the range of kBT at a temperature T.

In a magnetic field we investigated Co complexes of the type (CoL2 )+ with the ligand L
= [CsHsCo(P(O)R2hJ- and R = OCH;3, OC2:f!s, OC3H7 , ... [2]. At low temperatures only the
low-spin state exists, and the high-spin state becomes important above 300K. Optically, this
transition is clearly observed by the colour change from yellow to green upon increasing the
temperature. To probe/the change of the high-spin component of the equilibrium, the optical
transmission was measured using a braodband source in the wavelength region of interest.
Because of the small change in the signal, temperature stabilization (~ 2mK)of the transmission
cell is very important.

In the Figure we have plotted the relative change ßt(B)/t in the light transmission for a Co
complex in a magnetic field, The observed decrease of the transmission corresponds to the ex
peeted shift of the equilibrium to the high-spin configuration (paramagnetic state). To compare
the data with other thermodynamic data on the spin equilibrium (obtained from temperature
dependent studies [2]), we have plot ted the data normalized with respect to the temperature
dependent change in transmission. In this way all data fall onto one curve, independent of
concentration or optical path length. The change in transmission is proportional to the change
in the equilibrium constant and varies quadratically with the magnetic field.

From a thermodynamic analysis one can easily show [1] that the equilibrium constant K(B)
has the following magnetic field dependence

ßK(B)/K = (K(B) - K(O))/ K(O) = (~ViJMidB)/NkBT,
,

(1)
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where N is Avagadro's constant, v, is the stochoimetric coefficient and Mi the magnetic moment
per mol for the products in the reaction. Ignoring the magnetization of the diamagnetic side,
it follows for our case that ßK(B)/K = XB2/2poN kB T with paramagnetic susceptibility
X = N POP~Jf /3kB T for an effective moment Pe!! = 5.4IJB on the C 0

3+. The change ßHo
in enthalpy for the equilibrium determines the temperature dependence of the equilibrium
constant via the state equation

(2)

for a small temperature variation ßT. For the normalized magnetic-field dependent data one
j

finds for ßT = 1K
(3)

From a quantitative evaluation of the magnetic-field dependent data the enthalpy of the
reaction can be determined. The obtained results can be reasonably weIl compared with other
spectroscopic data [3], e.g. NMR and optical absorption [2].

References:
[1] W. Pauli, Z. Angew. Math. Phys. 9B, 490 (1958); C.Chen, R.J. Heinsohn and L.N.

Mulay, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 25, 319 (1968).
[2] W. Eberspach, Nabil EI Hurr and W. Kläui, Angew. Chem. 94, 919 (1982); W. Kläui,

W. Eberspach and P. Gütlich, Inorg. Chem. 26, 3977 (1987); G. Navon and W. Kläui,
Inorg. Chem. 23, 2722 (1984).

[3] J. Lejay, A.G.M. Jansen, P. Wyder, W. Bronger and W. Kläui, Phys. Rev. B 43, 8196
(1991).
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The equilibrium between a diamagnetic and a paramagnetic state will be influenced by a
magnetic field. The chemical equilibrium has to shift to the paramagnetic side due to the
different contributions of the paramagnetic and diamagnetic magnetization M in the magnetic
term - JM dB of the thermodynamic energy balance in an applied magnetic field B [1]. For
a paramagnetic system the expeeted effeets are smalI, only amounting to relative changes of
10-3 - 10- 4 at room temperaturein a 101' field. By means of an optical transmission experiment,
the influence of a magnetic field has been observed in the equilibrium between the low-spin and
high-spin states of a C0 3+ complex for applied fields up to 221'.

The 6 3d-electrons of the Co3+ ion in a ligand field can be arranged in two different configu
rations depending on the competition between the energy of the ligand field which tends to pair
the electron spins antiparallel and the energy of the exchange interaction which places the spins
parallel. One configuration has all eleetron spins paired resulting in a diamagnetic compound,
the other one has four unpaired electrons (paramagnetic compound). An equilibrium between
the high-spin and low-spin state of C0 3+ can exist if the energy difference between the two
states falls in the range of kBT at a temperature T.

In a magnetic field we investigated Co complexes of the type (CoL2 )+ with the ligand L
= [CsHsCo(P(O)R2h ]- and R = OCH3 , OC2»s, OC3H7, ••• [2]. At low temperatures only the
low-spin state exists, and the high-spin state becomes important above 300/(. Optically, this
transition is clearly observed by the colour change from yellow to green upon increasing the
temperature. To probe -the change of the high-spin component of the equilibrium, the optical
transmission was measured using a braodband source in the wavelength region of interest.
Because of the small change in the signal , temperature stabilization « 2m/()of the transmission
cell is very important.

In the Figure we have plotted the relative change At(B)/t in the light transmission for a Co
complex in a magnetic field. The observed decrease of the transmission corresponds to the ex
pected shift of the equilibrium to the high-spin configuration (paramagnetic state). To compare
the data with other thermodynamic data on the spin equilibrium (obtained from temperature
dependent studies [2]), we have plotted the data normalized with respeet to the temperature
dependent change in transmission. In this way all data fall onto one curve, independent of
concentration or optical path length. The change in transmission is proportional to the change
in the equilibrium constant and varies quadratically with the magnetic field.

From a thermodynamic analysis one can easily show [1] that the equilibrium constant K(B)
has the following magnetic field dependence

AK(B)/K = (K(B) - /«(0))/K(O) =(~ViJMidB)/NkBT,
,

(1)
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15,.-----------..., 0.6.------------,

where N is Avagadro's constant, v, is the stochoimetric coefficient and Mi the magnetic moment
per mol for the products in the reaction. Ignoring the magnetization of the diamagnetic side,
it follows for our case that 6.K(B)/K = XB2/2/-loNkBT with paramagnetic susceptibility
X = N /-lOJ.t~ff /3kBT for an effective moment /-leff = 5.4/-lB on the C 0

3+. The change 6.Ho
in enthalpy for the equilibriurli determines the temperature dependence of the equilibrium
constant via the state equation

a
6 4 mg/mi; 295 K

• 4 mg/mi; 307 K
o 2 mg/mi; 307 K

o

5

, b

• g- 6 4 mg/mi; 295 K ,
• • ~ 0.4 I- .4 mg/mi; 307 K I •

• Q ~ 0 2 mg/mi; 307 K • •

.' 000 lIi' • •
.' 0 ':;:f 0.2 f- ••

• 00 <J ._
.' 000 __
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(a) Magnetic-field dependetu» ofthe change 6.t(B)/t in transmissionfor Co3+ com
plezes (Co~)SbCk with L- = CsHsCo[PO(OC2Hshl3 dissolved in CH2Cl2 for the
indicated concentrations and temperatures.
(b) Change in transmission signal normalized with respect to the change 6.(IK) [or
a temperature variation of lK.

-...
I

~ 10
~

(2)

for a smaIl temperaturj variation 6.T. For the norrnalized rnagnetic-field dependent data one
finds for 6.T = lK

(3)

From aquantitative evaluation of the rnagnetic-field dependent data the enthalpy of the
reaction can be deterrnined. The obtained results can be reasonably weIl cornpared with other
speetroscopic data [31, e.g. NMR and optical absorption [2].
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS ON THE RATES OF REACTIONS
BETWEEN RADICALS AND COORDINATION COMPLEXES:
STRONG VS. WEAK SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING

G. Ferraudi, Radiation Laboratory, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame,
IN 46556, U.S.A.

Magnetic field effects (MFE) upon rates of raotcal induced oxidation ot
coordination complexes have been investigated using flash photolysis under
magl1etic intensities between 0 and 7. Results of this study iIIustrate the
dependence on field intensity of the rate constants for radlcal-radical
disproportionations of C1 2, Br2 and ·CO3H and for their reactions with
55Mn(lI) and 59Co(lI) hexaaquo or EDTA complexes. The HFC-interaction
and LS·coupling in the contact-pair make signlflcant contributiöns to
magnetokinetic effects in the radtcat-radlcal reactlons, By contrast, large
differences between the mapnüudes of zero-field splittings 'in Co(lI) and In
Mn(lI) impose characterlstto magnetokinetlc behavlor to thair radical-metal ion
reactlons. The LS-coupling can only induce small zero-field splittings In Mn(lI)
and the HFC and the Zeeman lnteractlons centrot the spin evolution within
radleal-len palrs, In Co(ll), LS-coupling induce large, ~E » 5 x 102 crrr", zero
field splittings of the metal ion Ievels, second-order LS-coupling and
exchange interactions in the radical-coordination complex pair are too small
and the maxima (minima) in curves k(B)Ik(o) vs. B seem to be related to the
combined contributions of the HFC-interaction and the Ag-mechanism.
Departures from saturatlon of the curves k(B)/k(o) vs. B when B > 3T have
been related to the paramagnetic relaxatlon.
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Relaxation of Electronic Angular Momentum in Kramers Systems
with Strong Spin-Orbit Coupling

Yuri Serebrennikov and Ulrich E. Steiner
Fakultät für Chemie, Universität Konstanz, Germany

In general, theory of spin-Iattice relaxation in magnetically dilute liquids is weIl developed

for systems with quenched orbital momentum and for systems with relatively weak spin
orbit perturbation, i.e. those falling under the criterion

(1)

where A is an effective SOC constant and the parameter A characterizes the ligand-field or
'chemical' splitting of frontier orbitals coupled through angular momentum. In such cases

stochastic perturbations connected with molecular rotation.and ligand-field fluctuation have
been shown to induce spin-Iattice relaxation whereby:

(2)

1

i.e. the relaxation rate increases with the square of SOC strength.. .

For systems with A - A like many transition metal complexes or with A > A like atomic
j

radicals in solution, eq. (2) is not applicable. Since such species may be involved in pairs of
paramagnetic reaction intermediates, the reactivity of which is controlled by spin selection

rules, a treatment of spin and angular momentum relaxation for such species is highly
desirable.

Here we present some very recent theoretical results obtained for the problem of electronic

angular momentum relaxation in condensed phase for (S= 1/2) Kramers systems with strong

spin-orbit coupling and unquenched orbital momentum. in particular, we consider in detail
dilute liquid solutions of atomic radicals and paramagnetic complexes of high symmetry
(axially distorted octahedron).
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MAGNETIC ISOTOPE EFFECf: KNOWN AND UNKNOWN

A. L. Buchachenko

Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Seiences

117334 Kosygin Str. 4, Moscow, Russia

Magnetic isotope effect, MIE, is a remarkable isotopic phenomenon that comprises

one of the most beautiful scenes of the new, magnetic scenario of chemical reactions.

According to this scenario the magnetic interaction of magnetic nuclei with unpaired

electrons induces spin conversion in radical pairs and transforms nonreactive triplet state of

the pair into the reactive, singlet one resulting in selectivity of radical coupling reactions

with respect to the nuclear spin and magnetic moment of reacting radicals. The difference in

chemical reactivity of radicals with magnetic and nonmagnetic nuclei results in separation

of these two sorts of nuclei and in their nonequilibrium redistribution among the different

reaction products.
The most eminent contributors into the MIE science are Yu. Molin, R. Lawler, R. Sag

deev, K. Salikhov, N. Turro, V. Tarasov, A. Pines, I. Khudyakov, E. Step, L. Yasina. Due to

their efforts this field of spin chemistry made a way from the discovery of the phenomenon

to the modem understanding of its chemical .physics.

Now MIE is far from being exotic and unique phenornenon, it is found in many reac
tions for magnetic nuclei 13C, 170 , 29Si, 33S and 235U. Radio induced MIE is recently

discovered as a result of selective radiowave pumping at the frequency of ESR transitions in

13C-containing radicals that accelerates the triplet-singlet conversion of 13C radical pairs

and therefore increases the nuclear spin selectivity of chemical reactions.

The modem state of MIE science and its problems are discussed in the lecture.

________________lJ
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS ON THE DYNAMICS OF CHAIN-LINKED

BIRADICALS

Yoshifumi Tanimoto,1 Yoshihisa Fujiwara1 and Masaharu Okazaki 2

1Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Hiroshima University,

Kagamiyama, Higashi-Hiroshima 724, Japan and 2Governmental Indus

trial Research Institute, Nagoya, Hirate, Kita-ku, Nagoya 462,

Japan

There has been an increasing interest in the magnetic field

effects (MFEs) on photochemical reactions of organic moleeules .

In order to clarify the mechanism of MFE in detail, MFEs on the

dynamics of chain-linked biradicals are studied by using the tech

nique of laser flash photolysis and product yield-detected ESR.

o HH
~S-O-(CH2)n-4-~~

'~~ O O~O~
PI-N

P2-N

1. Temperature pependence The life-time of triplet b t r-ad Lca l s

BR1-n and BR2-n, generated from P1-n (n=6-16) and . P2-n (n=8-16),

respectively, increases more thari 10 times in the presence of high

magnetic fields (0.5-0.6 T) at room temperature [1,2]. Thus, the

lifetime is considered to be controlled by the spin-lattice relax

ation process. The lifetime is analyzed with the use of the theo

retical equation for the temperature dependence of the spin relaxa

tion time of aradical. From this analysis, it is shown that, in

high magnetic f i e Lds , the spin relaxation in these biradicals is

induced by the locally fluctuating field of 12-14 G (BR1-n) and

17-18 G (BR2-n), which is caused by the rotational motion of radi

cals at the ends of the chain.

2. Effect of Lanthanide Complexes. The lifetime of BRl-16 at

0.56 T decreases significantly by adding the Gd3+ complex, giving

the quenching rate constant of 7.5 x 10 8 M-1s-1 [3]. The quantita

tive ana l ys Ls of the quenching rate constants of lanthanide com-
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plexes, indicates that, in a magnetic field, the spin-lattice

relaxation in spin sublevels is enhanced by the fluctuating exter

nal magnetic field of the complexes.

3. Effect of Microwave Upon irradiating the microwave, the yield

of the spin adduct of BRl-16 to a PBN trapping reagent in a magnet

ic field decreases considerably, suggesting that the spin relaxa

tion of the biradical is enhanced by the microwave.

Three experimental results mentioned above present unequivocal

evidence that the lifetime of chain-linked biradicals in high mag

netic fields is controlled by the spin-lattice relaxation process.
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EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS ON BICHROMOPHORIC
PHOTOCHEMISTRY

Ryo i ch i Nakagaki. Facul ty of Pharmaceu ti cal Sei ences , Kanazava
Un i v e r s t t y , Takar a-uaa cb L, Kan az ava , Ishikawa 920 (Japan) and
Kiyoshi Mutai. Department of Ch en i s t r y , College of Arts and
Sciences. The University of Tokyo. Komaba. Meguro-ku. Tokyo 153
(J apan)

We have observed switching of reaction pathways for photo
chemistry of bichromophoric chain species containing electron
donor (D) and acceptor (A) moieties. D-(CH2)n-A. A typicaI donor
moiety is anilino g r oup , while a nitro-aromatic chromophore is
chosen as an 'a c c ep t o r . The photochemistry of O~N-4-Cl0H6-1

o(CH2) n-NHC6H5 will be descr i bed here in some de t a i L, When the
chain l e ng t h is short (nti) an intramolecular nucleophilic
photo-substisti tution (photo-Smi les r e ar r-angemen t ) takes p l ace ,
'f/hereas a pho to-redox process becomes domi nan tin the case 0 f
l o nge r chain compounds (n21.). The primary event of photo-redox
process is ei ther electron transfer in polar media or hydrogen
abstraction in non-polar solvents. which ,r e s u l t s in formation of
a triplet biradical since the nitro-aromatic moiety in the lowest
triplet manifold is involved in the photochemical reaction [1-4].
The triplet biradical und e r g o e s intersystem crossing, to the
singlet biradical or an escape process. It is to .be noted that
the c ag e process is an intramolecular photo-redox reaction
'f/hereas the escape process is a bimolecular reaction in 'f/hich the
triplet biradical reacts 'f/ith a s t ar t i ng species in the ground
state.

A remarkable influence on 'the product yields for photo-redox
reactions has been observed on application of an external magnet
ic field (0.64 T). At the particular chain l eng th of 8, the e age
produc t i s dom! nan tin the zero- f i e l d , whi 1e the escape process
predominates under the magnetic field.

Although magnetic fields (~IT) generated by an ordinary
el ec t r omag n e t can cause ra ther sma 11 Zeeman sp 1 i t ti n g s in a
biradical intermediate wi th triplet spin mul tiplici ty. intersys
t em cross i ng ra te may be reduced to ca , 1/3 of the zero- fi e l d
value when the magnetic field effects are mainly due to hyperfine
coupling mechanism. Thus. the external magnetic field effects on
radical pair reactions provide us with useful taols for elucidat
i ng the reaction mechan I sm, for controlling reaction rates and
product y l e l ds , or for s e l ec t i ng a favourable reaction pa t hway
from others.
References
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS ON PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS

Albert Weller

Max-Planck-Institut für biophysikalische Chemie,

Abt. Spektroskopie, n-3400 Göttingen, Germany

Magnetic field effects are described which have been observed with the following

photoinduced processes:

(1) Triplet-Triplet Annihilation:

* * kQ....s * * *
5(3M + 3M ) .. 1eM + 3M ) .. 1M+ 1M

(2) Triplet Quenching by Radicals:

kQ....n .. *
4(3M +2R.) 2(3M + 2R.) ~

1M + 2R_

(3) Triplet Formation from Geminate Singlet Radical Pairs:

kS....T * *\2A;- +2n7) 3eA;- +2ntT) ... ' ~A + 1DJ(lA +3n)....
(4) Ground State Formation from Geminate Triplet Radical Pairs:

3eA' + 2nt )
kT....S ... 1eA. + 2D;t-) ... 1A +ln

(5) (Heavy Atom Induced) Intersystem Crossing in Triplet Exciplexes:

k. 1
18C .. (A+D)

The coherent electron spin motion that is responsible for the changes of the over-all spin

multiplicity of the pairs can be modulated by external magnetic fields in such a way that

the final product yield decreases with increasing field strength. The spin multiplicity

transitions (k
Q

....s, k
Q

....DJ kS....TJ kT....S) in the various pairs are induced by the

intramolecular spin coupling mechanisms listed below, The role of the intermolecular
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electron exchange interaction in suppressing the effect of this spin coupling will be

discussed as well as the influence of the solvent viscosity and of the incoherent spin-lattice

relaxation which mixes the of T and S states.

INTRAMOLECULAR SPIN COUPLING

electron spin multiplicity changes are induced in the pairs

with

typical strength

TRIPLETS
:fine structure
(zfs) coupling

14 x 10-6 eV

DOUBLETS
hyper:fine coupling
to nuclear spins Ik

0.7 x 10-6 eV

corresponds to
Zeeman splitting at

. I

transition time

1200 Gauss

0.05 ns

60 Gauss

1 ns

The effect in process (5) is based on the sublevel selective intersystem crossing (isc) and the

enhancement of the relaxation between the triplet sublevels by external magnetic :fields.
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SPIN POLARIZATION TRANSFER DURING TUE INTRAMOLECULAR

TRIPLET-TRIPLET ENERGY TRANSFER UNDER TUE EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD

The spin polarization conservation during the intramolecular

triplet-triplet energy transfer under the external magnetic field

was studied by using time-resolved EPR (TREPR) technique. As the

application of spin polarization transfer, we present the following

two topics:

1) The determination of the mutual orientation of the donor and the

acceptor chromophores.

2) The observation of Tl state which has low quantum yield of ISC.

Two bichromophoric systems (1 and 2) were prepared for the

present purpose . In both molecules, efficient energy transfer of

triplet excitation energy occurred from the donor chromophore

.e . (phthalimide) to the. .,
acceptors (naphthalene

and stilbene). Spin

polarized TREPR spec

tra due to the Tl

state of the acceptors

1 2 were measured by the

excitation of the donor moiety in 1 and 2. Since the spin orien-

tation Is conserved In the molecular frame, the spectral pattern

depends on the donor acceptor configuration. For 1 , the mutual

angle (8) between phthalimide and naphthalene moiety was determined

to be 55° by the spectral simulation. No EPR signal was observed

by the direct irradiation of stilbene at 77 K in rigid matrix.

TREPR spectrum of 2 obtained by polarization transfer was assigned

to the Tl state of stilbene. The EPR parameters of I D 1= 0.0988

and I E 1= 0.0250 cm- 1 were determined. The mechanisms of the s p Ln

polarlzation transfer will also be discussed.
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THE EFFECT OF SOLVENT AND ACCEPTOR CONCENTRATION ON A PHOTOINDUCED
ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTION: AN FT-EPR INVESTIGATION

Marie Bbersole' , Hans van Willigen, and Patricia Levstein.
Chemistry Dept., University of Massachusetts at Boston,

Boston, MA 02125-3393, USA .

The photoinduced electron transfer reaction from zinc meso-tetraphenylporphine (ZnTPP) and
zinc tetrasodium-meso-tetra(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphine (ZnTPPS) to p-benzoquinone (BQ) is
summarized by:

ZnTPP(S) + BQ~3ZnTPP(S)* + BQ Ket) ZnTPP(S)+ + BQ-.

It is possible to follow the evolution of the EPR signal of BQ- with nanosecond time
resolution using Fourier Transform Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (FT-EPR). The EPR signal
of BQ- displays Chemically Induced Dynamic Spin Polarization (CIDEP) effects. Since the
polarization of the EPR signal due to CIDEP is the result of processes that occur during electron
transfer it is possible to fit the EPR signal strength to equations derived from a model to obtain:

(1) the bimolecular rate of electron transfer (Ket),
(2) the spin lattice relaxation time for BQ,
(3) the spin lattice relaxation time for the 3ZnTPP(S) precursor,
(4) the initialpolarization of the triplet sublevels of 3ZnTPP(S).

The bimolecular rate of electron transfer is dependent on the concentration of BQ. The
positive relationship found between K, and the concentration of BQ can be fitted to aversion of the
Smoluchowski equation derived by Stevens' that succesfully accounts for similar concentration
effects observed in studies of fluorescence quenching. Extrapolation to the low concentrations of
BQ typical of optical studies yields roughly the same bimolecular rates of electron transfer obtained
in these optical studies. )

The spin lattice relaxation time of BQ- is found to decrease with increasing concentration of
BQ. This dependence is attributed to electron transfer from the radical anion to neutral BQ as has
been observed previously by Meisel and Fessenden" in other solvents.

The spin lattice relaxation time of 3ZnTPP(S) and the initial polarization of the triplet
sublevels of 3ZnTPP(S) are found to be dependent on solvent composition. The initial polarization
of the triplet sublevels of 3ZnTPP(S) increases linearly with the ratio of water to alcohol. In
addition , as the ratio of ethanol to water increases, the spin lattice relaxation time of 3ZnTPP(S)
declines to a minimum at roughly 60% alcohol, and then rises.

1 Present Address: Freie Universität Berlin, Fachbereich Physik,
Institut für Experimentalphysik, Arnimallee 14,
n-rooo Berlin 33, GERMANY

2 B. Stevens, Chemical Physics Letters, 1987, Volume 134, pp. 519-524.

3 D. Meisel and R.W. Fessenden, Journal of the American Chemistry Society, 1976, Volume 34,
pp. 1-12.
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Spin-Correlated Radical
Biradicals Anchored to

Pairs and
Surfaces

P-03

Maleolm D.E. Forbes,* Tanya L. Meyers, Katerina E. Dukes, Christopher S.
Breivogel, Heather D. Maynard, and Heather B. Jaspan

Department of Chemistry, University of North Carolina, CB #3290, Venable and
Kenan Laboratories, Chapel Hili, Ne 27599

Tbe first spin-polarized electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of organic free radicals

covalently bonded to silicon oxide surfaces are presented. The surface-anchored species have

broader lines than in solution, but are still clearly identifiable at room temperature in slurries of
. .

.surface-modified Si02 and t>enzene. Tbe spin polarization is predominantly due to the triplet

mechanism in the interfacial system, in contrast 10 free solution where equal amounts of radical pair

and triplet mechanism polarization are observed. Tbe spectrum of a·l,12 biradical with one end

anchored to the surfaee is also presented. The J coupling for the surface biradical appears to be

smaller than in free solution, indicating that the surface restriets access to the more coiled up

confonnations. Mode of attachment, solvent, and temperature dependence of the EPR spectra are

explored,
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CIDEP AND MFE STUDIES OF QUASI-STABLE SPIN CORRELATED

RADICAL PAIRS IN SOS MICELLAR SOLUTION.

Natsuo Ishiwata1, Hisao Murai1, Keiji Kuwata1,

Yoshio Sakaguchi2 and Hisaharu Hayashi2.

10epartment of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,Osaka University,

Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

2Molecular Photochemistry Laboratory, Institute of Physical

and Chemical Research, Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan

We report here the CIOEP1) and MFE studies of quasi-stable spin

correlated radical pairs ( SCRP ) 2) by using a time-resolved ESR technique. These

SCRP were formed by the hydrogen abstraction reaction of pohotoexcited xanthone

from tert-butylphenols ,in SOS micellar solution.

Fig.1a shows the spectrum observed from xanthone ( Xn, ca. 2.0x10-3 M )

and 2,6-di-terl-butylphenol ( OTBP, ca.10-3 M ) in the SOS (ca.10-1 M ) micellar
. .

solUtion in the laser ( XeCI 308 nm ) photolysis. This spectrum was assigned to the

SCRP of the Xn ketyl and di-tert-butylphenoxyl radicals. The slrnulanon ' trial

required the assumption of the fast relaxation between two middle eigenstates of

the SCRP ( Fig. tc, where a slight emissive component was added ). This spectrum

diminished for a few JJS without its shape conversion. It shows that the exchange

interaction between the correlated radicals lasts for the observation period. The

decay rate is determined to be about 5 x105 s-1 under the low microwave power.

The comparison with the spectra from other phenols; para-terl-butylphenol ( pTBP

), 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol ( TTBP ), shows that the more butyl groups phenol has,

the tighter interaction radical pair has.

For the MFE study, the optical absorption of the Xn ketyl radical ( 490 nm )

was monitored under the several magnetic field conditions ( 0-1.34 T ) in Nd.YAG

laser ( 355 nm ) photolysis. The decay curve was composed of a fast first order

component and slow one. As shown in Fig. 2, the first order decay rates of the

radical show large MFE in the micellarsolution. The rate decreases rapidly from 0 to

..J
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0.2 T, but under the high magnetic field conditions ( 0.2-1.34 T ), it almost

becomes plateau. In the system of XnlDTBP/SDS, the decay rate of the transient

absorption was 5.0 x105 s-1 at 0.34 T ( the field of X-band ESR ) and in goOO

agreement with that of time-resolved ESR. This suggests th~t by elther of these

techniques, the sarne phenomenon ( quenching of the radical pairs ) is observed.

According to these MFE data, DTBP shows the largest effeet on the rate ( kmax I kmln

= 4.5 ) and with the increase Cf the riumber of butyl groups, the decay rate becomes

slow. In this system, the quenching rate is expressed by the spin relaxation rate and
J

the escape rate from the micelle3). Large tert-butyl groups on phenol are the cause

of the restrained motion of radical pairs in the micelle. It makes molecular mobility

slower, relaxation and living time in the micelle longer. This is the reason that the

decay rates and the interactions are different among these phenols.
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Voshio Sakaguchi2 and Hisaharu Hayashi 2.

10epartment of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,Osaka University,

Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

2Molecular Photochemistry Laboratory, Institute of Physical

and Chemical Research, Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan

We report here the CIOEP1) and MFE studies of quasi-stable spin

correlated radical pairs ( SCRP ) 2) by using a time-resolved ESR technique. These

SCRP were formed by the hydrogen abstraction reaction of pohotoexcited xanthone

from tert-butylphenols i,n SOS micellar solution.

Fig.1a shows the spectrum observed from xanthone ( Xn, ca. 2.0x10-3 M )

and 2,6-di-terl-butylphenol ( .oTBP, .ca.10-3 M ) in the SOS (ca.10-1 M ) micellar

solution in the laser ( XeCI 308 nm ) photolysis. This spectrum was assigned to the

SCRP of the "n ketyl and di-tert-butylphenoxyl radicals. The simulation trial

required the assumption of the fast relaxation between two middle eigenstates of

the SCRP ( Fig. tc, where a slight emissive component was added ). This spectrum

diminished for a few JJs without its shape conversion. It shows that the exchange

interaction between the correlated radicals lasts for the observation period. The

decay rate is determined to be about 5 x105 s-1 under the low microwave power.

The comparison with the spectra from other phenols; para-tert-butylphenol ( pTBP

), 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol ( TTBP ), shows that the more butyl groups phenol has,

the tighter interaction radical pair has.

For the MFE study, the optical absorption of the Xn ketyl radical ( 490 nm )

was monitored under the several magnetic field conditions ( 0-1.34 T ) in Nd.VAG

laser ( 355 nm ) photolysis. The decay curve was composed of a fast first order

component and slow one. As shown in Fig. 2, the first order decay rates of the

radical show large MFE in the micellar solution. The rate decreases rapidly from 0 to
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0.2 T, but under the high magnetic fjeld conditions ( 0.2-1.34 T ), it almost

becomes plateau. In the system of XnlDTBP/SDS, the decay rate of the transient

absorption was 5.0 x105 s-1 at 0.34 T ( the fjeld of X-band ESR ) and in goOO

agreement with that of time-resolved ESR. This suggests th~t by either of these

techniques, the sarnephenornenon ( quenching of the radical pairs ) is observed.

According to these MFE data, DTBP shows the largest effect on the rate ( kmax I kmln

= 4.5 ) and with the increase Of the number of butyl groups, the decay rate becomes

slow. In this system, the quenching rate is expressed by the spin relaxation rate and
j

the escape rate from the micelle3). Large teTt-butyl groups on phenol are the cause

of the restrained motion of radical pairs in the micelle. It makes molecular mobility

slower, relaxation and Iiving time in the micelle longer. This is the reason that the

decay rates and the interactions are different among these phenols.

References

[ 1 ] Preliminary report : H.Murai, H.Honma, N.lshiwata, K.Kuwata,Proceeding of
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TRIPLET QUENCIDNG EFFECf ON THE CIDEP SIGNALS BY

RADICAL TRIPLET PAIR MECHANISM

Akio Kawai and Kinichi Obi

Department of Chemistry, Tokyo Institute of Technology,

Ohokayama, Meguroku, Tokyo 152, Japan

New CIDEP generation on radical has been discovered in the Initial photochemical

stages, which is based on the magnetic interactions between radical and excited

moleeules and calJed radical triplet pair rnechanism (RTPM).1-3 We reported that the

RTPM signals are divided into two groups. One is the E + FlA signal which is observed

in the radical and triplet molecule systems and the other is the A + NE signal which is

observed in the radical and lowest excited singlet moleeule systems. Both signals are

reasonably explained by doublet-quartet mixing model of the radical-triplet'pair through

interactions between radical and triplet moleeule. The E + E/A and A + AlE signals

result from the precursors in quartet and doublet spin states of radical-triplet pair,

respectively.! We named the former as quartet precursor RTPM and the latter as doublet

precursor RTPM.
)

Both E + EIA and A + AlE signals were observed in naphthalene-, coronene-.and

fluoranthene-radical systems depending on the observation time window, whereas only E

+ ElA was observed in benzophenone- and 1-chloronaphthalene-radical systems. The

E + E/A signal in the coronene-radica) system vanished in the presence of the triplet

quencher. We concluded from these observations that both doublet and quartet precursor

RTPMs operated in the former systems. This is one of the evidences for the doublet and

quartet precursor RTPMs.

1) C. BlattIer, F. Jent and H. Paul, Chem. Phys. leU., 375, 166, 1990.

2) A Kawai, T. Okutsu and K. Obi, J. Phys. Chern., 9130,95, 1991.

3) A Kawai and K. Obi, J. Phys. Chem., 52,96,1992.
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TIME DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRON SPIN POLARIZATION IN SPIN CORRELATED
RADICAL PAIRS

K. Lüders
Leipzig University of Technology , Department of Natural Sciences ,
0-7030 Leipzig, PF 66, Germany

[1] K.M. Salikhov, C.H. Bock and D. Stehlik, Appl. Magn. Res.
1 (1990) 195.

[2] R. Bittl and G. Kothe, Chem. Phys. Lett. 177 (1991) 547.

HZ = -ti (6 c.J A SAZ + t:) ca B SBZ)

HEX= ~J(1/2 + 2SA SB)

HD = ~(SA + SB) D (SA + SB)

HHP= ~ I A SA

First the stationary Schrödinger equation was solved considering
only HO and then the density matrix qo was calculated. The solu
tion of the general problem

q = -i-ti- l [HO + Hl,q] - K(P,Ql/2

was approximated in the linear response limit as

q (t) = q0 (t ) + G) 191 - K q 2 •

For the estimation of ESR resonances Tr(qSy) was calculated and
the influence of the parameters on the ESR spectrum discussed.

H = HO + Hl
HO= Hz + HEX: HD + HHF

Hl= -flc.Jl(SAX + SBX)

Recently our attention has been drawn to the characteristic
peculiarities of magnetic field effects and spin polarization in
long living radical pairs (RP). In the case of restricted mole
cular mobili ty and appropriate reaction kinetics detection can
follow the formation of spin polarization during the lifetime of
the RP. We specifically consider the sudden, light induced gene
ration of a RP from aprecursor state with highly correlated
spins (e.g. a pure singlet state). A complete description of
Electron Spin Polarization (ESP) must include coherence terms in
the spin dens i ty matr ix. The case of directly detected ESR is
taken into consideration and the constant microwave field will be
included in the Hamiltonian. Salikhov [1] has found that the
consideration of coherence terms results in oscillation in the
ESR-transition intensities. Bittl and Kothe [2] obtained a simi
lar result in the special case of RP in photosynthetic reaction
centres.
The results of model calculations of ESP-patterns are : presented
in the poster considering the influence of hyperfine interaction
with one nuclear spin and of recombination reaction. In the
rotating coordinate system the following RP spin-Hamiltonian is
considered:
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FOURIER-TRANSFORM EPR - THE HIGH RESOLUTION TECHNIQUE FOR THE SruDY

OF PHOTO-INDUCED CHARGE AND PROTON TRANSFER REACTIONS IN SOLUTION

M. PlUschau, D. Beckert", and K.-P. Dinse

Institut für Physik, Universität Dortmund, + Max-Planck-Gruppe "Zeitaufgelöste Spektros

kopie", Leipzig, Germany

The investigation of photo-induced chemical reactions in solution is incomplete

without a detailed study of initially generated radical pairs. The understanding of the

separation kinetics of the Coulomb-coupled, solvated reaction partners is crucial for

an estimate of the reaction yield. Whereas encounter kinetics for most reactions can

weIl be described by diffusion-limited rate constants, the separation step apparently

can best be modeled by assuming thermally-activated detrapping from a Coulomb weIl,

obviously strongly dependent on the dielectric constant <DK) of the solvent. In addition,

the initial confinement time of the reactlon par.tners can be Important for the proba

blllty of a subsequent proton transfer, thereby controlling the branchlng ratio of the

generation of charged an,d neutral radicals.

Fourier-transform EPR (FT-EPR> wlth Its inherent excellent frequency and time

resolution is the method of choice for the investigation of reaction kinetics in the ns

time range, especially when radleals wlth overlapplng spectra are involved. This technique

can be consldered as a stroboscopic method, enabling the time labeling of radicals
j "

with a single microwave pulse of 10 ns length, although the actual observation of the

Free Inductlon Decay (FID) occurs over a time span of several us,

In order to verlfy the assumption of a dominant influence of the solvent DK, a

representative photo reduction reaction, viz: anthraquinone (AQ)/ triethylamine (TEA)

was studied in different alcoholic solutions. The recorded time/intenslty profile of the

AQ- . radical could fully be interpreted as a function of the escape rate constant kesc

from the Coulomb weIl, radical spin-Iattice relaxation rate T(1, and initial spin polariz

ation P, which is generated by the triplet mechanism. Comparing results in 2-propanol,

ethanol, and methanol, the blnding potential in the intermediate state, describing the

radical pair, could be determlned. As anticipated, lts value ls proportional to e-1, Indicat

ing the shielding of the Coulomb interaction of the charged constituents. From the

polarization P, the electron transfer rate ket could also be determined in all three

solvents.

As an example for a 2-step hydrogen transfer reaction, we studied the photo

induced hydrogen abstraction reaction in alcololic solutions of AQ and 4-methyl-2,6-di-
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tert.-butylphenol CDTBPH). The resulting superposition of anthrasemlqulnone and hydroxy

anthroxyl radlcal spectra eould be fufly analyzed. The simultaneously observed intensity/

time profile for both radleals was modeled by assuming a 2-step eleetron/proton

transfer and also allowing for a finite eseape probabllity of the primary generated

anion radical from the Coulomb eage. At later times, the predominantly generated

anthroxyl radical ls intereonverted into AQ-' by a proton equllibrium reaetion. Again,

all kinetie eonstants eould be dermined from a fit of the experimental data, showing

the important influenee of the solvent DK especially for the eseape probabllity.

e

e
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IlAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS IN 11IE PRESENCE OF CAGE EFFECT.

MODELS AHn QUALITATIVE RESULTS.

A. 1. Shushin

Institute of Chemieal Physies, 117977, GSP-l, Moseow, Russia.

The eharaeteristie features of magnetic field effeets (MFE) in radical
pair reeombination (RPR) are sensitive to ,,- kmetrc peculiarities of radical
reeneounters. An interradieal interaetion ean ehange this kinetics
drastically. In particular, if the interaction potential U(r) is attractive
and possesses a rather deep weIl then a long lived quasi steady state (eage)
is formed within the weIl. The cage evolves exponentially for rather long time
[1].

The diffusion ' approximation based on the Smoluchowsky equation is
developed to deseribe analytically the kineties of the eage effeet and
influenee of this effect on MFEs.A number of simple analytical expressions for
the RPR kinetics and MFE observables are derived in the limit of rather deep
potential weIl . For example, for any observable A assoeiated with produets of
the weIl dissociatlon (Ad) or recombination in the weIl (A ) we get [1,2)

~ r

<Av>(t) = 2;i Jde tr{AvWv[e + W - Lc + Wda[(e-Lf)/D]1/2]-lpo}exp~et), (l)

-im

spin evolution within the eage. Wand Wf are the spin. e
relaxation matrices inside and outside the cage . The formula (1) is valid if

2 A

wA /D « I, where w is an average splitting of terms of L fand A is a widthc,
of the thermal distribution funetion within the weIl.

where V = ~,r, Wd i~ a eage dissoeiation rate, Wr is a reco~binaticin rate in

the eage, W = Wd + Wr, a 'is the Onzager's radius defined by U(a) = kT, D is a

relative diffusion coeffieient of radieals and p is the initial RP spin
~ A 0 .

densi ty matrix. The spin oper'atcr-s I:-c an~ Lf govern the RP s~in evolution

inside and outside the cage respectively: L f = -i[H "f " " ) - W f' In thisc, c, c,
formula He = Hz + J"hri + J, and Hf = Hz + ßhri are the RP spin hamiltonians

inside and outside the weIl in whieh Hz is the Zeeman interaction, "hri is the

hyperfine interaction and the J is the electron exchange interaction assumed

to effeet only the

A ..

In the ease of approximately commuting Lc and Lf ([Le,Lf) ~ 0), important

for applications, the expression (1) is simplified essentially to give almost
eompletely analytical results for some observables .

In the limit of large well depth the SEA appears to be equivalent to a
more simple model of two kinetically eoupled states: within the weIl (eage)
and outside it. In this model the stochastic Liouville equation reduces to two
eoupled equatlons for the spin density matriees n and p deseribing spin
evolution inside and outside the weIl:

n=Lnc (2)

- - - - - - - - - ...1
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-

wlth the boundary eondition of refleetive wall at r = a: 8p/8r l = O. Inr=a
eq.(2) K12(K21) is a rate eonstant of eapture in (eseape from) the weIl. It is

proved that all rlgorous expressions derived in the SEA for rather deep wells
[1] ean be also obtalned In the model (2) in the limit

a

K
12,K21

~ ~ but K
12

/K
21

=a-2J dr r 2exp[U(r)/kT] =a-2F, (3)

d
where d is the distanee of elosest approach. In partieular, the model (2)
reproduees the expression (1) with the eorreet formula for Wd: Wd = Da/F [1].

It is shown that the formula (1) is valid for any deep anisotropie weIl
wlth a being replaeed by a radius t of eapture by the weIl. For strongly
anisotropie wells t « d. This means that the kineties of RPR is very elose to
exponential and therefore in this ease the MFEs are deseribed quite aeeurately
withln the simple exponential approximation.

For some models of anisotropie interaction the parameters t and Wd ean be

ealeulated anaIytieaIIy, in partieular, for the model of two weakly
interaeting points on the surfaees of molecules (the Onzager's radius is small
a «d) [3]. The radius tappears to depend not only on a but on funetional

form of U(x) (x is a distance between two interaeting points): t = d(a/d)ß.
For the long range potential like the Coulomb one ß ~ 3 while for the short
range potentials (of type of the Van der Waals one, exponential ete.) ß ~ 2.
In the strongly anisotropie limit a/d « 1 we have t « d in agreement with
earller general statement. The dissoeiation rate Wd Is expressed through the

capture radius t and th~ parti tlon functlon F. In the eonsidered model of
3 4strongly anisotropie interaction F =d (~d) exp(U /kT), where A is a width ofe

the thermal distribution funetion within the anisotropie weIl (A < a « d) and
U is the weIl depth. These formulae predict Wd mueh larger than that obtained

e (1)
for isotropie weIl with the same A and a ~ d: Wd ~ (D/dA)exp(Ue/kT). Simple

caleulatlon gives j

(4)

The formulae derived enable us to deseribe the influenee of the eage
effeet on both steady state and time resolved MFEs generated in RPR avoiding
time eonsuming numerical solution of the SLE. Significant reduetion of
numerieal ealeulations makes it possible to eonsider realistie RPs with many
nuelei. Some important qualitative peeuliarities such as anisotropy of
Interradleal interaction ean be analyzed in detial by the method developed.

1. A.I.Shushln, J.Chem.Phys. 95(1991)3657.

2. A.I.Shushin, Chem. Phys. Lett. 162(1989)409.

3. A.I.Shushln, Chem.Phys.Lett. 130(1986)452.
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What Mechanisms Determine Magnetic-Field Dependent

RP Recombination in N anoscopic Reactors ?

- The role of SOC, AHFC and E1ectron Spin Dipolar Interaction

Jie Qiang Wu, Ulrich E. Steiner and Dietrich Baumann

Fakultät für Chemie, Universität Konstanz, D-7750 Konstanz, Germany

Studies of the magnetie-field dependenee of kineties and product yields in

the reeombination of triplet radical pairs (RPs) to singlet ground state produets

in nanoseopie reactors have revealed the important role of spin motion, .as weH

as of diffusional dynamies. The influenee and meehanisms of spin motion may be

probed through the magnetie-field dependenee of RP kineties. In this eontribution

we are presenting results of experiments eoneerning the magnetie-field dependenee

of intramicellar reeombination of triplet RPs of electron donor-aeeeptor type in

different sized nanodroplets of water-in-oil mieroemulsions. The strength of SOC

and AHFC is varied through substituent variation in aeeeptor and don.or radical.

Heavy-atom substituents render the RP kineties less sensitive to an external

magnetie-field. From th~ deerease of the magnetie-field effect (MFE) eaused by

internal heavy-atom substituents in eombination with nanoreactor size variation,

we ean exclude that the observed heavy-atom effect is due to enhaneed intra

radieal spin relaxation. In aeeord with Levin & Kuzmin [1]' we suggest that

SOC opens the channel of direct reeombination of triplet RPs to singlet products,

whereby T /S eonversion oeeurs in eontact of the pair and is inseparable from

reaction.

With RPs of normal SOC and HFC strength we found that electron spin

dipolar interaction is the leading mechanism of spin eonversion in magnetie-fields

higher than the isotropie HFC [2]. On the other hand, the effect of anisotropie

hyperfine eoupling (AHFC) on radieal spin relaxation has now been demonstrated

to show up in the magnetie-field dependenee with F-substituted anilines, where

deereasing B1/2 values have been found to eorrelate with 19F HFC eonstants in the

series para-, oriho- and meta- F-aniline.

References
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INTERPIANAR INTERACTlOOS IN '!'HE I.CMEST EXClTED TRIPLET STATES

CF COFACIAL STI.ICCN PH'I'HAI.CX:YANINE ~OKO POLYMERS S'IUDIED BY

TIME-RESOLVED EPR
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Masamoto lwaizumi

Institute for Chanical Reaction SCience, Tohoku University ,

Katahira 2-1-1, Sendai 980, Japan
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Various types of polymerie porphyrins and phthalocyanines were

synthesized and have been investigated in relation to the

photosynthetic systems, electrical conductivity and so on. Arnang

them we choose "face to face" phthalocyanine polymers and elucidate

interplanar interactions on the basis of zero-field splittings (zfs)

of the Lowest; excd.ted triplet(T1) state. The molecules are u-oxo

(phthalocyaninato) silicon polymers (r=3. 3A), where the monaner, dimer,

trimer and tetramer are prepared separately.

The TREPR spectra were observed at 77 K and 0 . 3~s after' the

laser pulse in a toluene matrix as shown in Figure 1. The decrease in

the zfs pannerter, D(=-~Z) , Fig. 1
was observed, which is inter-
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TRIPLET STATES IN ß-CAROTENE SINGLE CRYSTALS 
MECHANISM OF THE OPTICALLY INDUCED SPIN POLARISATION?

*J. Frick, G. Kothe, J.U. von Schütz, and H.C. Wolf

Universität Stuttgart
*3. Physikalisches Institut, Institut für Physikalische Chemie

*Pfaffenwaldring 57, 55 , 7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany

Using transient nutation experiments after pulsed optical excitation at 16900 ern-I, the

triplet state of ß-carotene was detected without triplet-triplet energy transfer from asensitizer

[1].
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The ESR-signals (figure 1) are accessible

from T = 60 till 300 K exhibiting a line

narrowing and a decrease of the transverse

relaxation rate 1/T2 with increasing

temperature. The fact, that l/T2 > > I/Tl
lead to the conclusion of very slow motional

processes, averaging the static hyperfine

splitting only partially. In other words, the

spectral density of the. resulting time-

Figure 1:

Top: Angular dependence 0/ the ESR-signals

with rotation around the crystal c'-axis (T =
220 K). Due to the crystal structure [2J two

tripletpairs are visible.

Filled symbols: Emissive triplet transitions.

Empty symbols: Absorptive triplet transitions.

Bottom: Triplet ESR-spectra ot one orientation

(broken Une in the upper part). Roman

numbers label the two triplet pairs. Due to the

detection technique (no fteld modulation) the

signals are not differentiated.
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modulated dipolar magnetic interaction doesn't reach the Larmor frequency of IIL = 10 GHz.

Such a slow motion could result from an excitonic behavior of the triplet states having

thermally activated hopping times in the order of 10-9 sec, in accordance with triplet state

mobilities in other arganic molecular crystals or charge transfer complexes [3].

The polarization pattern of the ESR transitions doesn't change with orientation and

temperature (figure 1), excluding therefore intersystem crossing due to spin-orbit coupling as

sole process for triplet population. Radical-pair mechanism, already detected in magnetic

field dependent photoconductivity measurements [4], could contribute to the triplet

population as well as a singlet fission process. The vicinity of two triplet states, created

simultanously e.g. by singlet fission, could result in an increase of the transverse relaxation

rate I/T2 by dipolar interaction. Quantitative evaluations are in process.
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Nicholas ]. Turro, lgor V. Khudyakov

NET ELECTRON SPIN POLARIZATION TRANSFER IN FREE
RADICAL REACTION OF ADDITION

c

Time-resolved (TR) ESR was employed to Investigate the reaetlon of
diphenylphosphinoyl reaetive free radicals with N-phenyl-tert-butylnltrone
(PBN):

0-
i(O)Ph2

Ph2PO'* + PBN • \ I N-C-C (CH 3 ) 3

k 3x1 07 \\ 11 I I
~ O. H

M-1 • S -1 #
(The sign , Is used to show the non-Boltzmann population of unpaired 81ectron
2eeman levels In magnetlo field). The reaetlve radlcets were produced by laser
flash photolysis (VAG taser, 355 nm) of diphenyl-2,4,S-trimethylbenzoyl
phosphine oxide. The TR ESR and contlnuous wave (CW) ESR spectra of the
nitroxide spln-adduct of dlphenylphosphlnoyl radleals end PBN were
investigated. 80th TR ESR and CW ESR spectra of the adduet showthe same
hyperfine-splitting and relative \ine intensities. The TA ESR speetra of the spln
adduet as weil as the Initial dlphenylphosphlnoyl radicais are absorptively
polarized, correspondlng to a net eleetron spin polarlzatlon transfer. The rate
constant of fast addition of diphenylphosphinoyl radical to PBN was
measured In methylene chloride by laser flash spectroscopy.

The reactions between diphenylphospninoyl radioal obtained by the
and nitroxyl di end trlredlcals In the strong exchange interaetion ware studied by
TR ESR. The formation of polarized spin-adduets of polyradicals was observed.
Those adducts were mononltroxyl and diniroxyl produced under lnteractton wlth
dl end trlnltroxyl, respectlvely.

The requlrements for spin polarization transfer In radleal addition
reactions, and alsothe TR and CW ESR speetrum ofthe spinaadducts are
dlscussed.
N.J. Turrc, I.V. Khudyakov, ehern. Phys. Lett, In press

N.J. Turro, I.V. Khudyakov, D.W. Dwyer, to be published
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TIME-RESOLVED STIMULATED NUCLEAR POLARIZATION

OF MICELLIZED RADICAL PAIRS.
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*N.I.Avdievich, E.G.Bagryanskaya, V.F.Tarasov,
** **N.N. Lukzen, R.Z. Sagdeev

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion and
**International Tomografie Centre, Novosibirsk, Russia.

*Institute of Chemical Physics, Moscow, Russia.

The method of stimulated nuclear polarization (SNP) is based
on the effect of resonance mw magnetic field on the rate of
singlet-triplet conversion in radical pairs (RP) and allows one to
obtain ESR spectra of intermediate short-lived RP. The
time-resolved SNP implies a time interval ~d between the laser and
mw pulses, that allows to obtain the information on RP kinetics
[1 ].

In this work, the time-resolved SNP technique was used for
studying the kinetics of short lived RP in homogeneous and
micellar solutions. Intermediate RP localized in micelIes of
various sizes have been studied in photolytic reactions of
ketones. Experimentally observed change in splitting of SNP
spectra wit~ variations of micelle radius is accounted for by the
effect of exchange interaction. Change in SNP spectra, caused by a
delay between the laser and mw pulses, have been investigated.
Kinetic dependences of maximum intensities of SNP lines on ~d have
been obtained for RP wi th different lifetimes in micelIes of
various sizes. Experimental data show good fit to SNP calculation
by numerical solution of the Liouville equation in terms of a
microreactor model [2], involving distance-dependent exchange
interaction.

References.
1.N.I.Avdievich,E.G.BagraYnskaya,Yu.A.Grishin,R.Z.Sagdeev
Chem.Phys.Lett.155(1989)141-145
2.I.A.Shkrob,V.F.Tarasov,E.G.BagraYnskaya, Chem.Phys.153(1991 )427
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X-band CIDNP detected ESR spectrum in the hydrogen
abstraction reaction 01 the carbonyl compounds.

Kiminori Maeda, Qing-Xiang Meng, Yuzuru Yamakage
Tohru Azumi.
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Tohoku University,
Sendai 980, Japan.

The X-band CIDNP detected ESR spectrum is measured in some
carbonyl compounds. The X-band system is very popular in ESR system, and
the CIDNP detected ESR spectrum in the X-band system is good to compare
with the results of the time resolve ESR which is commonly used in the X
band magnetic field. We used the X-band ESR (JEOL RE-IX) cavity whose Q
value is about ten thousands and sample was transferred by the flow system to
the lOOMHz NMR (JEOL FX-lOO) magnet,

Both of the SNP and CIDEP spectrum on the hydrogen abstraction
reaction of 2,6-dichlorobenzoquinone is observed. In this system we can easily
imagine the two different kind of confonnations as the intermediate radicals
generated from the hydrogen abstraction reaction. The CIDEP and SNP
shows the another kind of intermediate radical each other. The SNP can
observe the radicals which have larger hyperfme coupling constant. This result
is explained by the cancellations between the absorptive and emissive SNP in
the radical which has smaller hyperfme splitting.

The CIDNP detected ESR spectrum is also observed in the system of the
hydrogen abstraction reaction of the benzaldehyde. In the solution of the
deuterated chloroform and carbontetrachloraide, the strong emissive DNP of
the aldehyde proton of the benzaldehyde is obtained. This DNP sign shows
that the L\m 2 spin dipole-dipole closs relaxation is dominant. In this magnetic
field (330mT) the CIDNP is emission whereas the CIDNP in higher magnetic
field (2.5T) is absorption which is explained by the radical pair mechanism from
the escaped product. The emissive nuclear polarization at 330mT is interpreted
by the triplet mechanism caused by the L\m=2 spin dipole-dipole closs
relaxation. When the proton donor (2-propanol) is appended to this system, the
spectrum is changed to the EIA pattern which is interpreted by the SNP
spectrum. In the reaction of p-benzoquinone this increasing of the contribution
of the SNP was observed too. This fact is interpreted as increasing of the
radical pair concentration.
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15N- NUCLEARPOlARIZATION ON

s- AND T-SENS!TiZEDPHOTOLYS~S

OFDIAZONIUM SALT
Dietmar Pfeifer
Bundesanstalt für Materialforsehung und -prüfung (BAM). Berlin
Mare B. Taraban. P.A.Purtov. T.V.Leshina
Sibirian Division of Aeademy of Seiences. Inst. of Kineties &Combustion
Novosibirsk. Russia

To study magnetic field influence on polarization buildup in singlet and triplet generated
precursor radical pairs, the well-known reaetion system was used:

---------
Cl{ }'SIT':=N +D: hv·. Cl-{ }'SN=N. . D+

CH3CN :Y ~P' k_ N,

-: }'S;-t::N 15N=N + product.s

* polarized
rne nucJear poJarization was created photolytically in an external magnetic field (0,5, ..500 mT).
The sampIe was transferred into a 200 MHz n.m.r speetrometer and one scan was recorded in
the range of nitrogen-15 after a delay time of 30 seconds at each point of field The obtained
polarization effects for the labelled nitrogen-15 alom, connected to the aromatic ring did show
t h r e e strong maxima in increasing external magnetic field: singlet case (pyrene] Aat 1.4
mT; E at 11 mT and Aat 0.5...2.11 T; triplet case (benzophenone) E. A, E at the same positions.
Whereas the field positions of lowfield maxima of both curves correspond to the size of hfs of
the labelled N-atom in the intermediate aryldiazenyl radical. the highfield polarization maxima
belong to the region of equilibrium of ZEEMAN- and hyperfine terms of the pair, The maxima
near 10 mT were attributed to spin coherence motion of the eleetron spins in the radical pair.
The obtained experimental curves were interpreled, stressing the diffusional model in
semiclassical description of eleetron spin motion by SCHULTEN & WOLYNES.
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2D NMR STIJDIES OF PHOTOCHEMICAL REACI10NS: 1HE SCOTCH EXPERIMENT

P.J.W. Pouwels and R. Kaptein

Bijvoet Center for Biomolecular Research, Utrecht University

Padualaan 8, 3584 CH Utrecht, The Netherlands

The SCOTCH experiment (spin coherence transfer in chemical reactions) is a 2D NMR

technique correlating chemical shifts of corresponding nuclei in starting compound and reaction

product [1]. When considering the simple photochemical reaction: " A~ B "off-diagonal

cross peaks are found at positions (O>l=O>A, 0>2=O>B). Various pulse sequences are presented for

transfer of xy- and z-magnetization and for suppression of diagonal intensity in both types of

experiment

When a photochemical reaction proceeds via a paramagnetic intermediate, e.g. a radical pair R,

the intensity of SCOTCH cross peaks will decrease, as a result of the effect of the electron

hyperfine field on the nuclear spins in the paramagnetic intermediate. For the case of the

following reaction: " A~ R~ B " a theory is presented that describes the decrease of.
xy-magnetization as a function of the reaction rate constant k and the hyperfine coupling

constant Q.

As an illustration the photochemical reaction of methyl-t-butyl ketone in tetrachloromethane was

studied. Reduction of cross peak intensities was observed in accordance with the reaction
ß

mechanism. Information on the reaction rates and lifetime of the geminate radical pair was

obtained. When studying photochemical reactions with radical intermediates the SCOTCH

experiment can give complementary information to the CIDNP experiment.

[1] 1. Kemmink, G.W. Vuister, R. Boelens, K. Dijkstra and R. Kaptein,

J. Am. Chem. Soc. 108,5631 (1986).
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CROSS-RELAXATION AND CROSS-CORRELATION MECHANISMS

OF SPIN POLARIZATION FORMATION
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Yu.P.Tsentalovich, A.V.Yurkovskaya, A.A.Frantsev, R.z.sagdeev*

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion and

*International Tomografie Centre, Novosibirsk, Russia

The paper considers the novel mechanisms of forming nuclear

polarization - cross-relaxation (CRM) and cross-correlation (CCM)

and demonstrates the experimental observations of the realization

of these mechanisms.

Besides the well-known radical-pair mechanism (RPM) of CIDNP

formation, determined by nuclear-spin-dependent singlet-triplet

evolution of radical pairs, other ways of forming nuclear

polarization, due to nonequilibrium electron polarization of

radicals, are also possible. Cross-relaxation transitions,

corresponding to simultaneous flips of electronic and nuclear

spins, can lead to polarization transfer from electronic to

nuclear subsystem of the radical. After radical recombination in

solution the nuclear polarization remains in the products. Thus,

the cross-relaxation mechanism of CIDNP formation is realized

during free diffusion of radicals in solution and is detected when

radicals decay and polarization is transferred to diamagnetic

reaction products [1J.

The other mechanism of CIDNP formation, CCM, is realized

during the encounters of radicals with polarized electronic spins.

This mechanism consists in redistribution of nuclear sublevel
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populations over recombining radicals and those avoided

recombination. As in RPM, escape radicals and recombination

products have nuclear polarizations of opposite signs.

Realization of both CCM and CRM has been observed

experimentallyon the photolysis of acetone in isopropanol. The

ketyl radicals CH3CH(OH), generated in the photolysis, show both

electronic and nuclear polarizations which turn out to be related.

Cross-relaxation in radical induces net electronic polarization

transfer to the net nuclear polarization; multiplet electronic

polarization is transferred to the multiplet nuclear one. After

radical decay the net CIDNP formed by CRM is observed in all

reaction products, and multiplet polarization is detected by enol

signals. Cross~correlationmechanism leads to direct transition of

multiplet electronic polarization in radical to multiplex nuclear

one in diamagnetic product isopropanol. It has been shown that the

intensity of nuclear polarization arising via CRM and CCM can be

even higher than that of CIDNP tormed by usual radical-pair

mechanism.
)

Reterences:

1. A.V.Yurkovskaya, Yu.P.Tsentalovich and R.Z.Sagdeev, Chem.Phys.

Letters 171 (1990) p.406-412.
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FLASH CIDNP INVESTIGATION OF PHOTOINDUCED ELEClRON lRANSFER
REACTIONS
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E.Schaffner and H.Fischer

Physikalisch-Chemisches Institut der Universität Zürich, Winterthurerstr. 190, CH-8057 Zürich

The cyclic photoreaction between N,N-dimethyl-1-naphthylamine (DMN) and fumaronitrile (A)

in acetonitrile-dj has been studied by time resolved CIDNP. In polar solvents irradiation (308nm)

of DMN in the presence of A causes electron transfer and leads to radical ion pairs [1].

lDMN

WISC

3DMN

1 +
+ A ---7 DMN· A· ---7 DMN + A

t
kq 3 +

+ A ---7 DMN· A·

hn

Intersystem crossing (ISC) is completed in less then 10ns. Therefore for small concentrations

of A, the CIDNP created by back electron transfer shows overall triplet precursor multiplicity,

for higher concentration ([A]~0,1M) quenching of lDMN dominates. Creation of geminate

triplet (kq ) and F-pair polarization, dissipation by degenerate electron exchange (ke )

k+ ~
*DMN~ + DMN ~ *DMN + DMN"!" ; *A-: +A -7 *A + A-:

as well as nuclear relaxation in radicals contribute to the CIDNP time profile. Since the

time scale for initial polarization changes is cornparable to the duration of the NMR detection

pulse (0,5(1s), time resolution has been increased by the use of convolution of pulse and

changes of magnetization [2,31 With the initial concentration [1DMN]o, quantitative analyses

of the time profiles yield rate constants.
)

The concentration of DMN was 8·1O-4M in all samples, that of A was varied between 10- 4

and 0,75M. The time dependence of the CIDNP signals could be fitted by same set of

parameters for all concentrations. The rate constants are: kq =5'10 9M-ls-l for the initial
+electron transfer, ke = 4·10 8M-ls-l ± 20% for the degenerate electron exchange between

DMN~ and DMN and k~ = 4'10 9M-ls-l ± 25% for that between A and A-:. These values for ke

are in fair agreement with rates of comparable ions. Nuclear relaxation times Tl of 300(1s± 33%

and 70(1s ± 20% could be evaluated for the dimethylamino protons in DMN~ and the protons

in A-:. Estimation of absolute polarizations and comparison with calculations [4J yields

hyperfine coupling constants a(N(CH3)2) = 8G and a(N)= 7G in DMN~.

References
[1] H. Schornburg, H. Staerk, und A. Weller, ehern. Phys. Letters, 21, (1973), 433 .
[2] M. Läufer, Chern. Phys. Letters, 127, (1986), 136.
[3] M. Goez, Chern. Phys. Letters, 165, (1990), 11.
[4J J.K. Vollenweider, und H. Fischer, Chern. Phys. 124, (1988), 333.
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KINETIC AND MECHANISTIC NMR STUDIES OF HOMOGENEOUS HYDROGE
NATION REACTIONS USING PARAHYDROGEN AT ELEVATED PRESSURE

Joachim Bargon t, Andreas Wandelt t, Klaus Woelk :I:

"Institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Bonn, Wegelerstr. 12, D-5300 Bonn-l , Germany
:I: Current address: Chemical Technology Division, Argonne National Laboratory

9700 S. Cass Ave., Argonne Illinois 60439, USA

Using polarized (i.e. ortho- or para-) hydrogen instead of conventional dihydrogen in
homogeneous hydrogenation reactions, strong proton polarization is being observed in the reaction
products if the hydrogens are transferred in pairs. This Polarized Hydrogen lnduced Polarization
(pHIP) phenomenon was originally observed by chance 1 in 1983 and explained 2 in 1986 to be
the consequence of symmetry breaking during hydrogen transfer. The up to 10,000 fold signal
enhancement ofPHIP together with the associated absorption and emission patterns reflect the fate
of the transferred hydrogens, and they yield information about the reaction mechanism and the
kinetics of the hydrogenation.

When conducting a homogeneous hydrogenation reaction direct1y within the NMR probe
using polarized hydrogen, the PHIP intensities of the products initially increase with time until
they reach a constant maximum value ImJ1X after a few minutes. Theoretica1 considerations, taking
into account the product formation rate k as weIl as the relaxation rate yp of the polarized product,
lead to .

lmax oe k / y p •

Therefore, the steady state intensity ImJ1x yields information about the rate k of product
formation, which strongly depends on the imposed dihydrogen pressure. The pressure dependence
of a specific reaction can thus be derived from the intensities of the corresponding PHIP signals.
While the dihydrogen pressure correlates linearly with the concentration of the dissolved
dihydrogen (as determined from the intensity of the dihydrogen NMR signal), the correlation with
the intensities of the PHIP signals is often non-linear.

The degree of non-linearity specifica1ly depends on and, therefore, characterizes the
individual hydrogenation reaction. The relation between free cata1yst and the cata1yst, which is
complexed with hydrogen or substrate, can thus be determined. Assuming the validity of a
reaction mechanism as outlined in the literature 3, the lifetimes of intermediates and their role
within the cata1ytic cycle can be determined via pressure dependence of the product PHIP signals.

Custom designed probes for these in situ investigations at elevated pressure have been
developed and will be presented.

1 P.F. Seidler, H.E. Bryndza, J.E Frommer, L.S. Stuhl, R.G. Bergman, Organometallics 2. 1701 (1983)
2 C.R. Bowers, D.P. Weitekamp, Phys.Rev.Lett. 57, 2645 (1986)

3 J. Halpem, Trans.Am. Chrystallogr.Assoc. 14, 59 (1978)
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POLARISED MUON AVOIDED LEVEL CROSSING
INVESTIGATION OF CYCLOHEXADIENYL RADICALS

ADSORBED ON CATALYTIC SILICA

Martina Schwager, Sidney R. Kreitzmann and Emil Roduner
Physikalisch-Chemisches Institut der Universität Zürieh
Winterthurerstrasse 190, CH-8057 Zürich, Switzerland

The diffusion behaviour of short-lived intermediates on active surfaces is essential to the
understanding of catalytic processes. Partial averaging of anisotropie hyperfine interaction allows the
investigation of such surface dynamies.

Energetic spin polarised positive muons are injected into a sample positioned in a longitudinal
magnetic field. At the end of the thermalisation process, the muon captures an electron to form
muonium. This behaves like a light hydrogen isotope and adds to a double bond of an organic
compound to form a muonated radical. With a lifetime of 2.2 J.LS the muon decays into two neutrinos
and a positron, the latter of which is emitted preferentially in the instantaneous muon spin direction
[I]. Two sets of detectors, placed in forward and backward direction with respect to the initial muon
spin, monitor the asymmetry of the positrons. The time integrated asymmetry is measured as a
function of the scanned magnetic field. In high longitudinal fields the muon retains its initial spin
direction. Only at fields where two energy eigenstates with different muon spin mix can a transition
between the two states occur, and a change of asymmetry is detected. In isotropie environments
this avoided level crossing resonance obeys the selection rule !:!..M = 0 where the spin polarisation
oscillates between the muon and a proton. However, in anisotropie systems a muon spin flip occurs
whieh obeys the selection rule 1!:!..M 1= 1. The resonance position gives information about the muon
coupling in the case of 1~M'I= 1 [2J and about the difference of the muon and proton couplings for
the t6.M = 0 [1] transitions. The linewidths are affected by relaxation meehanisms such as chemical
reaction, electron spin relaxation, and fluctuating dipolar hyperfine interactions. In this experiment
diffusion on a sphere is considered as the main source of relaxation.

The systems measured were Si0 2 powders (Cab-O-Sil, with average grain diameter of 7 firn) with
different degrees of penzene coverage [3], and a Pt-loaded silica catalyst. Figure 1 shows a typieal
ALC spectrum which is obtained from Pt-loaded silica with a 5% coverage of benzene at 303 K.
The three !:!..M = 0 resonances arise from the methylene, the ortho and the para protons. A weak
t6.M = 1 resonance indicates an anisotropie behaviour of the radical. The resonance due to the
~.M = 0 transition of the methylene proton was measured as a function of temperature in the range
139-334 K. With decreasing temperature a broadening and shift to higher field occurs. The line
shape is always Lorentzian. A simulation of radical reorientational motion was carried out based on
a stochastic Liouville approach. The cyelohexadienyl radical, a disc-shaped moleeule, was assumed
to lie flat on the surface and to rotate rapidly about an axis perpendicular to the surface, in analogy
to the benzene molecule. It is therefore treated as an axial system which reorients isotropically
by translational diffusion on the surface of a spherical grain. Moreover, interresonance interactions
(t6.M = 0 and I~M 1= 1), and electron and chemical relaxation effects are ineluded. The experimental
data were fitted by variation of the surface diffusion coefficient, the dip as a stretching factor of the
theoretical function, and the background. The isotropie muon-electron hyperfine coupling constant
was extrapolated from the two measured values, 515.2 MHz at 298 K and 521.4 MHz at 223 K, using
the temperature dependence in liquid benzene [4]. The axial anisotropy for the muon, Di. = 3 MHz
and the proton, Di = 0.9 MHz, and the electron relaxation rate of 0.25 MHz were taken as constant.
Chernical reaction was neglected.

The analysis shows, even at 334 K, a remaining dipolar hyperfine interaction of the adsorbed rad
ical. Compared with the liquid [5], the diffusion coefficient is significantly smaller as indicated by the
inereased linewidth. The eorresponding resonance position is comparable with that of the liquid [4] at



about 16 K lower temperature. With decreasing temperature the diffusion decreases approximately
exponentially with an activation energy of 10 kJ/Mol. Deviations between observed and fitted line
shapes at temperatures below 250 K indicate that additional relaxation mechanisms contribute to the
linewidth.
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Fig.1 ALC resonance spectrum of a Pt-loaded silica catalyst with a 5% coverage of benzene taken at
303 K. Three 6.M = 0 resonances arising from the methylene, ortho and 'para proton couplings of the
cyclohexadienyl radical and a 6.M = 1 resonance as an indicator of anisotropy are observed.

3 I.D. Reid, T. Azuma, and E. Roduner, Nature, 345 (1990) 328-329.

4 D. Yu, P.W. Percival, J.-C. Brodovitch, S.-K. Leung, R.F. Kiefi, K. Venkateswaran, S.F.J. Cox,
ehern. Phys. 142 (1990) 229-236.

5 M. Heming, E. Roduner, P.W.F. Louwrier, J.W. Schneider, H. Keller, W. Odermatt, B.D.
Patterson, H. Simmler, B. Pümpin, I.M. Savic, Chern. Phys. 129 (1989) 335-350.
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The paper summarized results of experimental and theoretical
studies of geminate evolution of spin-correlated radical pairs
wi th the partners connected by a flexible polymethylene chain
biradicals. The influence of moleeular and spin dynamies on this
process has been analyzed by the effects of nuclear polarizations
(CI DNP) . Flash-CIDNP with submicrosecond time resolution was used.
Nuclear polarization arising via Norrish Type I reaction in the
photolysis of cyelic aliphatic ketones:

in magnetic field 4.7 and 5.2 T has been studied. The solution
viseosi ty and temperature were varied over a wide range. The
reaction was carried out in different alcohols duterated
methanol, isopropanol, n-buthanol and cyelohexanol. It has been
shown that CIDNP kinetics have maxima at time delays of 150-200 ns
after lasel' pulse, do not change with sUbstituting deuterium atoms
for a-protons and are independent of biradical length for the
studied ketones. It has been found experimentally that in the
alcohols under study CIDNP of biradieals, unlike that of usual RP,

b
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increases with increasing temperature and decreasing viscosity. In
n-buthanol and cyclohexanol the temperature dependence of CIDNP
exhibit a broad maximum at 340-350 K.

The theoretical considerations of medium effect on the
kinetics of geminate recombination of biradicals is based on the
numerical solution of the stochastic Liouville equation ror- the
spin density matrix P(t) in terms of a biradical model proposed by
de Kanter [1 J. This model allows one to take into account the
modulation of exchange interaction by conformational motion of
polymethylene chain. The calculation includes the two principal
mechanisms of electron relaxation - the electronic dipole-dipole
and scalar ones. The solution of the Liouville equations was found
using the Fourier-spectrum of the spin density matrix P(W). The
advantage of this approach is that for P(W) the Liouville equation
has the most simple stationary form as it incorporates only the
spatial coordinate differentiation, with the time differentiation
being changed for multiplying by iw. Dependencies of nuclear
polarization kinetics on the rate ' constants of elementary
processes in biradicals and on the parameters of exchange
interaction have been analyzed. Quantum beats in recombination
kinetics and nuclear polarization of biradicals have been found
theoretically. The condi tions of optimum formation of the quantum
beats have been analyzed.

Model calculation have shown that for interpretation of
Unusual temperature dependencies of nuclear polarization one
should take into account paramagnetic electron relaxations in the
biradical. In this case to obtain good agreement with experimental
results one should describe the temperature dependencies of
correlation times for two relaxation mechanisms differently. The
Arrhenius parameters have been estimated from comparison of
calculated and experimental curves.

References:
'1. F.J.J. de Kanter, J.A.den Hollander, A.H.Huizer and R.Kaptein,
Molecular Physics 34 (1977) p.857-874
2.Yu.P.Tsentalovich, A.V.Yurkovskaya, R.Z.Sagdeev, P.A.Purtov and
A.A.Shargorodsky Chem.Phys.139 (1989) p.309-318
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REINVESTIGATION OF THE CIDNP "MEMORY EFFECT"
IN THE PHOTOLYSIS OF AROMATIC KETONES

R. Hany and H. Fischer, University of Zürich, Switzerland

Chemical or physical transformation of a radical pair during its lifetime

reduces the amount of S-T0 mixing and the nuclear polarization. The effect of

mixing in a specific pair is stored upon transformation and rnay appear later as

polarization in the recombination products of other pairs (memory effect [1]).

Therefore, it is possible to study the kinetics of fast processes in radical pairs

via measurement of nuclear polarizations.

By means of time-resolved CIDNP we investigated the geminate net effects after

308 nm photolysis of 1,1,3,3-tetraphenylacetone (A) and IX,IX,IX"IX'-tetramethyl

dibenzylketone (B) [2] in toluene between 200K and room ternperature:

After excitation both moleeules cleave from triplet states to primary .pairs

R-CO' ·R. Before the acylradical decarbonylates, back reaction to A and B and

disproportionation (for Bf compete with recombination to semibenzene -like

compounds via ce-p-couplmg. The semibenzene/ketone ratio is strongly temperature

dependent and ranges from 1 (20QK) to Q.3 (280K) for A , and from 1.35 (200K)

to 0.35 (RT) for B.

The nuclear polarifation of these products is efficiently reduced by transverse

electron spin relaxation and decarbonylation of the acylradicals. Secondary pairs

R· ·R are formed which recombine exclusively by symmetrie coupling. No net nuclear

polarization is created in these pairs, but they carry polarization from the primary

R-CO' ·R pairs, whose amount Is largely determined by the rate of decarbonylation.

Evaluation of the polarizations yields Arrhenius parameters for the decarbonylation

as weil as for the electron spin relaxation rate lIT2.

For the diphenylacetyl radical, the rate constant k for decarbonylation can be
-1

represented by the Arrhenius parameters log Als = 12.9 ± 0.5, E = (25 ± 4)kj/mol,
-1

the spin relaxation rate 1/T2 by log Als =10.7 ± 0.2, E =(8.2 ± 1.6)kj/mol. For
PhC(CH ) CO" k Is approx. given by log Als-1= 12.9 ± 0.7, E = (27.7 ± 10)kj/mol,

32 -1
l/T2 by log Als .. 12.5 ± 0.4, E =<t8.7 ± 3.4)kj/mol.

u ] R. Kapteln, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 94, 1972, 6262.

[2 ] I. R. Gould, B. H. Baretz, and N. j. Turro, j. Phys. Chern. ~, 1987, 925.
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THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF THE INFLUENCE OF LOW MAGNETIC FIELDS ON
THE PHOTOCURRENT OF PHOTOCONDUCTING POLYMERS

s. Blumstengel, K. Lüders
Leipzig University of Teehnology, Department of Natural Seienees,
0-7030 Leipzig, PF 66, Germany.

The influenee of an applied magnetie field on the dissoeia
tion of eleetron-hole-pairs in photoeondueting polymers is eaused
by a variation of the transition rate between the singlet and
triplet state of the pair [1]. As known, singlet-triplet-transi
tions ean be indueed by hyperfine interaetions (HFI) and/or a
differenee in the isotropie g-values of the pair [2]. The latter
meehanism is negligible in low magnetie fields. Measurements of
the magnetie field dependence of the photoeurrent of polymers led
to the conclusion that the HFI-indueed S-T-transitions take place
in distances, where the exchange interaction between the two
electron spins is negligible [3]. A necessary precondition for
the appearance of a magnetic field effeet is the ability of the
pair to approach each other up to a distance, where the exchange
interaction is strong, because the exchange interaction is re
sponsible for the selectiqn of ~he spin states and eonditions the
difference in the reeombination rate cons t arrt s of the s i.nqLe t
and the triplet states, ks and kT, respectively. Moreover, aft~r

this "spin chedk" the dissociation probability must be suffieient
high. Based on these eonsiderations it seems to be a matter of
course to deseribe the spin evolution, recombination and disso
ciation in the frame of an exponential two-positional model:

1) During a short time LI the electron-hole-pair is in contact,
the exchange interaction is strong and causes an effeetive
phase mixing o f S-T-states. Recombination of the pair takes
place with the reeombination rate eonstants kS and kT, respec
tively. During a single contact the recombination probability
in the S-state is PS= kS"Ll!(kS"Ll+l), in analogy PT'

2) The distance between electron and hole is large and the ex
change interaction becomes negligible. The HFI-indueed spin
conversion takes place (described by the Hamiltonian H).
On the other hand the pair is able to dissociate (with a char
acteristic time L).

Using a quasistationary approximation [4] we get the following
equation of motion for the spin density matrix of the pair:
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(2)

.
9 = -i ..f1- 1 · [H,q ] - {PT· [OT,9]++ PS·[OS,~n+- (PS+PT-2)-

[Os ,q] ++ 2 (PS+PT- 2) ·O'S·g-OS} /2·1:2 - q /1:, (1)

where Os and 0T are the projection operators in the singlet and

the triplet states, respectively, and

2
H =.tlg·PB·BO·Siz + g·PB·Ii·ai·Si'

1=

In order to simplify the calculations we consider a reduced

nuclear spin system. Every electron spin is coupled with one

nuclear spin. The resulting system of 16 coupled differential

equations is solved by using first order perturbation approach

with the recombination term as perturbation. An approximate solu

tion of the equation (1) yields for the radical pair concentra

tion:

Trg(t) = t exp(- (1/1: + R·· .. )t) ·9" (t=O),. 11,11 11
1

(3)

(4 )

where Rii,ii denotes the diagonal elements of the recombination

matrix (in Liouville space) in the basis of the eigenfunctions of

the Hamiltonian.

The concentration of free charge carriers is then given by:
J

t

c t t ) = 1 I< JTr 9 (t') • dt ".

o
The influence of the ,p a r a me t e r s of magnetic interactions and

chemical kinetics will be discussed and the calculated dependence

of the yield of charge carriers from the applied magnetic field

compared with experimental results.
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ANISOTROPIC MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT IN CHARGE-TRANSFER CRYSTALS OF

9,lO-DIBROMOANTHRACENE:PYROMELLITIC DIANHYDRIDE

M. Triebei, A. Chaban, S. Batalov, A. Schushin, E. Frankevich,

Institute of Energy Problems of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow,

Russia.

A. Angerhofer, H. Port,

3. Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57, W-7000 Stuttgart 80,

Germany.

We report an unusual anisotropie magnetic field effect (MFE) on the luminescence of the

charge-transfer (CT) crystal 9,1O-dibromoanthracene:pyromellitic dianhydride (DBA:PMDA).

The temperature dependence of this MFE was investigated between 150 and 300 K.

The crystal structure was determined by Bulgarovskaya et al. [1]. The electron donor (DBA)

and acceptor molecules (pMnA) 'are stacked alternately in linear chains their planes being

parallel. The excited singlet and triplet states,in this crystal have appreciable CT contribution.

Fig. 1 shows the MFE for two mutual perpendicular orientations of the crystal with respect to
.J

the magnetic field. Trace 1 (H 1. z) is typieal for fusion of 2 triplet excitons. At 664 Oersted a

z-resonance (3) is found in trace 2 (Hj z) which is the result of triplet exciton sublevel

anticrossing when the fine structure z-axis is parallel to the external magnetic field. From this

resonance ID I is found to be 664 Oersted. A mean value for the hyperfine interaction of aHF1

= 19 Oersted can be deduced from its width. At 10w magnetic fields an unusual negative

MFE is detected in trace 2. It may be explained by a competition between a negative

anisotropie MFE of the dissociation of excited radical pairs (DBA+-PMDA-) and the positive

MFE of triplet-triplet annihilation. This explanation, however, requires the fine structure

parameter lEI to be smaller than the hyperfine interaction, i.e. IEI/lnl <aHF1/lnl =0.03.

The nonlinear dependence of the negative MFE on excitation light intensity indicates that the

radical pair is populated through triplet-triplet annihilation.



During the whole temperature range the shape of the negative MFE did not change in contrast

understood. The possibility of a phase transition in the crystal, similar to the somewhat related

Figure 2:
Temperature dependence 0/ the
negativeMFE measured at position 2
o/figure 1 (34 Oersted). The absolute
value 0/ the MFE at room
temperature is indicated in the figure.

P-·24

Figure 1:
MFE traces 0/ DBA:PMDA in 2
perpendicular orientations with the
fine structure tensor axis z parallel
and perpendicular to the extemal
magnetic field. The curves are plots
0/ the normalized magnetic field

induced intensity changes 0/ the
crystal luminescence versus the
extemallyapplied magnetic field.
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to the shape of the positive MFE, which does not show an extremum as seen on the negative

Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of the negative MFE measured at 34 Oersted.

system anthracene:tetracyanobenzene [2], is currently under investigation.

MFE. At present it is unknown how the minimum of the negative MFE at 205 K can be

1 dL
LiiH

[I] 1. V. Bulgarovskaya, V. K. Belsky, and V. M. Vozzhennikov, Acta Cryst. 43 c (1987)
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[2] H. Möhwald, E. Erdle, and A. Thaer, ehern. Phys. 27 (1978) 79.



The net efficiency of radical production in the photoreaetion between Ru
tris-diimine complexes and methylviologen is reduced through external magnetic
fields.! The processes involved in this system are depicted in the following scheme.

knet

~ethv, ISC

Dieter Bürßner and Ulrich E. Steiner

Fakultät für Chemie, Universität Konstanz, D-7750 Konstanz

A

Magnetokinetic Probing of Extremely Fast Electron Spin
Relaxation in Paramagnetic Ruthenium Complexes

Back electron transfer (BET) from the T'-state2 of the redox pair is spin for
bidden. Therefore, the efficiency of BET depends on the rate of spin relaxation
in the Ru-rnoiety, which in this system contributes the fastest of the mechanisms
effeeting T'/S' conversion. An external magnetic field also destroys the initial T'
spin correlation of the pair, which results in faster BET and hence in a decreased
yield of free radicals. .

As a result of ligand substitution the observed amplitude of the magnetic field
effect (MFE) for the heteroleptic series" Ru(bpy )n [phenn:!:n·and Rufbpy); (dce );:!:n
changes in rather regular steps, which seems to indicate that each ligand con
t ributes independently to the MFE. 4

A theoretical treatment of spin and reaction dynamics in this system on the
basis of a stochastic Liouville equation has been described.P Thereby the observed
magnetic field dependence can be modelled consistently. Such model calculations
demonstrate that the ligand specifity of the MFE is related to a ligand dependent
eleetron spin relaxation rate in the Ru(II I) complex. Electron spin relaxat ion
times of 21 ps, 9 ps and 8 ps have been evaluated for Ru(bpy);+, Ru(phen)~+ and
Ru(dce);+, respectively. The order of magnitude and the ratio of the values for
Ru( bpy)g+ and Ru(phen)g+ is consistent with electron spin relaxation times that
can be derived from published 1H- NMR spectra."

P-25

1 Steiner, U. E.j Wolff, H.-J.j Ulrich, T.; Ohno, T. J. Phys. Chern. 1989, 93,5147
2 Primed symbols denote effective spin states. Pure spin is not a good quantum number

in these systems.
3 bpy: 2,2'-bipyridine j phen: 1,10-phenanthrolinej dce: 4,4'-bis(e thoxycarbonyl)-2,2'-

bipyridine: 0 $ n $ 3.
4 Wolff, H.-J .j Steiner, U. E. Z. Phys. Chem, NF 1990, 169, 147
5 Steiner, U. E.j Bürßner, D. Z. Phys. ehern. NF 1990, 169, 159
6 DeSimone, R.j Drago, R. S. ·J. Am. Chem, Soc. 1970, 92, 2343
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THE ROLE OF ELECTRON ACCEPTORS IN MAGNETIC FIELD INFLUENCED

ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTION OF PHOTOEXCITED [RU(bpY)3]2+

A. HORVATH, E. SZABO-BARDOS, Z. BAKO and U. E. STEINER*

Department of General and Inorganic Chemistry, University
, ,

of Veszprem, H-8201 Veszprem, P.O. Box 158, Hungary

*Fakultat für Chemie, Universität Konstanz, D-7750

Konstanz, Germany

INTRODUCTION

External magnetic field effects on chemical kinetics

involving organic compounds has received growing interest.

However, so far, there have been only a few reports in the

literature of transition metal complexes dealing with magnetic

field dependent photoinduced electron transfer reactions [1-6].

In these systems the spin-orbit coupling plays a dominant role

in the singlet-triplet transition of the primary redox pair

generated by light, and results in magnetokinetic effects.

Systematic studies on photoinduced electron transfer reaction of

tris-diimine-Ru(II) com~lexes as electron donors have been

carried out and a promising theoretical approach to deal with the

underlying magnetokinetic mechanism has been developed by Steiner
-;

and coworkers [4,6]. In this report the observations elucidating

the important r o Le of acceptors on external magnetic f ield

effects and the discussion of phenomena are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL

Aqueous solutions containing Ru (bpy)3Cl2 (Aldrich) and

various acceptors Na2s20 a (Reanal) 1, l'-dimethyl-4, 4'-bipyridinium

chloride, MVCl2, (Aldrich) and [Co (NH3) SX] 2+ complexes (x=cr, Br-;

prepared according to the procedure detailed in ref [7], were

investigated in anaerobic conditions.

The laser flash photolysis investigations were carried out

by a LKS-40 laser kinetic spectrometer (Applied Photophysics)

given elsewhere [8]. A pulsing elecromagnet built in the sample

house is applied to produce magnetic flux densities up to 1.05

T peak value (within 5% in 1ms time domain) synchronized to laser

pulse and the monitoring system.
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The continuous photolysis were carried out using an electo

magnet of 1.5T maximum magnetic flux density. The experimental

arrangement is given in ref [9].

RESULTS

The increase of external magnetic field leads to reduction

of free ·mt formation in [Ru (bpy) 3]2+-MV2+ system. A magnetic

field effect of -10% has benn observed, for example at 1T

magnetic flux density in accordance with earlier results [3,5].

However the relative quantum yield, of Ru(III) formation in

[Ru (bpy) 3]2+- S20/- system seems to be independent of the external

magnetic field up to 1.5T, suggesting a very fast bond cleveage

of ·S2083- constituent of the primary pair formed by electron

transfer.

For quenchig .*[RU(bpY)3]2+ by [Co(NH3)sX]2+ (x=cr, Br-) an

increase in efficiency of photoreduction of cobalt(III) has been

detected.

The different magnetic field effects is discussed considering

the role of singlet-triplet trans i tion induced by spin-orbit

coupling in one or both constituent of the prirnary redox pair and

the lifetime of this p~ir.
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Magnetic Field Effect on the Rates of Reactions
Between Radicals and Coordination Complexes

G. Ferraudi

Radiation Laboratory
University 0/Notre Dame

Notre Dame, IN 46556
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Magnetic field effects (MFE) upon rates of inner-sphere oxidations of coordination
complexes by radicals have been investigated using flash photolysis under magnetic
intensities between 0 and 7 Tesla. Magnetokinetic effects on the disproportionation of the
CIZ- and BrZ- radicals,

and the dimerization of C03H·,

are compared with those measured for their corresponding reactions with SSMn(II), S6Fe(II)
and S9Co(II) hexaaquo or EDTA complexes, For a given metal ion, the functional
dependences of the rate constants on the magnetic field reveal contributions from the LS
coupling and departures from 0h symmetry to the zero-field splittings. In terms of the
radical pair model; the suppression of isotropic hyperflne and/or LS-couplings and ,the Ag
mechanisms seem -to dominate at different regions of the field intensity. In some reactions,
e.g., with CIZ- and Co(OHV62+, the value of the rate constant shows a rapid decrease
followed by a rapid monotonic increase with magnetic field which leads one to believe in
the possibility of a spin level-crossing of the radical-ion pair. This mechanistic infonnation
on MFE will be used as a reference frame in the study of similar effects in excited state
initiated reactions, e.g., a study of the respective roles of nuclear and electron spin
contributions in field-induced perturbations of charge transfer excited state photoreactions.
Indeed, the MFE on the ~antum yield of CIZ- generated from the dissociation of
(MLCfCI->Co)CICo(NH3)S +,

hv
CICo(NH3)SZ+ ----> (MLCfCI_>C~CICo(NH3)S2+

<~....-",..,,,,..

(MLCfCI_>Co)CICo(NH3)SZ+ ----> [CI·, Co(NH3)SZ+]

H+,Cr
[CI·, Co(NH3)SZ+] ---------> CIZ- + Co(OHV62+ + S NH4+

is, to a large extent, a field perturbation of the radical-ion pair back reactions.
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CLASSIFICATION OF SF'IN-ORBIT C~UPLING EFFECTS IN CHEMICA~ REACTIV!!Y

Minaev B. F.

Cherkassy Engineering and Technologic~l Institute

The!e are many examples of violation cf the Wign2r-~it~m~r rule
in chemical reactions. Besides the la~ge class of radical
recombination reactions, which are mainly induced by hf and Zeemann
interactions anc ~~od~ce weIL knc wn spin e~fects, same Dthe~ typ~s c~

spin nonconservated chemical processes exist. TheSE reacticns include
changing of spin multiplicity, induced by s~i~-orbit coupling (SeC)
on same inte~mediate stages, which are fa~ fram final cissociation,
SOC effects in nonadiabatic chemical reactions with the 50in flip ca~

be classified o~ the bas2s of semiempirical MINDO/3 calculation ~ith

account of configuratlonal interaction (CI l for s ingle ~n~ double
excitations along the reaction p~th= for potential p.~ergy surfaces
(PES ) of dif~e~e~t mu lt iplicity. Semiempir ical cal~ulat ions of SOS
matri x elements are prooving r~t~e~ usef~ll in spectros=~py of
diatomic and polyatom ic molecules, so thes~ ap~:oxim~tio~s S22m to be
useful: for semiquantitative and qualitat ive anal Y5is ~~ chemical
reactivitv. The earlier classification of SOC effect s i~ di :adicals,
praposed ~y Salem and Rm~lö\nd~)takes into:v:count the zwitter acn i c
character of ground singlet state in contrast to t:iplet state. This
d i ~ference cf CI in singlet · (S) and t r i ol et (T) states i s ver y
importa~t for generation of small orbital angular momentum dUI~ing 8-T
transition and respectively the SOC matriK element. ih is is ~ t r ue for
simple dirad icals, obta ined by cleavage of si~gle chemical bo~d. 8ut
variety of different types of S-T c~ossings in chemical ~~ocesse5 can
te classified in ma~e comprihensive ma~ne~, taking in~a ~ccount th u
tcpicity cf reactions. Fo~ e xample, in Norrish t YPB land 11
photochemical re~=ti~ns, diradical (or tightl y bound rad ica: pa~r ) in
Sand i states of n~* type is cha~acterised ~y c~85sinQ wi~h sif'g~e~

qround state (dt- its intermediate =witte:>r-ior.ic ane.1C'gue). Ir: this
case some par t of n",* cheracter Ls :'"E·alised in t he r ec i on cf S-·T
cro5sinq (in T state) and th~ SOS mat rix element has a 12rqe
cont r ib :~tion fr om o xygen atom, wl-,ich is t.ypical f'or < So I Hs.o ITn.rr 4 >
(SIHtT)integrals. This result can explain the magnetic field effe~ts

il' ~~C<r-rist-· photacemical rean-angernents arid r-ad i cs I yielc*"JO.
Proposed classificaticn inc ludes the analyses ~f orb ital

5tructu~e of several quasidegene~at2 Sand T states in G xyge~

contsi ni nq d i t- - .J i - - l - wl-i-h a~e ~- ·11·-e.J i n r,,3-.) a~...I ·... ,\,3 0:- ... ",,,", a1A )_ t:" ·~_ !J.i . .1.. ·:J.W .. L .,;1_ ':::;, I f .L L . I l t:''=.~ a:. ~ 1_· ~ '-'\ r .... I. U '-' 2 \ ~' ~ ~ 1:- L.l

reaction with unsaturated hydroca~bcns (olephynes and aromaticl a~d ~n

oZGnolysC?s.

*' L.Salem and R.F:owla~d. Allqew. {Ä,un . litt . Ed .. f912. f1, 92 .

**1 M.Levin and V.A.Kuzmin. Sem. Phys., 1990, 45, 356.
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USING THE RADICAL PAIR MECHANISM TO EXPLAIN

MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECI'S IN BIOLOGY:

by Jeff Canfield and Klaus Schulten

Beckman Institute and Department of Physics

University of IIIinois at Urbana-Champaign

P-29

In this poster we describe our efforts to use the radical pair mechanism

to explain magnetic field effects in biology. This mechanism occurs when a

pair of radicals forms a cage radical pair, a system composed of two unpaired

electron spins whose spin motion is affected by nearby nuclear spins via the

hyperfine interaction, by applied magnetic fields via the Zeeman effect, and

by each other via the exchange interaction. The spin motion varies in

singlet/triplet character, and if the chemical reaction is more favorable in a

singlet/triplet state, the reaction rate can depend on applied magnetic fields,

even ones very weak and near earth-strength. We show how to calculate

singlet to triplet yields using this mechanism and quantum mecbanical

formalism for a variety of magnetic field configurations: steady, oscillating,

rotating, pulsed, AM, etc. in a variety of orientations. We then : show sampie

computer calculations for a simple (and probably fictitious) case and for the

cage radical pair formed by the bomolytic cleavage of a Co-C bond in coenzyme

B 12 . This cleavage is used by : several enzymes including ribonucleotide

reductase, which converts RNA to DNA nucleotides, and a methyltransferase

used to regentrate active methyl groups on S-adenosyl methionine which is

involved in DNA methylation, melatonin and epinephrine synthesis, and

methylation of chemotaxis proteins. Since some of these processes have been

reported to be influenced by magnetic fields, coenzyme B12 appears to be an

interesting candidate target for magnetic field effects in biology. Finally, we

emphasize that one should measure physiological or biochemical processes

subject to weak oscillating magnetic fields over a range of frequencies in

order to rule out/verify particular candidates. The frequency dependence may

help to identify the radical pair systemts) involved in biological effects of

magnetic fields.
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SPIN MECHANISMS OF MICROWAVE BIOLOOICAL EFFECfS

F. Keilmann
Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung

D-7000 Stuttgart 80

In certain conditions nonthermal resonant actions of electromagnetic fields occur on cellular systems.
Spin effects could in principle provide the missing primary step of interaction.-

Nonthermal biological effects of electromagnetic waves are observed in differentiation of fibroblasts,
gene expression of lymphocytes, cycle time of yeast, as weIl as neuronal and hormonal responses.
The applied fields range between microwaves and d.c. magnetic fields. Purely thermal effects are
excluded either by control experiments at elevated temperature, by observation of strong frequency
dependence or nonlinear intensity dependence, or by theoretical assessment of field-induced heating.

The chemistry of transient radical pair and triplet molecules could in principle explain the findings:
when a radical or triplet molecule molecule plays a decisive role in a (bio)-chemical reaction chain, the
reaction yield can be affected by unexpectedly weak magnetic fields at d.c. and a.c. frequency.

These spin-related mechanisms are in contrast to a seemingly general staternent that forbids direct
quantum steps as primary microscopic mechanisms in condensed-phase chemistry, for frequencies
below the mid-infrared where the photon energy equals the thermal energy kT: a photon absorption
can not significantly increase e.g. a vibrational amplitudeand in addition, all vibrational modes of a
molecule are so strongly coupled that photon-induced inequilibria relax in a few ps; this not only
limits any effect, but also prevents enhancement by sequential absorption of photons.

The discrepancy dissolves since (i) spin-related excitations are rather weakly coupled to others, e.g.
the vibrations, so that orders-of-magnitude Ionger lifetimes result, and (ii) since radical pairs and
triplet molecules are spin-polarized in statu nascendi. Both properties together mean that the spin is
not randomly oriented but has a preferred direction for a significant time immediately following the
creation of the molecule. It is this inherently non-thermal preparation of these molecules that makes
them susceptible to otherwise necessarily ineffective electromagnetic interaction.

)

As an example assume a triplet molecule occurring in a chemical reaction chain. In general it will have
a preferred spin orientation due to a steric selection rule. Assurne further a substate-selective reaction
of the triplet molecules within Tl that influences the overall reaction yield, then the action of resonant
microwaves can change the population of the substates and thus influence the overall reaction yield.
The effective field strength as estimated from two-level saturation theory corresponds to saturation
intensities as small as 5 mW/cm2 for a resonance width of 8 MHz rund Tl =1 ms.

Only few such reactions are yet described in the literature. Resonant frequencies below =10 GHz are
known for many triplet molecules, but higher resonance frequencies have only occasionally been
noted but not searched for systematically. Interestingly molecules with a transition meta! ion complex
such as hemoglobin have high resonances at several 100 GHz; an extension of spectroscopic methods
seems attractive in view of the enzymatic function these molecules play in biochemistry.

We do not know which of the documented electromagnetic effects in biology might be caused by a
spin-mediated primary step, Microwave resonant systems following the triplet mechanism should be
sensitive also to d.c. magnetic fields, whence a d.c. magnetic exposure seems preferable for
screening experiments.

1. Steiner, U. E. and Ulrich, T., Chem. Rev. 89,51 (1989);
2. Keilmann, F., Z. Naturforsch. 41c, 795 (1986).
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RECOMBINATION DYNAMICS OF TH E PRIMARY RADICAL PAIR OF BACTERIAL
REACTION CENTERS. EFFECTS OF (i) THE RANDOM NUCLEAR SPIN ORIENTATION AND
(ii) EXTERNAL EL ECTRIC FJELDS

M. Volk, C. Ur bane , T. Häberle, R. Feick, A. Ogrodnik and M.E. Mlchel-Beyerle, Institut für
Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, TU Mü nchen, 8046 Garehing (Germany)

(i) The primary radical pai r P+H- in reaction centers (RCs) recombines to the singlet groundstate P
with a rate ks or af ter singlet- triplet- mlxlng (S-T-mixing) 10 the tr iplet sta te 3p· with a faster rate kT.
S-T- mlxing is caused by the hyperfin e interaction of the radica l electrons with the nuclear spins of P
and H. Due to the raodom orientation of the nuclear spins the effective hyperfine fields and thereby
the S-T- mlxlng fre quencles are inhomogenously distr ibuted yielding a respec tlve distribution of radical
pair lifetimes. Th is Ia he re ut heterogeneity causes a small deviation of P+H- recombination from a
monoexponential behaviour, indeed observed in transient absorbance measurements. In addition, it
causes a pronouneed wavelen gth dependenee of the observed time constants , depend ing on whether
mainly the singJet or the tr iplet recombinatlon path is monitored ar the particular wavelength.
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The lack of an appreciable electric field effect on
the triplet yield is explained with a new treatment
of JT. This takes into account the interaction of
P+H- not only with the lowest vibronic state of
:lp. , bu t also with higher vibronic levels. In a
simplified semiclassical model the oscil1ations of the
nuclear coordinates arouod the equ ilibr ium position
of P+H- lead to fluctuations of the vertica l energy
separatlon between P+H- and :lp• . The effective
value of JT then can be obtained by averaging over
all coordinates. The resulti ng dependence JT(6E) is
shown in the figure . The new treatment of JT
avoids the unreal istic d iscontinuity of JT(6E) at
6E-O in the standard treatment. The maximum
value of JT obtained in Ihis model is ~ IO-40G,

depending on the exact values of the vibrational
frequency "w, the reorganisation energy >. and the
temperatu re T. An electric field, therefore, is not
expected to cause large values of the excbange
Interaction. The observed small effects of an
electrlc field on the yield of :lp. can be well
understood this way.

Differin g to RCs of Rb. sphaeroides, the energetics of P+H- and the electric Field effect on kT of RCs
of Cnloroflexus auranüacus allow to infer on the sign of J. It is fouod that the energy of the triplet
phased radical pair is bigher than that of the singlet singlet phased one.

(ii) The triplet cont ribution JT to the excbange interaction J of P+H- usually is given by penurbation
theo ry to be JT=vz/ 6E. Here V der rotes the eleetronic coupling and 6E the ver tical energy separation
berween P+H- and :lp. at the equilibrium nuelear coord inates of P+H- . SE has a value of several
IOOcm· 1 and ean be altered by shifting the energy of P+H- with the means of an external electric field.
A field causing a shif t of the energy of P+H- of up' to l OOOcm- 1 ) s expec ted to increase J to a val ue
which inhibits the isoenergetic $- T- mixing in an appreciable amount of RCs under our experimental
conditions. This should lead to an appreciable reduction of the yield 4>T of :lp. Formation. In contrast
we observed a redu ction of 4>T of onIy 5-10% at 90K and even a slight increase at 210K in Re s of Rb.
sphaerotdes.
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS IN VISCOUS SOLVENTS:
HOMOGENEOUS LlQUIDS VI. SOLUTIONS OF POLYMERS

Andrey A. Vedeneev
Institute oE Chemical Physics t Russian Academy of Sdences, 117977.

Moscowc Russia

Nicholas 1. Lavrik
Institute of Chemical I<inetics and Combustion. Russian Academy of

Sciences, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia

[gor V. Khudyakov
Departme.nt oi Chemistry, CQlumbla Uniyersity, New York, NY 10027

We were looking tor new perspeetive media for restriction of molecular
movement of radical pairs for observation of magnetic field effeets (MFEs), 'On
the other hand MFEs can be used to probe proper1ies of media. For such a
purpose we chose scnmens of polymers.

Relative escape of radlcals from 8 solvent cage, relative rates of
polymerization, and relative luminescence intensltles In photolnduced free
radical reactions were studied in a magnetic field. The reaetion 'media were
blnary rnlxtursa of nonvlscous and viscous solvents (methanol, ethanol,
thylene glycol, glycerol) or alcoholic polymer solutions (polyacrylamide, poly-. .

N-tert-butylaerylamide) of different moleeular mass. .Experlmental parameters
were plotted aginst macroscopic solvent viscosity (Tl) and solvent

)

"microviscosity", which was estimated through the rotatlonal correlatlon time of
the stable nltroxyl radlca/. The dye-sensltlzed photopolymerization of
acrylamide. photoreduction of pyrene (Py) by N,N ..dlmethylaniline (OMA)
among ether blrnclscutar photochemieal reactions were studled.

The magnetic field effect (MFE) in Py/OMA syst,em In methanol/glycerol
binary mixture has its maximum at Tl ... 3.0 cP. The rlslng part of a eurve MFE
vs, " (or glycerol content) originatQs from tha Inerease of radicai pair IIfe time.

The deseending part of the curve Is due to enhanced role of paramagnetic
ralaxation,

A qulte different of solvent viscosity Qffeet was.observed in the same
system under addition of poly-N..tert-butylacrylamide. The addition of small
concentrations ~f polymer (up to 20 g/dm3) leads to a sharp Increase of MFE,

wh.reas furtheraddition of the polymer up to concentration of 350 g/dm3 results
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In only small further variations. The 1H NMR study of methanoJlc solutlons
containing poly-N-tert-butylacrylamlde shows the struetural changes in the
solution, which glve certain evidenoe for formation of hydrogen bonded .
"supercages". The radioal pairs formed Inside "supercages" have relatively
long IIfe tlmss, and slgnlflcant MFE Is observed.

Weak Interaetion of photogenerated free radicais wlth a polymer coil is
apparently the reason 10rthe absence of the expected enhancement of cag.
effect (and thus MFE) In the presence of pollmer colls.

A.A. Vedeneev, LV. Khudyakov, N.A. Golubkova, V.A. Kuzmln, G. lrinyi,
J. Chem. Sac. Fsrsday Trsns., 86. 3545 (' 990)

A.A. Vedeneev, N.L. Lavrik, I.V. Khudyakov, Bulletin 0'RussJsn Acsdemy 0'
ScJences. Chemlstry, In press
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LUMINESCENT OBSERVATION OF S-T MIXING IN THE
FIELDS OF VARIOUS STRENGTHS UPON RECOMBINATION
SIONAL GEMINATE PAIRS. REACTIONS WITH ELECTRON

FER IN POLAR LIQUID SOLUTIONS.

MAGNETIC
OF DIFFU
PHOTOTRANS-

2.

3.

The
480
was
The
1 •

N.L.Lavrik
Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, Novosibirsk,

630090, Russia

When radicals pass through theregion of term cros
sing, the probability of S-T_ mixing (PST) in the pro-

cess of radical~~paif (RP) recombination depends on the
'va l u e of the A~H - parameter /1/. In this case A, as
a rule, is determ~ned by the 'va l u e of isotropie hfi, t
is the efficient time of the passage through the term
crossing region by particles and Ho is the magnetie
field strength: ~ A2tH-1

PST 0 (1 )

For the radicals A - 108 s - 1 , ~ 11 cP (normal liquids)
and the t value is about 10-1 s so that PST is ra-

ther small and the S-T transitions play a minor role
in the RP recombination: However; if the ~ 'va l ue is
substantially inereased (e.g. by increasing the system
viscosi ty (i) ), one can hope to observe the manifesta
tion of the effec~s of S-T_ mixing in RP ·r e c ombi n a t i on .
The aim of the present contribution is to observe the
effects of S-T mixing upon the recombination of gemi
nate radical-ion pairs (RIPs) in the reactions of elee
tron phototransfer. The· system pyrene(Py)+N,N-dimethylani
line (DNJ.A.) with a variable viscosi ty (methanol-glyeerol .
solutions) was used as an example. The magnetic field
effeets (MFE) !were determined3 in the recombination pro
ducts of triplet (T) RIPs, Py*, that form according
to the following scheme:

1pY*+DMA --l. ~y- ... DMA+J A [py- ••. mr'lA"j 111. 3pY*+DMA (2)

ThDF 3py * yield was ' r e c or ded by the de layed f luorescence
(I ) of excimers t ha t form due t o the T-T annihila
tion:

3py*+)Py* • 1Py 2* ---. I DF (3)

wavelength of the observation of fluorescence was
nm. The temperature was 293 K. The value of Ho
varied from 0 to 3000 G.
main results: DF DF

The IVIFE s trength, fJ2 (fJe =I H 10/IH =0) wi th 0.6 cP <:'Jz.
o 0

~150 cP is less than unity within the whole Ho
range (the negative MFE - ~_ ).
The dependenees Jt_ = dt_ (Ho) are monotonous and pass
to the plateau.
When 1 ~ 170 cP, ~ > 1 wi thin the whole Ho range
(the positive MFE - fJe+).

4. .When '2. ~ 170 cP, the dependences ~+ = de+ (Ho) are

--------------------~
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nonmonotonous and undergo the maximum whose poaition
depends on ~. 1/2 . 1 /2 1/2

5. The dependence Ho =Ho e '2. ) (the Ho vaLue be-

ing determined from the conditionJeH 1/2=1/2~ maxemin))
undergoes dr ama t i c changes , i.e. fir~t displays the
maximum wi t h 0 .6 cP< '2.. < 170 cP and then the minimum

for 170GP~;2.(.800 c l' and finally with '2.,800 cP

Ho
1/ 2 ( .q :=:=0 . 6 CP ) ~Ho1 /2 e ~:> 800 cP).

6 . Idf! _mJ.1~I ,.., I~:ax I · 1 1
The ~ = ~ ( It ) andthe Ho /2=H / 2 e Iz.) dep en den c es are
interpreted in the framework of ~he assumpt i on s on the
S-T mixing of RIP terms. I n particular , t h i s is confir
med- by the decrease in the f1l!+ val ue with increasing . H
whic~ is to be observed according to (1) wh en the S_To
mixing takes place. Finally, estimating the value of
with MFE • inverting" its sign, from formula /1/:

I'* (4 )

crossing
r*=1 / (). .
integ-

point of the
the condition

in the change

gives t -10 ns , (Here r* is the
of the 'S and T_ levels found from

.ln 2Jo (~_ being the decrement

o»:
ral 2~=2JG) r 0( r; . D - being the medium diffuston coeffici ent ;
Ho1: 10 G) • T~e /; value approache-s the A- "... 1 0 ns one

which is necessary for the appearance of lVIFE via the hfi
mechanism.
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS ON AND REACI10N MECHANISM OF

PHOTOREDOX REACI10N OF AROMATIC NITRO COMPOUNDS

Kiyoshi Mutai, HideyukiTukada, Departrnent ofChemistry, College of Arts and

Sciences, Tbe University of Tokyo, Komaba, Meguro, Tokyo 153 (Japan), and

Ryoichi Naka~aki, Faculty of Phannaceutical Sciences, Kanazawa University,

Takara-machi, Kanazawa, Ishikawa 920 (Japan)

Redox reaction with amines is a typical photochemical behavior of aromatic nitro

compounds, yielding generally a reduced nitro group and a dealkylated amines. In order 10 obtain

an insight into the reaction mechanism, we have studied magnetic field effects on this

photoreaction, using intrarnolecular reaction models shown below.1-4)

02N{ ) 0 (CH2)n'~-O
R

R=H orCH2Ph

)

hv
n.8-16

hv • (2)

In connection with the mechanism, the following facts were observed: (1) Oxygen-transfer

from the nitro group to the methylene adjacent to the amine nitrogen -CH2N= is a major process

involved both intramolecular and interrnolecular reactions (products in eq. 1 and 2). (2) An

external magnetic field reduces the rate of intramolecular redox reaction (solvent-cage reaction )

and a yield of the interrnolecular reaction (out-of-cage reaction) accordingly increased. (3) A

primary isotope effect is observed for the reaction of -CD2N= type analog. These findings are

consistent with the mechanisms involving an intersystem crossing process at the stage of

recombination of a radical pair, -N(OH)-O· oCHN=. which in turn is strong supporting evidence

for the generation of -N(OH)-O-CHN= interrnediate, generally accepted but neither

spectroscopically nor chemically proved yet.

1) R. Nakagaki, M. Hiramatsu, K. Mutai, Y. Tanirnoto, and S. Nagakura, Chem. Phys.

Lett.,134, 171 (1987). (2) R. Nakagaki, K. Mutai, and S. Nagakura, ehern. Phys. Lett., 167,

439 (1990). (3) Y. Ishii. H. Tukada, R. Nakagaki, and K. Mutai, Chem. Lett., 1990, 1559. (4)

K. Mutai, H. Tukada, and R. Nakagaki, J. Org. Chem., 56, 4896 (1991).
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS ON THE PHOTOREACTION OF GROUP 14 ELEMENT

(SILICON AND GERMANIUM) COMPOUNDS

Masanobu WAKASA, Yoshio SAKAGUCHI, and Hisaharu HAYASHI

Riken (Inst. Phys. & ehern. Research), Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan
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Magnetic field effects on chemical reactions through radical pairs and biradicals have

been received considerable attention. However, there have been few reports on the effects of

radicals involving heavier atoms than Ne such as Si, S, Ge, and Sn. Recently, we have found

that the photolysis of aryl and /or alkyl substituted group 14 element (Silicon and

Germanium) compounds in cyclohexane gives group 14 element centered radicals and that

the photodecomposition of aryl substituted germanes occurs through their triplet excited

stätes.' In the present paper, we report on the results of the magnetic field effects on the

photodecomposition of tetraphenyl silane ( Ph
4Si

: 1 ), tetraphenyl germane ( Ph
4Ge

: 2 ),

methyltriphenyl germane ( Ph3MeGe : 3 ), and dimethyldiphenyl germane ( PhzMezGe : 4 )

in Brij35 micellar solution and oil emulsion.

Laser flash photolysis experiments were

performed on nitrogen bubbled solutions at

room temperature by using the fourth har

monie (266 nm) of a Nd: YAG laser as an excit-

ing light source. We measured the time depend-

ence of the absorbance (A(t» of reaction inter

mediates. As a typica] result, Fig. 1a shows the

transient absorption spectrum observed with

the Brij35 solution of 3 in the absence of a mag

netie field (B) at the delay time of 200 ns after la- " e
::l

ser excitation. Similar spectra have also been .a
;g

measured for 1, 2, and 4. The obtained spectra

ean safely be assigned to the group 14 element

centered radicals, respectively, in comparison

with those reported in the literature.V

hv

Second, A(t) curves were measured at the peak position in the magnetic field range of

0-1.35 T. Some typical results are shown in Fig. 1b. This figures shows that the A(t) curves

-->.----- - - - - - - -
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Table 1. Magnette Field Dependence of the Decay
Rate Constant of the Fast Componen t

a) D, Demu, and T mean direct excitation in Brij35, in oil
emulsion and triplet sensitization with xanthone in Brij35, re
spectively.

B/kG kf/106S·1

Ph4Si(1) Ph4Ge(2) Ph3MeGe(3) Ph2Me2Gc(4)

0""...") O"",u"l o"",u") oal T") D") TO
)

0 .5
1."G---l---l-....L---'----'----'----'---'---'---'---'--.L..-.L..-......

o 1.0
BIT

Fi&. 2. Magnetic field dependenceof the ratio,
R(B)=Y(B)/Y(O),observed at 330 nrn.

0.79 0.9 1.07 0.64 1.01 0.94
0.99
0.88
0.87
0.82
0.78

0.53 0.72 0.75 0.53 1.02 0.59
0.67 0.73 1.02

0.72
0.1111

1.39o
0.5
1.0
3.0
5.0
7.5

10.0
13.5

i

Produc ts 2

( Ph2MeGeR etc )

Products 1

Ph2MeGe' -+- • R

(Escaping Radicals)

Ph2MeGe@

1hv

3Ph2MeGe@*

~
3 1----

Ph2MeGe"@ ~ Ph2MeGe"@
(3R Pl) B (IRPI)

minorl~ 1
palh RH Ph2MeGe· ...@

(Escap ing Radicals)

3 l---~
Ph2Me<;e.·R ~ Ph2MeGe" R

B
(3RP2) (lRP2 )

.>' .

have fast <kt) and slow (ks) decay components which are safely ascribable to the correspond

ing group 14 element centered radical inside the radical pair and the escaping one out side

it, respectively. Thus, the decay profiles of A(t) curves can be analyzed by a nonlinear least

squares method. The magnetic field dependence of k f was determined and listed in Table 1.

It shows that the k f values obtained for 1-3 decrease with increasing B from 0 T to 1.35 T.

This result means that the lifetime of each triplet radical pair eRP1)' as 'shown in Fig. 3, is

increased by a magnetic field below 1.35 T.

Since the lifetime of the fast decay component was

about 2 fAS, A(4 ~s)/A(O fAS) (=Y) can safely represent the

relative yield of the escaping group 14 element centered
j

radical at t=4 fAS. Thus, we can see that the Y(B) /Y(O) ratio

(=R(B)) observed in the presence of a magnetic field can

give the magnetic field effect on the yield of the escaping

group 14 element centered radical. The plots of R(B) ob

tained for 3 against Bare shown in Fig. 2. We can clearly

see from this curve that R(B) increases with increasing B

and that R(1.35T) reachs 1.16 ± 0.02.

Each of the obtained magnetic field effects of k
f
and

R(B) can be interpreted in terms of a combination of the

hyper fine coupling mechanism and the relaxation

mechanism" in the case of a triplet precursor. The reac

tion can be represented by the scheme shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Reaction scherne.

References
1) K. Mochida, M. Wakasa, Y. Sakaguchi, and H. Hayashi, Nippon Kagaku Kaishi, Z 1171(1987).
2) K. Mochida, M. Wakasa, Y. Sakaguchi, and H. Hayashi, J. Am. ehern. Soc, 109,7942(1987).
3) H. Hayashi, and 5. Nagakura, Bull. Chern. 50c. [pn., 2Z 322(1984).
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BEHAVIOR OF GAS FLOW AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS
UNDER GRADIENT MAGNETIC FIELDS

P-36

Nobuko I . Wakayama
National Chemical Laboratory for Industry, Tsukuba, JAPAN

The energy of magnetic interaetions is generally considered to
be several orders of magnitude smaller than the kinetie energy of
moleeules at room temperature, - 2.5 kJ/mol. Neverthless, we have
found that an inhomogeneous magnetic field causes a considerable
effect in an advaneing gas flow and ehemical reaetions . The present
resul ts suggest the possibili ty of controlling gas flows and some
chemieal reaetions by applying an inhomogeneous magnetie field.

A pieture of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.1-2 . A
homogeneous magnetic field (1.5 T) was generated in the central
area, where the diameter was less than 5 cm, while an inhomogeneous
magnetic field with .a gradient of about 0 .3-0.4 T/cm existed in the
surrounding region,>3.5 cm from the central axis of the pole.
BEHAVIOR OF GAS FLOWS UNDER MAGNETIC FIELD

A mixture of oxygen gas (1000 mL/min) and aqueous -a e r o soL
(0.2g/min) was introdueed into the gap (2 cm) of an electromagnet
through a plastie pipe, the head of which was 6em below the center.
Using this method, we eould visualize the gas flow. The oxygen gas
mixture is shown to oceupy the gap between the poles when the field
was applied (Fig.1). The borde r of the aerosol and air wa s seen
c Le a r Ly . As soon as the magnetic field was ' turned off , the gas
mixture flowedJ downwards gently due 1:0 i ts densi ty. The c Le a r
border of the aerosol suggests the effect of the magnetic field to
be eomparable wi th that of a normal diffusion process. Even when
the eontent of oxgen was reduced to 30 %, the aerosol was still
attraeted by magnetic fields though the densi ty of the mist was
less than wi th pure oxygen. In the ease of air (1000 mL/min) and
aerosol, the gas mixture flowed downwards wi th and wi thout the
magnetic field and no magnetie effect was observed.

The mixture of the nitrogen (1 000 mL/min) and aerosol showed a
different behavior from the above cases. Fig. 2 shows the behavior
of the nitrogen gas mixture, the output of whieh was set 4 cm above
the center of the pole . In the absence of the magnetie field, the
mixture flowed downwards gently due to i ts densi ty. On the other
harid , the gas mixture flowed upwards vigorously and the shape of
the propagating gas front ehanged when a decreasing gradient field
was applied. Conversely, when the outpu t was set 6 em below the
central axis and the gas front travelled in the direction of an
increasing strength field, the gas mixture flowed downwards along
the outer surface of the pipe . Finally, when the output was set in
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a homogeneous field, no magnetic effect was observed. These facts
show whether the nitrogen gas flows in the direction of an increas
ing field or decreasing one to determine the magnetic behavior.
EFFECT OF A DECREASING GRADIENT FIELD ON A COMBUSTION REACTION

Methane gas (150mL/min) o r the mixture of methane and air
(400mL/min) flowed through a glass pipe (I.D. 0.8 cm) . When the
head of the pipe was set 4 cm above the center of the pole, fuel
gas flowed in the direction of decreasing field strength . In this
case, the flame became shorter and more brilliant by app IyLng the
field. Furthermore, the flame temperature increased immediately
when the field was turned on. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the
flame temperature ( 0 ) and the chemiluminescence from OH radicals
( 6 ) on the product of the field intensity (H) and its gradient
( d H/ d R). These resul ts suggest an application of a decreasing
gradient field to promote a combustion reaction.

Conversely, when the fuel gas flowed in the direction of an
increasing field, the flame was observed to be fla ttened and to
avoid the field. The magnetic field behaved as if it had quenched a
combustion reaction . Finally, when the flame was exposed to a
homogeneous field (1.5 T), no magnetic effect was observed.

Here, we discuss the mechanism of the magnetic effect on a
combustion. A combustion reaction proceeds in the reaction zone
(O.Olcm) between a fuel gas and air. Con s Lde r Ln g' the phenomena
shown in Fig.1 and 2, the supply of oxygen and fuel gases to a
reaction zone should increase under a decreasing gradient magnetic
field. Further~ore, reaction products are efficiently rejected' from
the r eac t I on zone. Therefore, i t is considered that a combustion
reaction 1s activated. Reverse effects are expected when an
increasing field is applied.

Methane+Air Flame
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External Magnetic Field Effect
on the H2-02 Reaction on Metal Oxides Surface

Hisao Ohnishi, Hirokazu Sasaki and Masamichi Ippommatsu
Fundamental Research Laboratories, Osaka Gas Co., Ltd., Konohana-ku, Osaka 554, JAPAN
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Studies of external magnetic field effects on
catalytic reactions have been made by many re
searchers [1], [2]. However, the reaction sys
tems were limited to the ortho-para conversion
of hydrogen molecule on magnetic catalysts.
Making use of the property, the conductivity of
Sn02 changes when in contact with flammable
gases, Sn02 semiconductor gas sensors are
widely used. This paper reports the first find
ing of the magnetic field effect on an industrially
important catalytic reaction.

~);!\F)®IJ'DIJiji)®lJi)üG)ß @®©üD@1Ji)

Sampie Preparation. SnOz thin film was
deposited by the reactive RF magnetron sputter
ing and used for electric conductivity rneasure
ment. Sn02 powder was prepared by wet pro
cess from pure Sn metal. CuO powder was
supplied by High Purity Chemical Co., Ltd.
Sn02 and CuO powders were used for directly
measurement of the HZ-02 reaction rate.
Measuring the conductivity . The mag
netic field was applied to the sample vertically
using a superconductive magnet and was varied
in the range from -5.0 to 5.0 T . Sweeping
speed of the magnetic field was 20 T/min.
Measuring the reaction rate. The H20
molecules were adsorbed by molecular sieves
3A. By measuring the increases in weight of
adsorbed H20 using a microbalance CAHN
2000, the reaction rate was successfully evalu 
ated with an accuracy of ±0.1 %.

rnl@®(Y)ßü® &)1Ji)<Ql @D®©(Y)®®D@[ft)

Backgrounds. The electric conductivity of
Sn02 is proportional to carrier electron density
[3], which is determined by the balance between
the rate of the reaction A, Band the reaction C
[4], [5] (Fig. 1). Finally, the rate of reaction A
is proportional to the conductivity of Sn02 in
air containing H2.
Electric conductivity measurement. An in
crease in the conductivity of Sn02 thin film by
applying magnetic field was observed only

when a H2-02 reaction was proceeding on the
surface. This phenomenon was distinguished
from changes in electron mobility, such as
magnetic resistance or hall effect [6]. It can be
concluded that this phenomenon was caused by
the external magnetic field effect characteristics
of the H2-02 reaction on the Sn02 surface.
The increase rate of conductivity indicates the
increase in reaction rate of the Hz-Ü2 reaction
on the Sn02 surface.

We measured the transient response of the
conductivity of Sn02 thin film to fluctuations in
the magnetic field intensity (Fig. 2). We were
able to describe the transient response proper
ties, as indicated by solid line in Fig. 2, by ap
plying a simple magnetic field term (l + 2kB2 )
to the H2-02 reaction term in an equation [7],
derived from analyzing the relation between
conductivity changes and reaction rate of sur
face reactions in Fig. 1.
Direct measuremeni of magnetic field effects.
The increase rate of molecular sieve's weight is
proportional to the H2-02 reaction rate . Table
I shows that H2-02 reaction rate increased by
approximately 14% by 5 T in dried air contain
ing 0.1% H2 at 623 K.
Mechanism model. The activated com
plexes of the H2-02 reaction on the Sn02 and
CuO surfaces have a structure in which there is
only a weak interaction between surface-ad
sorbed 0 2- and hydrogen molecules that do not
dissolve nor separate. From these facts, it has
been strongly suggested that the magnetic field
affects the nuclear spin and electron spin of H
H in activated complexes, and that the high
speed path ((2)--+ (3) in Fig. 3 ) is brought by
applying a magnetic field.

©@IJi)©ß01l@D®IJi)@

• It was found that there is an extemal magnetic
field effects on the H2-02 reaction on Sn02
and CuO surface.
• We have succeeded in directly measuring ex
ternal magnetic field effects and found that the
rate of increase in the reaction rate reached ap-
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Fig. 2 Transient response of conductivity for varying
magneticfletd intensity. (0.36 % H2in air, 773 K)
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proximately 14% under the condition of 623 K
and 5 T.
• A model in which the reaction probability of
activated complex of the reaction between ad
sorbed 0 2- and H2 is increased by applying a
magnetic field was proposed.
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Flg.1 Reaction mechanism'smodel on 8n02 surface. Flg.3 Reaction process of H2-Q2 reaction
on 8n02 and CuO surface.

TABLE I Resuns frum reac1ion rate measurement.
Increase rate of molecular
sleve's weight (J.l.g / sec.)
B=OT B=5T

Increase percentage
of reaction rate (%)

Blank test
Sn02power
CuOpower

1.921 x 10-2 1.921 x 10-2
1.680 x 10-1 1.886 x 10-1

2.871 x 10-1 3.118 x 10-1

0.0
12.3 (13.8*)
8.6 (8.9*)

* After the blank valuewas deducted.

>
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MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS IN THE PHOTOINDUCED ELECTRON
TRANSFER BETWEEN RU(bPY)32+ AND

N,N'. DIMETHYLVIOLOGEN IN MICI!LLAR SOLUTIONS

19or V. Khudyakov, Nicholas 1. Turro
Department of Chemistry, Columbia Uniyersity, New York. NY 10027

The kinetics ·of eleetron transfer between photoexclted RU(bPY)32+ and
N,NI-dlmethylviologen (MV2+) has been studled by means of laser flash
photolysIs In 80dlum dodecyl sulfate (SOS) and sodlum laurate (SL) micelies.
The decay of photoexclted RU(bpy):s2+ was satisfactory descrJbed by first-order
klnetlcs wlth kobs ... 106 - 107s·1. Dependences of koba vs. surlaetant and
quencher concentrations were obtained. Analysis of the date showed that the
quenchlng Js mainly intramicellar. Although SOS solutlons show no escape
of radicals MV+ and AU(bPY)33+ from micelIes, for solutions of SL. micelies an
escape value C%»es ...=0.08 was determined, seethe scheme below:

aRU2+ MV2+

~ ..
_106 8-1

MV2... J + MV

The dependences of ~es upon concentrancn of SL and SOS show a drop In the

vlclnlty of c.rn.c, The product radical MV+ is not incorporated Into SL micelIes.
Increase of ~'B in SL micelIes up to 20 - 25% was observed under applicatlon
of external magnetic field (0.2 - 0.47 T) during steady- state irradiation and
laserflash photolysis'studies. The magnetlc fJeld effeet ls oonsistent wlth a
dominant hyperfine coupling mechanlsrn. Geminate recombination kinetlcs of
the pair3[MV+, Ru(bpY)33+] was observed In SOS and SL mioelles. The
pertinent kinetlc analysis was made and requirements for gemInate
rlcombination kinetlcs observation are analyzed.

The magnetlc properties of Au(lII) complexes are dlscussed.
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ESR INVESTIGAnON OFFLEXIBLE BlRADICALS FORM:ED IN nm
PHOTOLYSIS OF PHENYLSUBStm.rrED CYCLOALKANONES.

I.V.l<optyugl,2 and N.J.Turrol
lOepartment oE Chemistry, Columbia University, New York, USA
2 Institute of Chemieal I<inetic8 end Combustion, Novosibirsk, Russia.

Quite a few papers have been published reeently on investlgation of short-llved
biradicals formed upon photolysis of phenylsubstituted eydic ketones in solution [1-4]. In
this work polarlzed ESR spectra of blradicals formed upon 308 nm photoexcitation and
subsequent a·cleavage of several mono- and diphenyl- cycloalkanones (eIl-CU) have been
detected employing direct-detection time-resolved ESR technique. In a11 the spectra
aequired the hyperfine splittings (hfs) are equal to halves of the corresponding monoradical
values, and for individual ESR lines an AlE pattern is observed. This .points
unambiguously to the formation of biradicals wlth exchange interaction values being at
least comparable to the his lnvolved.

The speetrum detected for a-(phenyl.dS)·cyclododeeanone in C6H6 with a 200-500 ns
integration window Is asymmetrie due to g-factor difference of two biradical ~ermini and
broad due to fast relaxation; It is ascribed to the acyl-benzyl blradical (fig.la). However, the
lines marked with asterisk do not belong to the latter. At later imes (500-800 ns end 700-

~ ~ l .
t \ i\ ~ I .
!' ~ I I, I' li H ~
! ~I ! ~J I) :I1 ~j : I: .

1\ .: \ .. I :\ !l I' ; • !' li I l ''" I \ ! J i . I I . ' , ) ;1 \ I

~0 \ !
I /: I • :! :A, I

! 1\J J 1~ j
. 1('W J ~
).
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Fig.2. Experimental (a) anti simulated (b) ESR spectrum ofben%yl-benzyl biradical.
agreement with fast thermal decarbonylation of corresponding acylmonoradtcale. For 2,12
diphenyl,2..methylcyclododecanone contribution 01 TM: Is even larger reflecting faster rate
oE a..cleavagefor this ketone. ,

Simulation of observed ESR spectra of biradicals has been attempted employing the
model of constant exchange interaction J which is similar to the reported one [5]. The
spectra calculated for alkyl-benzyl biradical are close to the spectrum observed in the
photolysis of o.-(phenyl-dstcyclododecanone with 700-1000 ns window, however they do
not match exactly. The simulation is very sensitive to the value of exchange interaction. It
fails probably beeause the distance dependenee of exchange interaction is not taken into
account. The spectra calculated for benzyl-benzyl biradical are in good agreement with
experimentalones (fig.2b). In this case, however, exchange interaction in the range J= -40 G
to - 500 G has almost rioinfluence on the calculated speerrum.
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energies (ca, 20-25 mI/pulse). For comparison, photolysis of benzylethylketone at the same

conditions doesn't produce ethyl radical.

When 50 mM of BrCCl3 is added to the solution both biradicals are .scavenged
completely. In this case the EIA polarizatlon of benzyl terminus 15 observed which ls
formed in a RP with ·CC13 radlcal, These speetra provide information on HFI constants of
oorresponcling biradical.

ESR speetra detected in the photolysis of 2,12-diphenylcyclododecanone (fig. 2a)
show net absorptive contribution due to triplet mechanism (TM) and equal g-faetors for the
two radieal sites and are ascrlbed to a benzyl-benzyl biradical, This observation Is in
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Spin correlation effects in spurs.

Brian Brocklehurst,

Chemistry Department, Sheffield University, Sheffield, S3 7HF, U.K.

In solids and liquids, high energy particles produce tracks consisting of spurs - groups
of ion pairs, excited molecules and free radicals. A considerable effort has been put into the
simulation of reactions in spurs, but, until recently, the role of spin in spur processes has
been neglected. This is justifiable for dilute aqueous solutions, because of the fast spin
relaxation of hydroxyl radicals. In many other systems, spin correlation is less readily lost as
is demonstrated by the effects of applied magnetic fields.

It is important to distinguish the effects of spin correlation and spin evolution. Because
of hyperfine interaction between electrons and nuclei, the spin wavefunction evolves over
some tens of nanoseconds giving rise to the familiar magnetic field and magnetic isotope
effects among geminate radical pairs. However, in a mobile liquid, most of the intra-spur
reactions are complete within about ten ns. So, in many cases, spin evolution during the spur
Iifetime can be neglected. A single pair just remains singlet but the 'effects of spin
correlation are more complicated for two or more pairs. For example, in a two-pair spur
which is in an overall singlet state, if one pair reacts as singlet, then the other pair must also
be singlet; if the first is triplet, the sec0l1:d must be triplet too - a striking result of quantum
mechanics.

A Monte Carlo model for spur reactions has been developed, capable of handling up to
five radical (ion)" pairs (ten unpaird electrons). Reaction dynamics are based on the
independent pairs approximation. The initial wavefunction is set up as overall singlet; when
an encounter occurs, e.g. between two radicals, the singlet and triplet amplitudes are
evaluated for that pair, a choice is made using a random number and the wavefunction is
updated accordingly.

Some of the results obtained for alkane solutions will be presented. The number of
reactions involved is large so that direct comparison with experiment is hardly feasible as
yet. However, the model is being used to explore spin effects and their role in processes in
spurs. Magnetic field effects due to subsequent spin evolution can be predicted. One
problem is that the distribution of spur sizes is only experimentally accessible in the gas
phase. However, this can be overcome experimentaIly, by using vacuum ultraviolet photons
to produce events with a known energy content.

Unlike alkanes, aromatic compounds have stable triplet states; the spin-spin interaction
in these species (zero-field splitting) causes spin evolution over 1-2 ns, i.e. before the spur
diffuses apart. This leads to magnetic field effects on this time-scale which have been
detected using vacuum ultraviolet excitation. The spur model is being extended to include
coherent spin evolution of triplet states, their spin relaxation and inter-system crossing.



The Inftuence of Dipole-Dipole Interaction on Risetime of ESE

kinetics for Pulse Generation of Radicals in Viscous Media

P. P. Borbat, A. D. Milov and Yu, D. Tsvetkov

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia.

ESE is an attractive technique for the studies of short-lived para
magnetic species. Its high time resolution, determined by width of the
first probing MW pulse, approachs to a few nanoseconds. Thus it seems
possible to inspect early period of CIDEP formation and kinetics of rad
icals separation at sufficiently high viscosities. Next mechanism restriets
such possibility. If radicals are instanteously formed in pairs their sub
siquent diffusion results in random shifts of their Larmor frequencies due
to the interradical dipole-dipole interaction (DDI). That process leads to
dephasing of the transverse magnetization, formed by the pulse applied
elose to the moment of the radicals creation, and lasts mostly within the
dead-time after applying this pulse. The main result is grouth or risetimes
of ESE or FID kinetics. To check the value of proposed mechanism we ap
plied the M~nte-Carlomethod to model calculations of primary echo (PE)
amplitude V(t,r)=Vo(t) . Vd(t,r). Here r is the time interval between two
MW pulses, t is time interval between the moments of radicals formation
and application of the first pulse. The term Vo(t) is the PE singnal to be
measured at r = 0, Vd(t,r) is due to DDI. We calculated Vd(t,r) for a set
of diffusion coefficient (D) of radicals. For r = 0.3Jls and D < 10-6 cm-s",

the risetime of Vd(t, r) increased enough to allow in some cases its using for
estimation of D by comparing measured kinetic profile with calculated one.
To illustrate that we apply ESE to record the CIDEP kinetics of t-butyl
radicals generated in photolysis of di-t-butylketone in 2-propylbenzene at
viscosities up to 103 cP. The rising initial parts, isolated from the PE ki
netics taken for set of TI, were used to obtaim dependence of D on TI for
t-butyl radicals at the early period of their history.



PHOTOINDUCED TRANSFORMATIONS IN AMORPHOUS As Se DETECTED BY
2 3

MEANS OF MAGNETIC SPIN EFFECTS

D.I.Kadyrov and E.L.Frankevich

Institute of Energy Problems of Chemical Physics of the Russian

Academy of Sciences, Moscow 334, Russia

The reversible photoinduced transformations in amorphous

chalcogenides are weIl established phenomena. In this work the

attempt of elucidation of such transformations in thin films of

amorphous As Se prepared by vacuum sublimation have been made by
2 3

measuring of the stationary photoconductivity and its variations in

external magnetic field (H) with the strength 0-12 kOe in the

temperature range 170-330 K.. It was found that the photocurrent

kinetics after the switching on of the light and the character of

the magnetic field effect (MFE) depend on the intensity of light,

I. Two types of MFE have been observed. When I was - 1 wt/m2

swit.chi.nq on of the field led to decrease of the 'ph otiocur-re nt;

through the sampIe with the time ccnst.ant; 1:' ::s 1 s, i. e. to fast

MFE. But if· I was more then 10 wt/m2 together with the fast

negative MFE the poa i.t.Lve del ayed MFE with 1:' "" 10 2 s has been

observed. with I increasing the value of fast MFE decreased while

the value of the delayed one increased. The dependences of the fast
J

and delayed MFE on H correspond to the relaxation mechanism of the

evolution of the full spin of the pairs of particles. The fast MFE

is connected with the dependence of the rate of geminate

recombination of the electron-hole pairs (e ... h) created by the

photoexcitation on their spin state. The appearance of the delayed

MFE is caused by the recombination of the free charge carries

(electrons and holes) on the photoinduced paramagnetic centers. In

the frames of 'Mott-Davis-street model [1] such centers are neutral

ones DO. According to the model of Klinger with coworkers [2]

paramagnetic centers of recombination may be formed after the

autolocalisation of electrons (holes) and they are charged.

1. Mott N.F., Davis E.A., Street R.A. Phil. Mag. 31 (1975), 961.

2. Klinger M.l. Uspekhi Fiz. Nauk 152 (1987), 623.

-----------------_.
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SPIN UNCOUPLING IN RYDBERG STATES

by

S. P. McGLYNN

Department 0/ Chemistry
Louisiana State University

Baton Rouge, LA 70803 (U. S. A.)

ABSTRACT

The analysis of the rotational sub-band structure in the B bandsystem of methyl
iodide by Mulliken and Teller has been extended to all four states of the .. .4a,22e36sa,

Rydberg (R6s) configuration. All available one- and two-photon absorption data can be

reproduced using a single set of molecular constants and selection rules derived by
generalizing the frame transformation of the quantum defect theory to a symmetrie top
molecule. It is shown that eleetronic-nuclear interactions in addition to the electronic
Coriolis coupling term must be included in an interpretation of the rotational structure
of the R6s states. In particular, uncoupling of the spin of the Rydberg electron from the
molecular axis is a key element in understanding the results. Molecular constants
obtained by fitting experimental bandshapes of the R6s origins are shown to be those of
the alternative levels of the freely-rotating, electronically-degenerate molecu1ar ion

core, CH3I+(2E3/2,l/2).
J



ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS AND CIDNP IN

CONTACT GEMINATE RECOMBINATION OF RADICAL-ION PAIRS

IN SOLUTIONS OF ARBITRARY POLARITY.

N.V.Shokhirev and A.A.Zharikov .

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion

Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

At present there is a substantial progress in studying

magnetic and spin effects in the processes of radical pairs

geminate recombination (for example, see [1]). A model of

non-interacting radicals in high magnetic fields with the

recombination at the contact is the most developed model providing

analytical description [1]. In a practically important case of

ion-radical pairs (IRP) with the Coulomb interaction between

partners, only approximate analytical approximations exist which

are based either on the generalization of numerical ' calculations

[1,2] or on the perturbation theory [3].

At the same time, the analytical approximation of the Green

function for diffusion motion in the Coulomb potential which has
, .

recently been put forward [4] allows one to analytically describe

magnetic and spin effects for the case of IRP recombination in
.J

media of arbitrary polarity.

In the present paper general expressions for recombination

probabilities in the case of contact recombination (with the rates

Ws and wT for singlet and triplet states, respectively) and the

contact exchange interaction are obtained. The reagents motion is

described by the isotropie continuous diffusion in the Coulomb

potential. IRP are generated at the distance r o in the state
A

described by the spin matrix °

Os S = Vs/.K, °T T = VT/ ( 3.N" ), ,
Here Vs and VT are initial populations (VS + VT = 1), and Jl is the

number of nuclear subsystem states.

For the case of high magnetic fields, general formulae for

the yield of singlet and triplet products take the simplest form

Ps =~(ro'ws){V; - ~[O(b,Ws)V;- ~O(b,WT)V;] - ßQ(b,WST)CST}X



X(iWST) = ~(b,iWST)/~o(b)

* 1 -t ' 1
Vs = VS- 2(1-e cos ~)(VS-3VT)'

PT = ~(rO'WT){~(2VT+V;) + ~[O(b,ws)V;-~Q(b,WT)V;]+ ßQ(b'WST)CST}~
where

I = {Re X(iWST) + O(b,WST)IX(iWST)12}/ä , ß = Im X(iWST)/ä ,

ä = 1 + ![O(b,ws)+O(b,WT) + 20(b,wST)] Re X(iWST)

+ ~[O(b,ws) + O(b,wT)]O(b'WST)IX(iWST)12
r o
f ~(r,iWST)dr = ~ + i~
b

* 1-tVT = VT+ 2(1-e cos ~)(3VS-VT)

r 1-E
~ST= 2e ein ~ (VS-VT/3)

WST = WST({m}) is the frequency of S-T transitions [1]. The

summation of the equations over all nuclear configurations {m}

gives total populations of the products, and weighted with m
n

gives the polarization of n-th nucleus.

In the above formulae, b is the contact radius, ~(r,w) is the

recombination product yield in a scalar problem with the start at

rand the contact recombination rate w, while O(r,w) = 1 - ~(r,w)

is the aurvival probability. Analytical expressions for ~ and ~o

are given in [4]. For the . absence of the exchange interaction

wST = (wS + wT)/2, and for infinitely large exchange wST ~ ,oo .

Comp~ison with numerlcal calculations shows rather high

accuracy of the proposed method for the yields and CIDNP. In , t he

present paper the influence of the Coulomb interaction magnitude

on scalar probabilities and transition effectiveness is studied.

It is shown that the so-called "exponential" regime exists, when

the square root dependence on frequency and viscosity [1] is

replaced by a linear one. Besides, the influence of the reaction

with acceptors and relaxation i8 discussed.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE SOLVENT POLARITY ON MAGNETIC

EFFECTS IN GEMINATE RECOMBINATION. BALANCE APPROXIMATION

A.A.Zharikov and N.V.Shokhirev .

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion

Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

The processes of geminate recombination of ion-radical pairs

(IPR) in solvents if different viscosity and polarity are being

intensively studied. At present the description of a contact

recombination of spinless particles is most fully developed. The

relationship between the problem parameters (diffusion

coefficient, Coulomb interaction magnitude, contact recombination

rate w, etc .) and the stationary characteristics (the

recombination products yield ~(r,w) or the survival probability

O(r,w) = 1 ~(r,w» as well as the time form of the

recombination kinetics is established [1,2J. However, if S-T

----+ separated
species

1 (A- , . . D+)

kST+tkTS

3 - +(A •• , 'D )
w

T-product ~ 3(A-D+)

conversion in a geminate IRP is neglected, the results cannot be

effectively used to interpret experimental data.

In the present paper the expressions for the singlet (PS) and

triplet (PT) recombination products yield in a balance

approximation are obtain~d, t~e Coulomb interaction force in IRP

being arbitrary. The relative motion in a pair was described by

the isotropic tcontinuous diffusion in the Coulomb potential. It

was assumed that the transitions occur in the region of weak

exchange interaction (r > R) and are defined by the rate constants

kST and kTS (see the schemel.

S-product c
ws

1 (A-D+)

b R r

Scheme

If a pair is generated in the singlet state at the distance

r o within the zone of strong exchange (ro < R), general formulae

are reduced to the following

- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - ---



(1)

(2)

-

The probability of the pairs yield into volume

(3)

where

~ = 1 + ~R(~~ [ kSTO(R,wS) + ~Sn(R,wT)] (6)
o

A Cf(R.A) AX( ) = ~ (R) =kST + ~S . (7)
o

Analytical expressions for ~, n, Cf and ~o are given in [2].

The influence of the medium viscosity and polarity on

recombination probabilities and magnetic field effect (MFE) of the

reaction are studied on the basis of the analytical expressions

(1-7). When estimating MFE in media of moderate viscosity, we

assumed that in the case of high magnetic fields only

S-Totransitions occur, i.e. kST' = ~s = k For zero magnetic

field, kST =3~s =3k , i.e. all triplet states are effectively

mixed with the singlet one. The monotonous dependence of the MFE

suppression with the decreasing polarity or increasing viscosity

of the solution is obtained.

For recombination . in .v i s c ou s media, the contribution of

non-adiabatic ST transitions in high . magnetic fields is

estimated. Jn this case, expression (1) takes the form

* * *PT(ro) = PT(ro) + [~(r ,wT)-PT(r )]g (8)

where r* is the point of the terms intersection, ~ is the

parameter which characterizes ST mixing and coincides with the

transition probability [3] in the limit of weak mixing. It is

found that the applicability eondition of a widely used simple

kinetic seheme [4] in MFE description coincides with the exponen

tial regime condition in geminate recombination kinetics [2]
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